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1. Introduction  
This document describes the IP Telecom Services APIs.  

The Telecom Services APIs are the library functions which allow SIP telecom applications to be 
built.   This manual begins with an explanation of the various elements that these APIs have in 
common: key concepts, global variables, compile and link requirements, logging, and return 
codes. Then it gives a detailed description with examples of how to use each Telecom Services 
API.  

2. Key Concepts 
This section describes the following key concepts: phrases, phrase files, and the system phrase 
directory. These concepts are referred to throughout the document.  

2.1. Phase Management 

Files in which recorded speech is stored are referred to as phrases or phrase files. The terms 
phrase and phrase file are used synonymously in this document. All phrase files must be in 
G711 Mulaw Wave format. Phrase files can be recorded and played using the Telecom Services 
APIs, or phrase files can also be recorded using utility programs from any source as long as they 
are in G711 Mulaw Wave format.   

All of the voice prompts used by the APIs are stored as phrase files under a specified directory. 
The system phrases are the voice recordings used by the TEL_Speak API to speak numbers, 
dates, times, dollar amounts, etc. The directory in which these phrases are stored is known as the 
system phrase directory. 

The location of the system phrase directory is identified by the Linux environment variable 
$OBJDB.  SIP Telecom Services can also support any language, providing the proper recording 
of phrases and the grammar changes are made to accommodate the lanquage.  

2.2. Speech Recognition (SR) 

Aumtech’s Speech Recognition product is based on Media Resource Control Protocol, version 2 
(MRCPv2), and follows the guidelines specified in the IETF MRCPv2 draft dated August 28, 2012 
( https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-ietf-speechsc-mrcpv2/ ). 
 
The SR product is comprised of Speech Recognition APIs, described in this document, and a 
MRCPv2 speech recognition client (mrcpClient2Mgr and mrcpClient2).  The mrcpClient2 process 
receives commands from the application processes, and interacts with the MRCPv2 compliant 
speech recognition engine to fulfill the requests. 
 
To perform speech recognition, the application, at a minimum, must do the following tasks: 

1. SR initialization ( TEL_SRInit ) 
2. Load and activate grammars ( TEL_SRSetParameter($SR_GRAMMAR_NAME), 

TEL_SRLoadGrammar ) 
3. Perform the recognition ( TEL_SRRecognizeV2 ) 
4. Unload grammars ( TEL_SRUnloadGrammar, TEL_SRUnloadGrammars ) 
5. SR shutdown ( TEL_SRExit ) 
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2.2.1 Grammar Loading and Activation 

To perform a successful speech recognition, at least one grammar must be loaded and activated.   

2.2.1.1 Grammar Loading 

To load a grammar means the speech recognizer engine has received a DEFINE-GRAMMAR 
MRCPv2 method, and has successfully compiled and loaded it and is ready to perform a voice 
recognition against it.  To successfully load a grammar, 
TEL_SRSetParameter($GRAMMAR_NAME) and TEL_SRLoadGrammar are to be called.   

2.2.1.2 Grammar Activation 

When a grammar is activated, the MRCPv2 client process (mrcpClient2) has the already loaded 
grammar specified to be recognized for the next voice recognition.  Then, when the speech 
recognition is performed, the mrcpClient2 process sends the speech engine the MRCPv2 
RECOGNIZE command.  As part of that command, only the activated grammars are used as a 
vocabulary for the recognition. 

This allows the application flexibility in controlling recognitions and grammars.  For example, if an 
application is to perform recognitions for yes-no and digits, it can load all grammars as part of the 
initialization, then activate only the grammars required for each recognition.  To successfully 
activate a grammar, TEL_SRSetParameter with the grammarType set to SR_GRAM_ID is to be 
called. 

2.2.1.3 Grammar Deactivation 

Grammars can also be deactived as well. For example, if a yes-no grammar and a digits 
grammar are currently loaded and a recognition is to be performed for digits, then the yes-no 
grammar should be deactivated so the recognizer engine does not recognize against it.  The 
TEL_SRUnloadGrammar and TEL_SRUnloadGrammars perform this task.   

Throughout the application process, grammar only should be loaded once.  After it is loaded, it 
only has to be activated and deactivated from that point on. 

3. API Categories 
Telecom Services APIs fall into the categories as described in Table 1. Each API in the table has 
a detailed description later in this document.  

3.1.1.1.1 Table 1: Telecom Services API Categories 

CATEGORY / API DESCRIPTION 

Init-Exit 
Register and de-register applications with Telecom 
Services. 

TEL_InitTelecom Register an application with SIP Telecom Services.  

TEL_ExitTelecom Terminate Telecom Services processing by an application.  

TEL_StartNewApp Replace a running Telecom Services application with another.  

Global Variable 
Manipulation 

Assign / Retrieve values of global variables used by other 
Telecom APIs.  

TEL_GetGlobal Retrieve the value of a Telecom global integer variable. 

TEL_GetGlobalString Retrieve the value of a Telecom Services global string variable. 
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TEL_SetGlobal Assign a value to a Telecom Services global integer variable. 

TEL_SetGlobalString Assign a value to a Telecom Services global string variable.  

Call Control Manipulate the ports over which calls are carried. 

TEL_AnswerCall Answer an incoming call.  

TEL_BridgeCall 
Bridge a call with a second party. Return to application when 
completed.  

TEL_BridgeThirdLeg Allows an already bridged call to bridge to a third leg. 

CATEGORY / API DESCRIPTION 

TEL_InitiateCall Initiate an outbound call.  

TEL_PortOperation Perform an operation on a telephony port (channel).  

TEL_TransferCall Transfer a call to a second party.  

Input 
Receive and manipulate input from callers and bridged 
parties.  

TEL_ClearDTMF 
Remove any pre-existing DTMF entries that the caller may 
have pressed.  

TEL_GetDTMF Obtain DTMF input from the caller.  

TEL_Record Record input from either party on a call.   

Output Speak information to either party on a call.  

TEL_OutputDTMF Play DTMF tones to the caller. 

TEL_Speak 
Speak data or recorded phrases synchronously or 
asynchronously to either party on a call.  

Outbound Call Services 
(OCS)  

Schedule and unschedule outbound phone calls.  

TEL_ScheduleCall 
Schedule an outbound call to be made now or at a later time 
by a specific application.  

TEL_UnscheduleCall Cancel a previously scheduled call.   

Fax Build, send, receive, and schedule faxes 

TEL_BuildFaxList 
Create a textual file containing two or more TIFF files.  This can 
be used for concatenating and sending multiple fax pages in a 
single transmission. 

TEL_RecvFax 
Receive a fax transmission over an existing call and stores it in a 
TIFF file. 

TEL_ScheduleFax Send a fax, consisting of one or more TIF files. 

TEL_SendFax 
Schedule a fax to be sent to a specific destination at a specific 
time. 

 
 

 

4. Global Variables 
The Telecom Services Global Variables are pre-defined internal variables that are available to all 
Telecom Services APIs. Each global variable affects one or more of the Telecom Services APIs. 
The manner in which a global variable influences an API is explained in that API's description. In 
any detailed API description, a global variable is easy to identify because its name starts with a $ 
and is written in all capital letters (e.g. $ANSWER_TIMEOUT). The values of global variables can 
be retrieved and assigned using the following APIs:  

• TEL_SetGlobal 

• TEL_SetGlobalString 
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• TEL_GetGlobal 

• TEL_GetGlobalString 

The Telecom Services Global Variables are described in the detailed descriptions of the 
TEL_GetGlobal and TEL_GetGlobalString APIs in Table 8 and Table 9, respectively. 
    

5. Information Returned by API's 

5.1. API Return Codes 

All Telecom Service APIs return a code indicating the result of the execution of the API. In case of 
failure, an error or warning message is also written to the Aumtech System Log. If an API fails, 
the first step should be to check the return code and to seek clarification of the error in the log. 
Then, if the log does not reveal enough information regarding the failure, verbose logging may be 
turned on by setting LOG_MODE=VERBOSE in the Global Configuration File. The return codes 
are explained in Table 2.  
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5.1.1.1.1 Table 2: Telecom API Return Codes 

Return 
Code 

Definition Description 

0 TEL_SUCCESS The API completed successfully.  

-1 TEL_FAILURE The API failed. The specific reason for the failure 
can be found in the log.  

-2 TEL_TIMEOUT The API timed out waiting for an event, usually 
user input. The timeout interval is specified as a 
parameter to the API or by setting the 
$ANSWER_TIMEOUT global variable in the 
case of TEL_AnswerCall.  

-3 TEL_DISCONNECTED The caller hung up during the execution of the 
API or the API began and the caller had already 
hung up. An End Call detail record is written 
when the API detects disconnect.  

-4 TEL_EXTRA_STAR_IN_DOLLAR During TEL_GetDTMF, the caller touch-toned 
more than one asterisk (*) when trying to identify 
the decimal place in a dollar amount. 

-6 TEL_OVERFLOW During TEL_GetDTMF (with a MANDATORY 
terminateOption), the caller entered more than 
the allowable number of digits.  

-7 TEL_SOURCE_NONEXISTENT The phrase specified to be operated on does not 
exist.  

-10 TEL_LOST_AGENT During an attempt to transfer or bridge a caller to 
another number (e.g. a live agent), the agent 
hung up. This value can be returned by any API 
interacting with the agent including 
TEL_BridgeCall, TEL_Speak, TEL_GetDTMF, 
and TEL_TransferCall. 

-12 TEL_INVALID_INPUT During TEL_GetDTMF, the caller entered a 
DTMF key or key combination which is not 
allowed for a particular input format.  

-14 TEL_PLACED_CALL  The application responsible for making this call 
was already started. Hence, the call could not be 
unscheduled.  

-15  TEL_OCS_ERROR An error occurred while making the outbound 
call. Since the call was never successfully 
completed, it cannot be unscheduled.  

-16 TEL_CDF_NOT_FOUND The CDF name specified in the cdf parameter 
was not found. 

   

To ensure proper functioning of the application, it is critical that API return codes are checked and 
the appropriate action is taken based upon their values. It is especially important to test for 
disconnects so that the application can perform the appropriate termination. To make this easier, 
the Telecom Services APIs allows "automatic return code handling", which is explained in the 
following section.  Note: this only applies to ‘C’ applications; not VXML applications. 
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6. Log Message Records 
All APIs log an error or warning message when they encounter a problem or potential problem. 
Certain APIs also log normal event messages known as call detail records. These log messages 
indicate the start and end of a call.  Applications may also log messages. Besides the message 
text itself, all logged messages contain other fields of information which can be very useful in 
diagnosing and correcting problems.  
 
The value of the REPORT_MODE parameter in the ARC global configuration file, 
$HOME/.ISP/Global/.Global.cfg, determines the verbosity of the log messages. REPORT_MODE 
may be set to NORMAL, DETAIL, or VERBOSE, with a value of VERBOSE generating the most 
detailed messages into the system log. 
 
The report mode setting in the global configuration file can be overridden on a per-application 
basis by creating a file in the $HOME/.ISP/Global/Log directory indicating the verbosity desired 
for the application. For example, if an application named my_app exists and it’s desired to run in 
in verbose mode regardless of the value of REPORT_MODE in the global configuration file, the 
following Linux command will create the file that will cause it to log in this mode: 
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touch $HOME/.ISP/Global/Log/my_app.verbose 
 
Similarly,  my_app  can log in normal or detail mode, respectively, by issuing the following Linux 
commands: 
 
touch $HOME/.ISP/Global/Log/my_app.normal or  
touch $HOME/.ISP/Global/Log/my_app.detail  
 
To have applications once again log in the mode specified in the global configuration file, simply 
delete the file .verbose application files in $HOME/.ISP/Global/Log. 
Note that when an application logs in a particular mode, all the API calls within that application log 
messages in the same mode. 

6.1. General Log Message Record Format 

Table 3 lists the general format for all messages written by the APIs and applications. All fields 
are separated by pipe signs {'|'} in the log; the exceptions are fields 11 and 12, which are 
separated by an exclamation point {'!'}.  

6.1.1.1.1 Table 3: Description of Log Message Fields 

Field 
No.  

Name Length Description Example 

1 Log ID 3 Type of message: Call Detail Record 
(CDR), ISP, Diagnose (DIA) 

CDR 

2 Reporting 
Mode 

1 Reporting mode to which the Log ID is 
mapped: N = Normal, V = Verbose 

N 

3 Date/Time 20 Date and time at which the message was 
logged.  

May 18 11:05:03 
2009 

4 Service 
Type 

3 ARC Service from which the message was 
logged   
TEL = Telecom, SNA = SNA, TCP = 
TCP/IP, NET = Network 

TEL 

5 Message ID 5 Message identification number.  20090 

6 System 
Name 

8 Name of the system on which the message 
was generated.  

ipivr1 

7 Process ID 5 The process ID of the process that 
generated the message.  

2046 

8 Port 
Number 

8 The number of the port on which the call 
was received.  

6 

9 Module 
Name 

40 Name of the module that generated the 
message. For messages generated by 
APIs, this is API name.  

TEL_AnswerCall 

10 Application 
Name 

20 The name of the application that issued the 
message. Note: Only the first 12 characters 
of the application name will appear.  

app_name 

11 Message 
Text 

200 The text of the message. This is readable 
text in API and application messages, but 
is broken down into other fields for the 
CDRs. When API calls fail, the text may 
include additional information in the form of 

See message field 
definitions in the 
following table.  
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vendor error numbers indicated by "rc=" or 
"faxrc=" and/or system error numbers 
indicated by "errno=" 

   

7. Call Detail Records 
In addition to normal error and warning messages, the Telecom Services APIs also write special 
messages known as call detail records or CDRs. There are two types of call detail records: Start 
and End. Both types of CDRs use field 12, the message text field, of the log message to store 
specific information about the call. The message text field is divided into subfields specific to the 
type of CDR; the subfields are separated by colons {':'}.  

Both Start and End CDRs contain a unique key which associates the two records of the same 
phone call.  
   

7.1. Start Call Detail Record 

A Start Call Detail Record is written by the TEL_AnswerCall to indicate the start of a call.  

The call start time in the CDR record is the time that the call was actually answered by the 
application; i.e. when the TEL_AnswerCall API completed.  

7.1.1.1.1 Table 4: Subfields of the Start CDR Message 

Field 
No.  

Name Length Description Sample 

1 Key 38 A key that uniquely identifies the 
call. This field allows the 
association of the record with its 
corresponding End Call Detail 
Record.  

ipivr1-PORT23-   
0518200911052313  

2 CDR_Type 2  The type of Call Detail Record 
(start).  

SC (for start call)  

3 AppName 50 The name of the application.  prepaid 

4 Originator 15 Phone number of the originating 
caller, i.e. ANI.  

5159741282 

5 Call Start 
Time  

15  The phone number called, i.e. the 
DNIS 

8005556837  

6 Call Start 
Time 

14 Date and time to the hundredths 
of a second of the start of the 
call. Format: 
mmddyyHHMMSShh.  

0518200911055313 

7 CustData1 8 Whatever customer wants to log custinfo 

8 CustData2 100 Whatever customer wants to log  more custinfo  

 
Sample Start CDR Message:  
CDR|N|May 18 11:05:23 2009|TEL|20090|ipivr1|20460|arc|TEL_AnswerCall|prePaid.23 
|1!CDR20090-ivr1-PORT23-0518200911052313:SC:FederalExpress:5159741282:8005556837: 
0518200911055313:custinfo:more custinfo  
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End Call Detail Record  

An End Call Detail Record is written by the first Telecom Services API which detects a 
disconnect. The time specified in the record is the time when the disconnect was first detected.  
Table 5 shows how the Message Text field of the End CDR is divided into subfields:  

7.1.1.2 Table 5: Subfields of the End CDR Message 

Field 
No.  

Name Length Description Sample 

1 Key 38 A key that uniquely identifies the 
call. This key field matches one in 
a Start Call Detail Record 

ipivr1-PORT23-   
0518200911052313 

2  CDR_Type
  

2  The type of Call Detail Record.  EC (for end call)  

3 CallCode 3 Indicates how the call terminated. 
01 = normal, 02 = hangup.  

01 

4 Call End 
Time 

14 Date and time (to .01 of a 
second) that the caller hung up. 
The format is: 
mmddyyyyHHMMSShh. This is 
the time at which disconnect was 
first detected. Applications may 
execute past this time if it has 
cleanup functions to perform.  

0518200911072523 

5 CustData1 8  Whatever customer wants to log custinfo 

6 CustData2 100 Whatever customer wants to log more custinfo 

 

Sample End CDR Message:  
CDR|N|May 18 11:05:23 2009|TEL|20091|ivr1|20460|arc|TEL_ExitTelecom|ipivr1.23|1! 
CDR20091-ipivr1-PORT23-0518200911052313:EC:01:0518200911072523::  

8. Alarm Handling 
Telecom Services is capable of sending SNMP Alarms upon specific events.  For example, an 
SNMP Alarm can be sent upon startup and shutdown of Telecom Services.  The ARC SNMP 
Agent must be installed on the Telecom Server, and can be activated by entering the appropriate 
entry in $ISPBASE/Global/.Global.cfg. 
 
SNMP=ON          # Send SNMP alarms 
 
The specific alarms to be sent are configurable within the 
$ISPBASE/Global/Tables/snmp_arc_traps.cfg file.  See the ARC OAM Services guide for more 
information on ARC SNMP Services. 
 

8.1. Telecom Services Applications 

 
All Telecom Services applications are simply applications that use the Telecom Services APIs. 
Telecom Services applications either be in VXML or "straight C code".  The APIs documented in 
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this manual are for “straight C code”.  See the Aumtech VoiceXML 2.0 User’s Guide for details of 
writing VXML applications.   
 
Telecom applications are launched by the Telecom Services Responsibility subsystem.    
When Telecom Services is started, the Responsibility system determines which application to fire 
when a call is received. Among other things, it accomplishes this by noting the ANI and DNIS of 
the incoming call and looking for a match in the scheduling tables. If a match is found the 
application is fired; otherwise, an error message is written.  
 
Appropriate entries must be made in the scheduling tables so the Responsibility subsystem can 
fire the correct Telecom Services application(s). Scheduling is explained in the SIP Telecom 
Services Operations Guide.  
 
Telecom Services applications must begin by calling TEL_InitTelecom and finish by calling 
TEL_ExitTelecom. Between these two calls, the application can issue any combination of 
Telecom Services API calls and other C function calls necessary to accomplish its purpose.  
Because of the richness of the Telecom Services API set and the ability to link in any other C 
library functions, Telecom Services applications can perform a wide variety of tasks.  

9. Sample Telecom Services Application 
This section presents a simple SIP IVR (interactive voice response) application to illustrate the 
structure of the application and (hopefully) to reinforce some good programming techniques. The 
application does the following:  
   
Answers the phone 
Speaks a welcome message 
Enters a loop where it: 

Prompts the caller to touch tone a 4-digit number 
Waits for the input 
Repeats back the caller's input 
Exits the loop if the caller enters "0000" 

Says good-bye 
Terminates the call 
 
Start and End Call Detail Records are written to the log automatically.  
This application can be compiled with the Telecom makegen utility; no additional libraries are 
necessary. After scheduling the application (refer to the SIP Telecom Services Operations 
Guide), it should run after calling in to the system.  
 
/* Sample Telecom Services Application */  
#include  <string.h>  
#include  <stdarg.h>  
#include  "Telecom.h"            /* Telecom Services constants and structures */  

/* Function prototypes */  
void         log_msg(char *, ...);  
int           App_Startup(int, char **);  
int           Main_Menu(void);  
void         App_Shutdown(void);  
int           firstDigitTimeout = interDigitTimeout = 10;  
char        InputTerminateKey = '#';  

/* Use a format string and variable argument list to log a message to stderr */  
void log_msg(char *msgformat, ...)  
{  
va_list parms;  
char    msg[256];  

va_start(parms, msgformat);  
vsprintf(msg, msgformat, parms);  
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va_end(parms);  
fprintf(stderr, "%s", msg);  
fflush(stderr);  
}  

main (int argc, char **argv)  
{  
int     ret;                    /* Return Code from each function call */  

ret = App_Startup(argc, argv);  
if (ret < 0)  
        {  
        App_Shutdown();  
        exit (-1);  
        }  
ret = Main_Menu();  
App_Shutdown();  
}  

/* This function performs the start up sequence typical of many Telecom applications */  
int App_Startup(int argc, char **argv)  
{  
int     ret;                               /* Return Code from each API call */  
char    phr_welcome[64];        /* Welcome phrase spoken to caller ("Good Morning") */  

/* Initialize application with Telecom Services */  
ret = TEL_InitTelecom(argc, argv);  
if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS)  
        {  
        log_msg ("TEL_InitTelecom failed, ret code=%d\n", ret);  
        exit (-1);  
        }  

/* Pickup phone after 1 ring */  
ret = TEL_AnswerCall(1);  
if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS)  
        {  
        log_msg ("TEL_AnswerCall failed, ret code=%d\n", ret);  
        return(ret);  
        }  
/* Speak Welcome Phrase */  
strcpy(phr_welcome,"welcome.wav");  
ret = TEL_Speak (FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE, phr_welcome, SYNC);  
if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS)  
        {  
        log_msg ("TEL_Speak of welcome phrase %s failed, ret code=%d\n",  
                        phr_welcome, ret);  
        return (ret);  
        }  
} /* End App_Startup */  

int Main_Menu()  
{  
int       ret;                            /* Return Code from each API call */  
char    phr_enter4dig[64];       /* Phrase to prompt for input  ("Enter a 4-digit number")*/  
char    phrase_num[16];          /* Number entered by caller */  
char    phr_goodbye[64];        /* Goodbye phrase ("Good Evening") */  
int       loop;                         /* menu loop variable */  
int       Expected_No_Digits = 4;  

for (loop=0; loop<1;) /* Continue loop until user presses four 0's or hangs up */  
        {  
        /* Speak Input prompt */  
        strcpy(phr_enter4dig,"enter.wav");  
        ret = TEL_Speak (FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE, phr_enter4dig, SYNC);  
        if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS)  
                {  
                log_msg ("TEL_Speak of %s failed, ret code=%d\n",  
                                phr_enter4dig, ret);  
                if (ret == TEL_DISCONNECTED) return (ret);  
                }  
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        /* Retrieve DTMF Input (4 digits) from caller, # sign is not Mandatory */  
        ret = TEL_GetDTMF(FIRST_PARTY, firstDigitTimeout, interDigitTimeout, 2, YES, InputTerminateKey, 
Expected_No_Digits, AUTOSKIP, NUMERIC, phrase_num, future_use);  
        if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS)  
                {  
                log_msg ("TEL_GetDTMF of 4-digit number failed, ret code=%d\n", ret);  
                switch (ret)  
                        {  
                        case TEL_DISCONNECTED:  
                                        return(ret);  
                        case TEL_TIMEOUT:  
                                        continue;  
                        default:  
                                        break;  
                        }  
                }  
        /* Repeat input back to caller */  
        ret = TEL_Speak (FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE, phrase_num, SYNC);  
        if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS)  
                {  
                log_msg ("TEL_Speak of entered number :%s: failed, ret code=%d\n",  
                                phrase_num, ret);  
                if (ret == TEL_DISCONNECTED) return (ret);  
                }  
        if(!strcmp(phrase_num, "0000")) loop = 1; /*Exit loop if caller entered "0000"*/  
        }  

/* Say goodbye to caller synchronously */  
strcpy(phr_goodbye,"goodbye.wav");  
ret = TEL_Speak (FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE, phr_goodbye, SYNC);  
if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS)  
        log_msg ("TEL_Speak of %s failed, ret code=%d\n", phr_goodbye, ret);  
} /* End Main_Menu */  

void App_Shutdown()  
{  
/* Exit the Telecom Services application */  
TEL_ExitTelecom();  
log_msg("Exiting application.\n");  
exit(0);  
} /* App_Shutdown */  

10. Compiling and Linking Telecom Services 
Applications 

This section explains how to compile and link Telecom Services C applications.  The makegen 
utility performs this task.  It’s a Linux script which compiles and links Telecom Services 
applications. It generates a Linux make file which includes all the libraries and include files 
necessary for  applications to properly compile, link, and create a Linux executable file.  
The makegen script gives the option to link in external libraries. 
 
To use makegen, change to the $TELECOM/Applications directory, and type  
   

makegen my_app.c  (for standalone applications) or 
 
where my_app is the name of the C application. (The .c extension is optional.)  
 
The makegen utility will ask if additional libraries are to be included. If so, enter the name of each 
of the libraries (without the "lib" prefix or the ".a" suffix) to be added. Pressing only <Enter> will 
cause the script to continue linking. All libraries should be in any of the library paths used by 
makegen.  
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The makegen utility generates and runs a standard Linux make file in $TELECOM/Applications 
called mk_my_app; it also copies the executable, my_app, into the $TELECOM/Exec directory 
and cleans up any .o files from the Applications directory.  

11. The Telecom Services API Descriptions 
The following sections describe each Telecom Services API in detail. Remember that each 
Telecom Services API returns an integer return code. Scrupulous checking of return codes will 
ensure that applications perform well and are robust.  
 
The description of each API shows one or more example code fragments that illustrate how the 
API is used. In each example, note that the API's return code are checked and when the API fails 
a routine called handle_error() is called. No function prototype is given for handle_error(), and the 
number of parameters passed to it varies from example to example. In each example, assume 
the handle_error function takes the "appropriate action". The "appropriate action" usually consists 
of gracefully dealing with the caller on the line and, if the error was unexpected, recording all 
information available that might help to diagnose and prevent the problem from recurring.  
 
NOTE: Timeouts on input, detection of disconnects, and other such "expected" errors should not 
be logged since they will occur frequently and usually do not indicate any problem with the 
system or the application.  
 

11.1. TEL_AnswerCall 

SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_AnswerCall (no_of_rings)    
  
 #include "Telecom.h" 
  
 int no_of_rings /* Maximum allowed rings */

 
DESCRIPTION: This API answers an incoming call, and logs a Start Call Detail Record (CDR).    

This API immediately answers the call, despite the number of rings specified.  It does 
not wait for the number of rings to occur before answering returning to the 
application.  The no_of_rings parameter simply specifies the maximum amount of 
time to pick up, with each ring translating to three seconds and silence between each 
ring also three seconds.  So effectively, each ring allows for a maximum time of six 
seconds to answer the call.  If, for example, no_of_rings is set to three (3), then the 
API will have eighteen seconds to pick up the call.  Normally, however, this API 
answers the call immediately, logs a Start CDR, and returns the appropriate return 
code to the application. 

 
EXAMPLE:  
 

        int ret;        /* Return code */  

 

        ret = TEL_AnswerCall(1);    
        if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS )  
                {  
                handle_error(ret);  
                }  

 
RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -2      TEL_TIMEOUT  
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.2. TEL_BlastDial 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_BlastDial (no_of_rings, dest_list)   
  
 #include "Telecom.h" 

 
  
 Int no_of_rings /* Number of rings before an outbound call is 

considered a failure 
*/

 struct 
ArcSipDestinationList 

dest_list[5] /* Array of fields containing the destination 
address and destination type (IP or NONE), 
as well at result fields for the outbound 
attempt. 

*/

 
DESCRIPTION  This API will make up to five outbound calls with one request, monitor the status of each, 

bridge to the first answered call to the inbound caller, and drop all other outbound 
requests regardless of their status.  

Upon a successful bridge, the API does not return until the two parties have completed 
their conversation.  After the calling and called parties are connected, additional APIs can 
be executed via the NotifyCaller routine. For more information, please refer to the 
NotifyCaller section in this document. 

Once the parties are bridged, this API monitors both parties until one of them disconnects. 
At that time, if the original caller is still connected, the API returns successfully and the 
application can continue running; otherwise, a TEL_DISCONNECTED return code is 
returned to the application. If the agent is the one to disconnect, then the API returns a 
TEL_LOST_AGENT to the application. 

The no_of_rings parameter specifies the number of rings after which the dial out call to 
the second party is considered a failure. Valid values are 1-100. no_of_rings determines 
how long the API waits for a dial out connection before considering the dial out call a 
failure. Each "ring"  specified represents about six seconds.  

The dest_list parameter is an array of a destination list structure, which is  
struct ArcSipDestinationList 
{ 
 char  destination[256];   
 int      inputType;   
 int      outboundChannel; 
 int      resultCode;   
 char   resultData[256];   
}; 

dest_list must be declared as a array of five, with at least two destinations defined, but no 
more than five.   
 
The fields are: 

• destination: this input field specifies the outbound address to callI 
• inputType: this input field specifies how the value specified in the destination 

parameter is to be dialed. The valid values for the inputType parameter are: 
NONE ( the destination is dialed as passed), and IP (a network IP address is 
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passed as the destination).  This is useful when bridging to other SIP compliant 
interfaces.   

• outboundChannel: this will by set by out dialing process to number of the channel 
on which the outbound call was made for the connected destination.  All other 
failed destinations will have a value of -1. 

• resultCode: this contains specific results of the outbound call 
 

resultCode Result of outbound call 

0 Success 
-21 General failure 
-50 Ring no answer 
-51 Busy 
-52 No ring back 
-54 Bad destination 

 
• resultData: this will contain the textual description of the result 
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EXAMPLE:  
 

 This code segment answers a call and successfully performs a blast dial to five IP 
numbers. 
 
 int                                                  rc; 
                  struct ArcSipDestinationList dList[5]; 
 
 
 memset((struct ArcSipDestinationList *) dList, '\0', sizeof(dList)); 
 rc = TEL_InitTelecom (argc, argv); 
 if (rc != TEL_SUCCESS) handleError ("TEL_InitTelecom()",rc,EXIT); 
 fprintf(stdout, "%s|%d|TEL_InitTelecom() returned %d\n",  
   __FILE__, __LINE__, rc); fflush(stdout); 
 
 rc=TEL_AnswerCall(1); 
 fprintf(stdout, "%s|%d|%d = TEL_AnswerCall(1)\n",  
   __FILE__, __LINE__, rc); fflush(stdout); 
 
 dList[0].inputType = IP; 
 sprintf(dList[0].destination, "%s", "sip:123@10.0.0.59:5060"); 
 
 dList[1].inputType = IP; 
 sprintf(dList[1].destination, "%s", "sip:arc@10.0.0.201:5060"); 
 
 dList[2].inputType = IP; 
 sprintf(dList[2].destination, "%s", "sip:123@10.0.0.207:5060"); 
 
 dList[3].inputType = IP; 
 sprintf(dList[3].destination, "%s", "sip:arc@10.0.0.208:5060"); 
 
 dList[4].inputType = IP; 
 sprintf(dList[4].destination, "%s", "sip:arc@10.0.0.182:5060"); 
 
 
 rc = TEL_BlastDial(6, dList); 
 
 fprintf(stdout,"%s|%d|TEL_BlastDial() returned %d.\n", __FILE__, __LINE__, rc); fflush(stdout); 
 for (i=0; i<5; i++)    // print out the results of each destination 
 { 
  fprintf(stdout,"%s|%d|  dList[%d].destination[%s] -> [%d, %s]\n", 
   __FILE__, __LINE__, 
   i, dList[i].destination,  
   dList[i].resultCode, 
   dList[i].resultData); 
 } 
 
  

  

RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED  
       -10     TEL_LOST_AGENT 
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11.3. TEL_BridgeCall 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_BridgeCall (option, no_of_rings, informat, phone_no, resource_type, retcode, 

channel)   
  
 #include "Telecom.h" 
  
 int option /* Options by which the second party is 

connected to the original caller 
*/

 int no_of_rings /* Number of rings before the outbound call is 
considered a failure 

*/

 int informat /* Format for phone number. */
 char *destination /* Destination address for the outbound call 

(second party). 
*/

 char *resource_type /* Unused */
 char *retcode /* The result of the outbound call */
 char *channel /* The number of the channel used to dial out */

 
DESCRIPTION:  While a caller is on the line, this API dials out to a second party at destination, then 

bridges the two parties together. Upon a successful bridge, the API does not return 
until the two parties have completed their conversation.  

Two Telecom ports are required to connect the two parties. The API requests an 
outbound port from the Telecom Services Responsibility subsystem.  After the 2 
parties are connected, additional APIs can be executed via the NotifyCaller routine. 
For more information, please refer to the NotifyCaller section in this document.  

Once the parties are bridged, this API monitors both parties until one of them 
disconnects. At that time, if the original caller is still connected, the API returns 
successfully and the application can continue running; otherwise, a 
TEL_DISCONNECTED return code is returned to the application. If the agent is the 
one to disconnect, then the API returns a TEL_LOST_AGENT to the application. 

The valid values for the option parameter are: 

ALL - make the outbound call and connect the second party with the original caller 
immediately.  Note: To maintain compatability with ARC Dialogic Telecom Services, 
this API also accepts LISTEN_ALL and LISTEN_IGNORE.  However, since these to 
options are inapplicable with IP Telecom, option is set to ALL. 

DIAL_OUT - make the outbound call, but do not connect the second party with the 
original caller. This is known as Whisper Mode. In Whisper mode, TEL_BridgeCall 
API returns and the application logic can continue. A second TEL_BridgeCall API 
must be issued with the CONNECT option to connect the original caller to the second 
party. 

CONNECT - completes the talk path between the 2 parties. This option can only be 
used after a successful TEL_BridgeCall DIAL_OUT API call. 

The no_of_rings parameter specifies the number of rings after which the dial out call 
to the second party is considered a failure. Valid values are 1-100. This parameter is 
ignored when option is CONNECT.  no_of_rings determines how long the API waits 
for a dial out connection before considering the dial out call a failure. Each "ring"  
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specified represents about six seconds.  

The informat parameter specifies how the value specified in the destination 
parameter is to be dialed. The valid values for the informat parameter are: 

NONE – the destination is dialed as passed.  

IP – a network IP address is passed as the destination.  This is useful when bridging 
to other SIP compliant interfaces.   

NAMERICAN - the destination is a valid North American PSTN phone number; it 
must be 4, 7, or 10 digits. 

 The destination parameter specifies the outbound address to call. This parameter is 
ignored when option is CONNECT.  
 
The resource_type parameter is not used for SIP Telecom and remains for 
compatibility for Aumtech’s Dialogic product. 
 
The retcode reports the result of the outbound call. Possible values are: 

    
  retcode Result of outbound call 

  0 Success 
  -21 General failure 
  -50 Ring no answer 
  -51 Busy signal 
  -52 No ring back 
    
 
 The channel parameter contains the number of the channel on which the outbound 

call was made. This will be the number of the port on which the outbound call was 
made. When this API call is made with the CONNECT option, this value must be the 
same as the value set when the API was called with the DIAL_OUT option. 
 

EXAMPLE:  
 

 Example 1: Dial out and bridge both parties with a single IP destination.  
 
        int ret; /* return code */  
        char phone[20];        /* phone number to bridge to */  
        int ret_code;            /* status of outbound call made for bridging */  
        int channel;             /* channel on which outbound call was made */  

 

        /* Dialout and bridge both parties with a single API call */  

 
        ret = TEL_BridgeCall(ALL,  4,  IP,  "10.0.10.57", "", &ret_code, &channel);  
        if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS)  
                { /* we failed to dial or to bridge the parties */  
                handle_error(phone, ret_code, "ALL", ret);  
                }  

 

 Example 2: Dial out to a PSTN destination, enter whisper mode, speak to the 2nd 
party only, then bridge both parties together.  
 
        int ret;                           /* return code */  
        int try_bridge=1;            /* loop for retrying bridge */  
        int agent_phrase[64];     /* phrase to speak to 2nd party "The key number is ..." */  
        char hold_phrase[64];    /* phrase to speak to 1st party on hold "Please hold ..." */  
        char phone[20];            /* phone number to bridge to */  
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        char port_str[64];          /* string to hold port number */  
        int ret_code;                /* status of outbound call made for bridging */  
        int channel;                 /* channel on which outbound call was made (useful for ISDN) */  

 

        strcpy(hold_phrase,"hold.wav");  
        strcpy(agent_phrase,"agent.wav");  
        strcpy(phone, "19085551212");  
        while (try_bridge == 1)  
        {  
        TEL_BridgeCall(DIAL_OUT, 4, NONE,  phone, "", &ret_code, &channel));  
        if (ret == TEL_SUCCESS)  
                {  
                ret = TEL_Speak(FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE, hold_phrase, SYNC);  
                /* Speak a key which helps the 2nd party access information about incoming call */  
                ret = TEL_Speak (SECOND_PARTY, SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT,PHRASE_FILE, 
PHRASE,agent_phrase,SYNC);  
                ret = TEL_Speak (SECOND_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, STRING, DIGIT, "1297", SYNC);  
                ret = TEL_BridgeCall(CONNECT, 4,  NONE , phone,"", &ret_code, &channel);  
                if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS)  
                        {  
                        /* Failed to bridge the parties. Original party may still be available */  
                        handle_error(phone, ret_code, "CONNECT", ret);  
                        }  
                }  
                else try_bridge = 0;  
        else  
                {  
                handle_error(phone, ret_code, "DIAL_OUT", ret);  
                /* Notify caller that 2nd party is not available */  
                /* Maybe play music on hold here */  
                }  
        }  
        /* App can continue after a successful bridge if the original caller is still on line. */  
 

  

RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED  
       -10     TEL_LOST_AGENT 
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11.4. TEL_BridgeThirdLeg 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_BridgeThirdLeg (option, no_of_rings, informat, phone_no, resource_type, 

retcode, channel)   
  
 #include "Telecom.h" 
  
 int option /* Options by which the second party is 

connected to the original caller 
*/

 int no_of_rings /* Number of rings before the outbound call is 
considered a failure 

*/

 int informat /* Format for phone number. */
 char *destination /* Destination address for the outbound call 

(second party). 
*/

 char *resource_type /* Unused */
 char *retcode /* The result of the outbound call */
 char *channel /* The number of the channel used to dial out */

 
DESCRIPTION:  This API allows an application already in a bridged call to connect the B-leg of that 

call to a new destination.  A scenario to employ this would be might be: 

• “A” Calls in to the IVR. 
• IVR bridges “A” to “B” 
• “B” enters some DTMF (e.g. *77) that triggers an outbound call to “C” Leg.  
• Destination number is the digits following *77. 
• “A” is put on hold, (No empty INVITE.  Only Music on hold) 
• When “C” answers the call, media of “B” and “C” are connected. 
• If B Leg hangs up, “A” and “C” are connected and “C” becomes new “B”. 
• If C Leg hangs up, “A” and “B” are connected back. 
• If A Leg hangs up at any stage, all other legs are dropped. 

 
For a successful call of the API to be made, you must: 
    1.) Already be in a successfully bridged call.  This is then called from the 
applications NotifyCaller() routine. 
    2.) The destination must both be reachable and answer the call within the 
prescribed number of rings. 
    3.) Error conditions are reflected in the return code and the retval variable. The 
return code from the call returns success or failire, the retval the reason, busy, 
unavailable, etc. 
 
One can make the outbound calling dependent on a DTMF key press or other 
signaling situation to dial a third leg at will.  

Please refer to the TEL_BridgeCall API above for a complete description of all the 
parameter, these  parameters are the same as TEL_BridgeCall.  
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EXAMPLE:  
 

 This sample code answers the call, bridges to another destination and after some 
condition occurs, bridges to a third party bridge. 
 
 #include <stdio.h> 
#include "Telecom.h" 
 
int main (int argc, char **argv) 
{ 
  int rc; 
  int ret; 
  int port2; 
  int i; 
 
  if ((rc = TEL_InitTelecom (argc, argv)) < 0) 
  { 
    handleError(rc); 
  } 
 
  if ((rc = TEL_AnswerCall (1)) != TEL_SUCCESS) 
  { 
    handleError(rc); 
  } 
 
   
  if ((rc = TEL_BridgeCall (LISTEN_ALL, 4, IP, 
       sip:1000@10.0.0.92", " ", &ret, &port2)) 
              == TEL_FAILURE) 
  { 
    handleError(rc); 
  } 
 
  terminateCall (); 
} 
 
int NotifyCaller (int call_Connected) 
{ 
 
  int ret; 
  int port; 
  int rc; 
  int  someSpecifiedApplicationCondition 
 
  if (someSpecifiedApplicationCondition) 
  { 
        rc = TEL_BridgeThirdLeg (BLIND, 4, IP,  
               "4107@10.0.0.209", " ", &ret, &port); 
        if ( rc == TEL_FAILURE ) 
        { 
          handleError(rc); 
        } 
  } 
 
  return 0; 
} 
 
/* END: NotifyCaller() */ 
 

 
 

 

  

RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED  
       -10     TEL_LOST_AGENT 
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11.5. TEL_BuildFaxList 

SYNOPSIS: int TEL_BuildFaxList (operation, listFile, faxFile, fileType, startPage, 
numberOfPages, comment, pageBreak, forFutureUse) 

 
#include “Telecom.h” 
#include “arcFAX.h” 

 
Int Operation // Specifies whether to create a new list or add 

faxFile to the list 
char * listFile // This is the list file created which will contain the list 

of fax objects to fax out. 
char * faxFile // This is the fax object used to build a fax. 
Int fileType // This is the type of the fax object.   
Int startPage // This is currently ignored. 
Int numberOfPages // This is currently ignored. 
char * Comment // Descriptive text string to added to the entry  
Int pageBreak // Specifies to append a page break 
char * forFutureUse // This is currently ignored. 

 
DESCRIPTION: TEL_BuildFaxList will create a textual file containing two or more fax object 

files.  A fax object can be either a TIF or text file.  This newly created list file 
can then be sent in as input to the  TEL_SendFax API, which will then 
concatenate them in to a single file and fax it out. 
 
The operation parameter determines if the listFile is created and faxFile will be 
the first object in the list, or if faxFile is to be appended.  Valid values are 
CREATE_NEW_LIST_FILE, for starting a new file, and 
APPEND_TO_LIST_FILE, to add another faxFile to the list. 
  
The listFile specifies the created/appended file to be modified.  A value full 
pathname is required.   
 
Note: It’s up to the application to delete the listFile after processing. 
 
The faxFile parameter is the full pathname of the fax object to be used. 
 
The fileType parameter specifies the type of the fax object.  Valid values 
include TIF or TEXT.  The supported TIF formats include T.4 1D, T.4 2D, and 
T.6 image compression. 
 
The comment parameter is an optional textual descriptor added the same line 
as faxFile in the listFile. 
 
The pageBreak parameter specifies whether or not to place a page break after 
the current content is added to the fax file.  A value of 1 indicates to place a 
page break after the content, while a value of 0 indicates to not to append a 
page break. 
 
The parameters startPage, numberOfPages, and forFutureUse are currently 
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deprecated and ignored. 
 

 
 
EXAMPLE: The following code fragment builds a fax from a mixture of text and TIF files: a corporate 

logo (TIF), a price list (TEXT), and a salutation graphic (TIF).   

 

 

char    letter_list_file[128]; 

char    logo_file[128]=”/home/arc/files/logo.tif” 

char    salutation_graphic_file[128]=”/home/arc/files/salutation.tif” 

char    main_body[128]=”/home/arc/files/body.txt”  

char    main_body2[128]=”/home/arc/files/body2.txt” 

 

 

/* Create temporary fax list file */ 

sprintf(letter_list_file, "/tmp/letter_list.%d", getpid 

 

/* Start building a fax list file with the logo stored in a TIF file.   */ 

ret = TEL_BuildFaxList(CREATE_NEW_LIST_FILE, letter_list_file, logo_file,  TIF, "Corporate 

letterhead", 0); 

 if ( ret != TEL_SUCCESS) terminate ("TEL_BuildFaxList", ret); 

 

/* Add the text file containing the body of the letter, and complete the page by 

     Inserting a page break. */ 

ret = TEL_BuildFaxList(APPEND_TO_LIST_FILE, letter_list_file,  main_body, TEXT, "Body of 

the letter", 1); 

if ( ret != TEL_SUCCESS) terminate ("TEL_BuildFaxList", ret);  

 

/* Add another text file, beginning on the second page.   */ 

ret = TEL_BuildFaxList(APPEND_TO_LIST_FILE, letter_list_file,  main_body, TEXT, "Body of 

the letter", 0); 

if ( ret != TEL_SUCCESS) terminate ("TEL_BuildFaxList", ret); 

 

 

/* Append the salutation graphic that we wrote to the temporary text file. */ 

ret = TEL_BuildFaxList(APPEND_TO_LIST_FILE, letter_list_file, salutation_file, TIF, 

"Salutation only", 0); 

 if ( ret != TEL_SUCCESS) terminate ("TEL_BuildFaxList", ret); 

 

 /* Delete temporary fax list file */ 

unlink (letter_list_file); 
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11.6. TEL_ClearDTMF 

SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_ClearDTMF ()   
  
 #include "Telecom.h" 

 
DESCRIPTION: This API clears any DTMF tones that may have previously been entered by the 

caller. It is used to prevent callers from "typing ahead" before they have heard a 
prompt.  

 
EXAMPLE:  
 

         int ret;                /* return code */  
        char data[100];         /* data buffer */  
        char prompt_phrase[128];        /* Phrase file of the prompt to speak */  

        /* Clear all previously typed DTMF digits. */  
        ret = TEL_ClearDTMF();  
        if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS)  
                {  
                handle_error(ret);  
                }  
        else  
                {       /* Now, speak the prompt and get the input. */  
                strcpy(prompt_phrase, "prompt.wav");  
                ret = TEL_Speak (FIRST_PARTY, FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE, 
prompt_phrase, SYNC);  
                ret = TEL_GetDTMF(FIRST_PARTY, 10, 10, 2, YES, '#', 1, AUTOSKIP, NUMERIC, data, future_use);  
                ...  
                }  

 

 
RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 

 

11.7. TEL_DropCall 

SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_DropCall (int whichParty)   

  

 #include "Telecom.h" 
 
DESCRIPTION: This API is used to drop a party with whom the application has a connection. 

The whichParty parameter specifies which party to be dropped. Valid values are 
FIRST_PARTY and SECOND_PARTY. 
 
The first party can be dropped when either (1) the TEL_AnswerCall API detected an 
incoming call, or (2) the TEL_InitiateCall API placed an outbound call that was 
answered. When the first party is dropped, an End CDR record is written to the 
system log. If the first party was connected via a TEL_AnswerCall, then any second 
party is also dropped and the call is terminated. If the first party was connected via a 
TEL_InitiateCall, the application does not automatically terminate. (In this case, the 
application is responsible for explicitly dropping the second party, if any, before 
dropping the first party.) Note that normally the first party does not explicitly need to 
be dropped since calling TEL_ExitTelecom will automatically drop the first party. 
 
A connected second party can be dropped when either (1) a TEL_BridgeCall API call 
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with the DIAL_OUT or the ALL option was issued, or (2) when a TEL_TransferCall 
API call with the DIAL_OUT option was issued. When the second party is dropped, 
the first party remains connected, no End CDR record is written, and the application 
does not automatically terminate. The application can subsequently establish 
connections to new second parties. 
 
The following table lists the circumstances under which the first or second party can 
be dropped and the results of dropping the party.  

 

Intent Where TEL_DropCall() 
is called within 
application 

Which party? Result 

Drop the party who 
called the application 
and terminate the 
application. 

After TEL_AnswerCall() FIRST_PARTY The call ends; an End CDR 
record written. 

Drop the connection to 
the party to whom the 
application initiated a 
call; subsequent calls 
may be initiated by the 
application. 

After TEL_InitiateCall() FIRST_PARTY The party who was called by 
the application is disconnected; 
an End CDR record is written 
and the application continues 
with no parties connected. 

Drop a call that is 
waiting in an ACD 
queue for an agent to 
answer, or simply drop 
the agent.  Note: ACD 
stands for Automatic 
Call Distributor; which 
manages calls coming 
into a call center and 
delivers them to the 
next available agent.) 

After TEL_BridgeCall() 
called with the 
DIAL_OUT option (i.e., 
while in whisper mode) 

SECOND_PARTY The call waiting in the ACD 
queue is dropped, or the agent 
is disconnected; the application 
continues; no End CDR record 
is written. 

Drop a call that is 
waiting in an ACD 
queue for an agent to 
accept. 

After TEL_TransferCall() 
called with the 
DIAL_OUT option (i.e., 
while in whisper mode) 

SECOND_PARTY The call waiting in the ACD 
queue is dropped; the 
application continues; an End 
CDR record is written. 

Drop a call that is 
waiting in an ACD 
queue for an agent to 
answer, or simply drop 
the agent. 

After TEL_BridgeCall() 
with the CONNECT or 
ALL option. (Note: 
TEL_DropCall must be 
called from the 
NotifyCaller routine) 

SECOND_PARTY The call waiting in the ACD 
queue is dropped, or the agent 
is disconnected; the application 
continues; no End CDR record 
is written. 

 

EXAMPLE:  

 
Example 1: Drop the (first party) caller 
Int ret;        /* return code */  
   
ret = TEL_AnswerCall(1);  
if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS) handle_error(ret);  

.. .  
ret = TEL_DropCall(FIRST_PARTY);  
if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS) handle_error(ret);  
   

 Example 2: Drop a call "stuck in" an ACD queue  
 int ret;                      /* API return code */  
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 char response[10];    /* agent's response */  
 int channel;              /* channel call was bridged on */  
 int ret_code;            /* result of bridge */  
 int firstDigitTimeout = interDigitTimeout = 60;  
 char Input_terminateKey = '#';  
 char future_use[10];  

 /* Dial out to ACD queue */  
 ret = TEL_BridgeCall(DIAL_OUT,  4,  IP,  "10.0.10.57", "", &ret_code, &channel); 
 if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS) handle_error(ret);  

 /* Play music to the caller (first party) on hold */  
 TEL_Speak(FIRST_PARTY, FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE, 
PHRASE,"minute_waltz.wav",SYNC);  

 /* Wait up to 1 minute for a keystroke from      the agent; if no response, drop 2nd party */  
 TEL_Speak (SECOND_PARTY, SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE,"press_1.wav", 
SYNC);  
 ret = TEL_GetDTMF(SECOND_PARTY, firstDigitTimeout, interDigitTimeout, 2, YES, Input_terminateKey, 1, 
AUTOSKIP, NUMSTAR, response, future_use);  
 switch(ret)  
 {  
 case TEL_SUCCESS:  
              /* Agent responded, connect agent to first party */  
             ret = TEL_BridgeCall(CONNECT, 4,  NONE , phone,"", &ret_code, &channel); 
              if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS) handle_error(ret);  
              break;  
 case TEL_TIMEOUT:  
              /* Call "stuck" in ACD queue; drop call from ACD queue */  
              ret = TEL_DropCall(SECOND_PARTY);  
              if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS) handle_error(ret);  
              break;  
 default:  
              handle_error(ret);  
              break;  
 } /* end of case */  
 

RETURN 
VALUES:  

        0      TEL_SUCCESS  
       -1      TEL_FAILURE  
       -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 

 

11.8. TEL_ExitTelecom 

SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_ExitTelecom ()   

  

 #include "Telecom.h" 
 
DESCRIPTION: This API terminates the Telecom Services' processing of an application. It must be 

called at the end of every Telecom Services application and no other Telecom 
Services API can be called after it.    
If the caller is still connected when this API is called, TEL_ExitTelecom disconnects 
the call. 
If no previous API call has written an End Call Detail Record, this API writes one.   

 
EXAMPLE:  

 

         int rc;        /* return code */  

        rc = TEL_ExitTelecom();  
        if (rc != TEL_SUCCESS)  
                {  
                handle_error(rc);  
                }  
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RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE 

11.9. TEL_GetCDFInfo 

SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_GetCDFInfo (call_def_file, nrings, tries, informat, phone_number, call_time)   
  

 #include "Telecom.h" 

  

 char *call_def_file /* Call definition file previously written by 
TEL_ScheduleCall. */

 int *nrings /* # of rings */

 int *tries /* Number of attempts to make the call */

 int *informat /* Format of the destination address  */

 char *destination /* Destination address */

 char *call_time /* Time when the call is to be placed */
 
   

DESCRIPTION: This API retrieves information previously written into a call definition file (specified by 
the call_def_file parameter) by the TEL_ScheduleCall API. This API is normally 
called from the application that actually makes the scheduled outbound call.    

The calling application should attempt the outbound call in accordance with the 
values retrieved using this API. Once the call attempt has been made, the calling 
application has the responsibility for taking the next step. This may include updating 
the appropriate parameters (i.e., tries and call time) and rescheduling the call after a 
failure.    

The call_def_file parameter specifies the name of the call definition file that was 
written by a call to TEL_ScheduleCall. The calling application that uses this API is 
responsible for retrieving the correct call_def_file value before issuing a call to this 
API if the application was started by the Outbound Call Server. The name of the call 
definition is currently stored as the first pipe-separated field in the global variable 
$APP_TO_APP_INFO, which can be accessed using the TEL_GetGlobalString API. 

The nrings parameter specifies the number of rings before the call attempt should be 
declared a failure.    

The tries parameter specifies the number of attempts to be made to complete the 
call.    

The informat parameter specifies the format of the phone number to be called. Valid 
values are IP, NAMERICAN, NONE.    

The destination parameter specifies the address to be called.   

The call_time parameter specifies the time at which the calling application should 
attempt the call. The following call_time formats are valid: YYMMDDHHMMSS, 
HHMMSS, HHMM, HH, and 0. A value of 0 indicates the current time.  

 
   

EXAMPLE:   Part 1: Retrieve caller information and schedule a call to a subscriber's beeper. 
        int       rc;  
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        char    pin[5];  
        char    beeper_number[11];  
        char    message[50];  
        char    cdf[256];  

        /* Call a routine to get subscriber's beeper number, pin, and message */  
        rc = get_subscriber_info_from_caller (beeper_number, pin, message);  
        if (rc != 0) handle_error();  

        /* Put the subscriber's pin and message into a string to pass */  
        sprintf (app_to_app_info,"%s|%s", pin, message);  

        rc = TEL_ScheduleCall(  
                        6,                       /* nrings                                 */  
                        3,                       /* tries                                               */  
                        IP,      /* informat                              */  
                        beeper_number,  /* subscriber's beeper number   */  
                        "0",                    /* call_time (immediately)                        */  
                        "BeeperApp",      /* App that will make the call                     */  
                        app_to_app_info, /* subscriber's pin and message          */  
                        cdf                     /* Call definition file                             */  
                      );  

/* For the sake of this example, assume that the API call succeeds  
   and that the value returned in cdf is "cdf_5000".  Also assume that  
   pin is set to "1234" and message is set to "7175551212". */  
  

 Part 2: An application that makes calls to subscribers' beepers using the beeper 
number, pin, and message written in Part 1.  
 
#include <Telecom.h>  

        #include <ISPCommon.h>  
        #include <stdio.h>  

        void main(int argc, char *argv[ ])  
        {  
        int       rc;                            /* Return code */  
        char    cdf [256];                  /* Call definition file name */  
        char    AppToAppInfo[256];   /* Info passed by the scheduling pgm */  
        char    message[128];         /* The message for the subscriber */  
        char    pin[128];                  /* The subscriber's PIN number */  
        int       nrings;                    /* # of rings */  
        int       tries;                      /* # of tries */  
        int       informat                  /* format of the phone number */  
        char    phone_number[20];  /* Phone number to call */  
        char    call_time[20];          /* Time the call was scheduled */  

        rc = TEL_InitTelecom(argc, argv);  
        if(rc != TEL_SUCCESS)  
                {  
                fprintf(stderr, "InitTelecom failed. rc=%d\n", rc);  
                exit(1);  
        }  

        /* Get the $APP_TO_APP_INFO */  
        rc = TEL_GetGlobalString("$APP_TO_APP_INFO", AppToAppInfo);  
        if (rc != 0) handle_error();  

        /* Since the name of the call definition file is always stored in the app_to_app info  
        field, the variable AppToAppInfo contains:   "cdf_5000|1234|7175551212" */ 

        TEL_SetGlobal("$DELIMITER", '|');  

        /* Get the name of the call definition file */  
        rc = UTL_GetField(AppToAppInfo, 1, cdf);  
        if (rc != 0) handle_error();  

        /* Get the subscriber's PIN number */  
        rc = UTL_GetField(AppToAppInfo, 2, pin);  
        if (rc != 0) handle_error();  
   
        /* Get the message to send to the subscriber's beeper number */  
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        rc = UTL_GetField(AppToAppInfo, 3, message);  
        if (rc != 0) handle_error();  

        /* Get the call rest of the info need to make the call to the beeper */  
        rc = TEL_GetCDFInfo (cdf, &nrings, &tries, &informat, phone_number, call_time);  
        if (rc != 0) handle_error();  

        /* At this point we have all the info necessary to place a call  
        to the subscriber's beeper number, enter the pin, and leave a  
        message. The code to do so goes here. */  

        TEL_ExitTelecom();  
        exit(1);  
        }  
  

RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE 

  

 

11.10. TEL_GetDTMF 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_GetDTMF (party, firstDigitTimeout, interDigitTimeout, nTries, beep, 

terminateKey, maxLen, terminateOption, inputOption, data, future_use)    
  

 #include "Telecom.h" 

  

 int party /* The party from which input is accepted. */

 int firstDigitTimeout /* Number of seconds to wait for the first character input. */

 int interDigitTimeout /* Number of seconds to wait for subsequent character input. */

 int nTries /* The total number of attempts to get input.  */

 int beep /* The option to alert user to start pressing touch tones. */

 char terminateKey /* The key that terminates input when terminateOption is 
MANDATORY. */

 int maxLen /* The maximum number of input characters. */

 int terminateOption /* The specification of how the end of input is determined. */

 int inputOption /* The format in which the data will be input. */

 char *data /* The character string containing the user's input. */

 char *future_use /* This field is reserved for future use. */
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DESCRIPTION: This API gets DTMF input from the party specified.  

The party parameter specifies party from whom input is accepted. Valid values are 
FIRST_PARTY and SECOND_PARTY, specifying the party from where the input is to be 
received.  

The firstDigitTimeout parameter specifies the number of seconds to wait before timing 
out when the specified party has not pressed a key since the last prompt was spoken. 
Valid values are 1 to 60. When such a time out occurs, the API clears its internal buffer, 
speaks the previous phrase, and again waits for input, assuming the number of attempts 
specified by the nTries parameter has not been exceeded. If it has, the API writes a 
message to the system log and returns TEL_TIMEOUT.  

The interDigitTimeout parameter specifies the number of seconds to wait before timing 
out between keystrokes once a key has been pressed in response to the last spoken 
prompt. Valid values are 1 to 60. When such a time out occurs, the API clears its internal 
buffer, speaks the previous phrase, and again waits for input, assuming the number of 
attempts specified by the nTries parameter has not been exceeded. If it has, the API 
writes a message to the system log and returns TEL_TIMEOUT.  

The nTries parameter specifies the total number of attempts to get input. Valid values 
are: 1-15. 

The beep parameter specifies whether to sound the beep tone that alerts the party to 
start pressing the DTMF keys. Valid values are: YES, NO.  

The terminateKey parameter specifies the DTMF key used to terminate input when the 
terminateOption is MANDATORY or AUTOSKIP. There is no default value, so it  must be 
specified. If terminateOption is AUTO, the value specified for terminateKey is irrelevant.  

The maxLen parameter specifies the maximum number of characters to be accepted. 
Valid values are 1 to 35. If terminateOption is MANDATORY, the maxLen parameter 
specifies the maximum allowable number of input characters. If more than maxLen 
characters are received into the data buffer the API returns with a TEL_OVERFLOW 
error after the party presses the terminate key. If terminateOption is AUTOSKIP or 
AUTO, the maxLen parameter specifies the exact number of characters to accept.  

The terminateOption specifies how the end of input is determined. Valid values are 
MANDATORY, AUTOSKIP, and AUTO.  

If terminateOption is MANDATORY, then input is ended by the key specified by the 
terminateKey parameter.  

If terminateOption is AUTOSKIP, the maxLen parameter specifies the exact number of 
input characters required. Input is terminated automatically when the exact number of 
characters specified by the maxLen parameter is received into the data parameter, or 
the terminate key is pressed. Any characters in excess of maxLen are kept in an internal 
buffer as "type ahead" characters and become available to subsequent calls to other 
APIs. The APIs below always clear the digit buffer.  

• TEL_BridgeCall 

• TEL_ClearDTMF  
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• TEL_Record  

• TEL_Speak (non-interruptible) 

• TEL_TransferCall 

If terminateOption is AUTO, the maxLen parameter specifies the exact number of input 
characters required. Input is terminated automatically when the exact number of 
characters specified by the maxLen parameter is received into the data parameter. 
Unlike with the AUTOSKIP option, pressing the key specified by the terminateKey 
parameter does not terminate input.  

The inputOption parameter specifies how the DTMF keystrokes are to be mapped into 
characters in the data field. Valid values for inputOption are:  

• NUMERIC (0-9 in any combination)  

• NUMSTAR (0-9,*,# in any combination)  

• DOLLAR (0-9 and * where * represents a decimal point)  

• ALPHA (0-9 in any 2-key combination shown in Table 12)  

• ALPHANUM (0-9, * in any key combination shown in Table 12)  

Table 12 below shows the various keys and key combinations that can be entered to 
generate specific characters into the data field. Table 13 shows how various user inputs 
for these inputOptions result in different data values and return codes.  

If inputOption is NUMERIC, the numeric DTMF keystrokes are mapped 1-to-1 into digits 
in the data field. The # and * keys (unless acting as terminator keys) generate a 
TEL_INVALID_INPUT.  
 
If inputOption is NUMSTAR, all DTMF keys including # and * (if they are not terminators) 
are mapped 1-to-1 into the data field.  
 
If inputOption is DOLLAR, each numeric DTMF key is mapped 1-to-1 into the data field. 
The * is mapped to a decimal point. The maxLen parameter must account for all 
keystrokes including the * (decimal point). For this option, do not set the terminateKey 
parameter to '*'. Pressing the # key will generate a TEL_INVALID_INPUT unless # is 
used as a terminator key. If more than one * key is pressed, the API returns 
TEL_EXTRA_STAR_IN_DOLLAR and all *'s after the first are discarded. If the last 
keystroke before termination is * or no * is entered, input is interpreted as a whole dollar 
amount. If * is followed by only one digit, the API will complete the "cents" portion of the 
dollar amount by interpreting that digit as a multiple of 10 cents. In other words, 12*3# is 
considered "12.3" or "twelve dollars and thirty cents".  
 
If inputOption is ALPHA, each valid 2-key DTMF combination maps to an alphanumeric 
character (see Table 12). The # or * keys (unless acting as terminator keys) or any 
invalid 2-key combinations generate a TEL_INVALID_INPUT. The AUTOSKIP 
terminateOption is not valid with this input option.  
 
If inputOption is ALPHANUM, each numeric DTMF key is mapped 1-to-1 to a data field 
character. After each *, a valid 2-key combination (see Table 12) is mapped to an 
alphanumeric character. The following DTMF keys cause a TEL_INVALID_INPUT: an 
invalid 2-key combination after a *; multiple *'s in a row; and # (unless acting as a 
terminator character).  
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NOTES: 
Note that if inputOption is ALPHA or ALPHANUM, pressing multiple DTMF keys may 
map to a single input character in the data buffer. For these cases, maxLen must be 
large enough to hold the resulting data characters, irrespective of the number of DTMF 
keys that the user must press.  

Furthermore, remember that the maxLen parameter combined with the AUTOSKIP 
terminateOption must specify the exact length of the resulting data string. Hence, with 
AUTOSKIP, the API will return after the user has entered valid data of size maxLen.  

When input errors or timeouts occur, the last spoken phrase (prompt) is replayed and the 
caller can re-enter her input. The number of tries is specified by the nTries parameter. If 
there is no last phrase number, the API returns a TEL_FAILURE. If the API fails with 
TEL_INVALID_INPUT, the information in the data buffer should be considered 
unreliable.  

Table 12: DTMF Key Combinations for various input options 

Character 
Generated 

NUMERIC NUMSTAR, 
DOLLAR 

ALPHA ALPHANUM (Number or 
Alpha) 

#  # (numstar only)   

0 0 0 00 0 or *00 

1 1 1 01 1 or *01 

2 2 2 02 2 or *02 

3 3 3 03 3 or *03 

4 4 4 04 4 or *04 

5 5 5 05 5 or *05 

6 6 6 06 6 or *06 

7 7 7 07 7 or *07 

8 8 8 08 8 or *08 

9 9 9 09 9 or *09 

A   21 *21 

B   22 *22 

C   23 *23 

D   31 *31 

E   32 *32 

F   33 *33 

G   41 *41 

H   42 *42 

I   43 *43 

J   51 *51 

K   52 *52 

L   53 *53 

M   61 *61 

N   62 *62 

O   63 *63 

P   71 *71 

Q   11 *11 
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R   72 *72 

S   73 *73 

T   81 *81 

U   82 *82 

V   83 *83 

W   91 *91 

X   92 *92 

Y   93 *93 

Z   12 *12 

 

 NOTE: For all alphabetic characters except Q and Z, the rule is "Press the number 
DTMF key on which the letter resides followed by the DTMF key that gives the 
position of the letter on that key. For example, E is on the '3' key, and it is the 2nd 
letter on that key, so press 32 for E. Because the key combinations for Q and Z do 
not follow this pattern, they are shown in the table in bold. 
If the API fails with TEL_INVALID_INPUT, the information in the data buffer should 
be considered unreliable. 

  
EXAMPLE:   1: Get up to 15 characters of numeric input from a caller, terminated with a # 

        int maxLen = 15;                /* Maximum number of characters to accept. */  
        char prompt[64];        /* prompt */  
        char name[16];          /* data field to hold a caller's name */  
        char terminateKey = '#';  
        int  firstDigitTimeout = interDigitTimeout = 10;  
        char future[10];       /* Future use variable. */  
   

         strcpy(prompt, "prompt.wav");   /* Set the prompt phrase */  
         rc = TEL_Speak(FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE, "prompt.wav", SYNC);  
         if (rc != TEL_SUCCESS) handle_error (rc);  

         rc =  TEL_GetDTMF (FIRST_PARTY, firstDigitTimeout, interDigitTimeout, 2, YES, terminateKey, maxLen, 
MANDATORY, NUMSTAR, response, future);  
         if (rc != TEL_SUCCESS) handle_error (rc);  

 

  2:  Dial out to an agent (behind an ACD queue) and connect the parties when the ACD delivers the call to the agent. 

        int      ret, ret2;                 /* return code */  
        char   phone[20];              /* phone number to bridge with */  
        int      ret_code;                /* status of outbound call made for bridge */  
        int      channel;                 /* channel on which outbound call was made (useful for ISDN) */  
        int      beep = YES;           /* notify agent when recording starts */  
        int      record_time = 60;    /* number of seconds before the TEL_Record API terminates */  

        strcpy(phone, "10.0.10.57");  
        ret = TEL_BridgeCall(DIAL_OUT, 4, IP, phone, "", &ret_code, &channel);  
        if (ret == TEL_SUCCESS)  
                {  
                if (ret_code == 152) /* A safety check if we are using call progress detection */  
                        {  
                        /* Whisper mode, only the second party can hear */  

                        ret = TEL_Speak (SECOND_PARTY, SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE, 
"prompt_badge_number.wav ", SYNC);  
                        if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS ) handle_error();  

                        ret2 = TEL_Record(SECOND_PARTY, response, record_time, COMP_WAV, overwrite, 
lead_silence, trail_silence, beep, NONINTERRUPT, SYNC);  
                        if (ret2 != TEL_SUCCESS ) handle_error();  

                       }  

 3:  Get DTMF input from each party (using the NotifyCaller() routine) after they have been connected. int 
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NotifyCaller(int connected)  
{  

int rc;  
        char response[64];  
        int timeout = 4;           /* Seconds to wait for input. */  
        char terminateKey = '#';  
        int  firstDigitTimeout = interDigitTimeout = 10;  
        char future_use[10];    /* Dummy variable. */  

      /* ask the caller for the catalog number */  

        rc = TEL_Speak(FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, "enter_catalog_number.wav", SYNC);  
        rc =  TEL_GetDTMF (FIRST_PARTY, firstDigitTimeout, interDigitTimeout, 2, YES, terminateKey, 10, 
MANDATORY, NUMSTAR, response, future_use);  

     /* ask the agent if the item being ordered is on sale */  

        rc = TEL_Speak (SECOND_PARTY, SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT, "is_this_on_sale.wav", SYNC);  
       rc =  TEL_GetDTMF (SECOND_PARTY, firstDigitTimeout, interDigitTimeout, 2, YES, terminateKey, 1, 
AUTOSKIP, NUMERIC, response, future_use);  

        if (strcmp(response,"0") == 0)  
        {  
                    /* perform special routines for on sale orders */  
        }  
        else  
        {  
        /* Take appropriate action */  
        }  
}  

 
RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -2      TEL_TIMEOUT  
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED  
        -4     TEL_EXTRA_STAR_IN_DOLLAR 
        -6      TEL_OVERFLOW  
        -7      TEL_SOURCE_NONEXISTENT  
      -10      TEL_LOST_AGENT  
      -12      TEL_INVALID_INPUT  

 

11.11.  TEL_GetGlobal 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_GetGlobal (global_variable, value ) 
  

 #include “Telecom.h” 

  

 char *global_variable /* Name of the global integer variable whose value is to be 
retrieved */

 int *value /* Retrieved value of the global integer */
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DESCRIPTION: This API allows the retrieval the values of those Telecom Services global variables that 
are stores as integers.    
The global_variable parameter specifies the integer global variable whose value is to be 
retrieved. A complete list and explanation of the Telecom Services global integer 
variables is given in Table 8 along with their allowable values and defaults. The value 
parameter holds the value of the global variable after the execution of this API.   

 

 

Table 8: Telecom global Variables which are integers 

Global Variable Definition Valid Values Default 

$AGENT_DISCONNECT This Global Variable is only available for 
VXML/VXI applications.  When set to YES 
inside the NotifyCaller routine of the 
application, causes the currently in-progress 
bridge to terminate by dropping the agent (2

nd
 

party).  

YES  
NO 

NO  

$AUDIO_SAMPLING_RATE 
(read only) 

This Global Variable is only available for 
VXML/VXI applications.  It returns the value of 
audio sampling rate used for audio playback. 

N/A N/A 

$BRIDGE_PORT 
(read only) 

After a TEL_BridgeCall or TEL_TransferCall 
has been issued, this variable will retrieve the 
port number the 2

nd
 leg was dialed out on.   

>= 0 N/A  

$CALL_PROGRESS Specifies the call progress detection to be 
performed. 

0-Disable 
1-Fax 
Detection 
3-Voice, Freq, 
Fax Detection 

0 

$CANCEL_OUTBOUND_CALL 
(write_only) 

This value can be set to terminate an 
outbound call.  It cannot be retrieved with a 
call to TEL_GetGlobal. 

YES 
NO 

YES 

$DEFAULT_COMPRESSION COMP_WAV is the only compression used.  
Hence, this global variable is deprecated.  

N/A N/A 

$KILL_APP_GRACE_PERIOD The number of seconds from the time 
disconnect is detected until the dynamic 
manager kills the application.  An application 
may required a longer period if depending on 
the cleanup activity to be performed (e.g., 
updating database records) once disconnect 
has been detected.  

1-60 5 

$LANGUAGE The spoken language. This is the language in 
which the system phrase files are recorded; it 
is the language used by the Telecom Services 
APIs to speak numbers, dates, etc. Setting 
this variable to one of the supported 
languages will ensure that numbers are 
spoken using the intended language, i.e., that 
“21” is spoken as “twenty-one” in English and 
“ein und zwanzig” in German. Because this 
variable does not currently apply to dates, 
currencies, etc., refer to Telecom System 
Phrase Management for more information on 
handling syntactic differences between 
languages. If the system needs to use a 

S_AMENG   
S_FRENCH   
S_GERMAN   
S_DUTCH   
S_SPANISH   
S_FLEMISH   
S_BRITISH   
or any value 
above 20 for a 
custom 
language 

S_AMEN
G 
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language other than those listed in the next 
column, this variable can be set to a value 
greater than 20 and record system phrase 
files under $OBJDB/LANGnn, where nn is the 
value of the variable.  

$LAST_PLAY_POSITION If a phrase is interrupted and the same phrase 
is sequentially played, if setting is enabled, 
then the phrase will begin playing where it 
was last interrupted. 
 
Valid values are 0 (disabled) and 1 (enabled). 

0, 1 0 

$MAX_CALL_DURATION The maximum duration, in seconds, a call can 
be allowed.  A value of -1 indicates there is no 
maximum and a call can go on indefiniately. 

-1, >0 -1 

$MAX_PAUSE_TIME The time value of maximum pause time during 
audio streaming. 

1-60 60 

$NOTIFY_CALLER_   
INTERVAL 

The time interval, in milliseconds, after which 
the NotifyCaller routine is called during the 
execution of the TEL_BridgeCall API. This 
value may be set inside the NotifyCaller 
routine as well as outside of it. Note that the 
value set only becomes effective after the two 
parties have been connected.  

400-1000000 400 ms  

$OUTBOUND_RET_CODE Returns the eXosip status value for the most 
recent TEL_InitiateCall, TEL_BridgeCall, or 
TEL_TransferCall API.  The global variable 
$CALL_PROGRESS must have been enabled 
during the outbound call attempt.  

N/A N/A 

$PLAY_BACK_BEEP_INTERVAL Gets the interval between two beeps when 
streaming is paused 

> 0 5 

$SECONDS_FROM_   
ACCEPTANCE  
(read only) 

The number of seconds that have elapsed 
since the call SETUP message was received. 

>=0 N/A  

$SECONDS_FROM_   
CONNECT  
(read only) 

The number of seconds that have elapsed 
since the call was answered.  

>=0  N/A  

 
 
 
EXAMPLE:          int rc;         /* return code */ 

        int value;      /* integer variable to store the global variable’s value */ 

 

        /* Get the current value of the application grace period */ 

        rc = TEL_GetGlobal(“$KILL_APP_GRACE_PERIOD”, &value); 

        if (rc != TEL_SUCCESS) 

                { 

                handle_error(rc); 

                } 

        else fprintf(stdout, “Value of $KILL_APP_GRACE_PERIOD is <%d>\n”, value); 
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RETURN 
VALUES:  

0 TEL_SUCCESS 

        -1      TEL_FAILURE 
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 

 
 

 

11.12. TEL_GetGlobalString 

SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_GetGlobalString (global_variable, value)   
  

 #include “Telecom.h” 

  

 char *global_variable /* Name of the global string variable whose value is to be 
retrieved */

 char *value /* Retrieved value of the global string variable. */
 
DESCRIPTION: The Telecom Services global variables are internal variables that hold parameter 

values used by the Telecom Services APIs. This API allows the application to access 
the value of those global_variables that are strings. Upon successful execution of the 
API, the value parameter holds the value of the global_variable fetched. If the API 
fails, the value of value will be whatever it was before this API was called.   
   
The global_variable parameter is a string that specifies the name of the Telecom 
Global Variable whose value is to be accessed. All global variable names begin with 
a $. A complete list and explanation of the Telecom Services global string variables is 
given in Table 9. All variables are assigned by the system based on run-time 
parameters.  
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hey 
   

Table 9: Telecom Global Variables which are strings 

Global Variable Definition Valid Values 

$ANI 

(Read-Only) 

Incoming phone number, IP address, or 
URI, depending on the platform. 

N/A 

$APP_PHRASE_DIR Specifies the locations of the phrase 
directory for the TEL_PlayMedia object 
tag. 

Any valid directory 
path, consisting of a 
string of up to 128 
characters. 

$APP_TO_APP_INFO When using TEL_ScheduleCall, data can 
be passed from the original app to the 
scheduled app through this variable. When 
an application is started by 
TEL_ScheduleCall ,this variable will contain 
any data which the original application 
wrote into it with TEL_SetGlobalString.  

String of up to 1024 
characters 

$AUDIO_CODEC  
(Read-Only) 

This is the codec which has been 
negotiated during the session 
establishment with the inbound or outbound 
call.  

N/A 

$BEEP_FILE Specifying a valid phrase file for this option 
will override the default beep tone for all 
input APIs (TEL_GetDTMF and 
TEL_Record).   

Full path of a valid 
beep phrase, which 
can consist of up to 
255 characters. 

$CALL_CDR_KEY 
(Read-Only) 

A unique key identifying CDR records. It is 
comprised of the host name, port number, 
and a date and time stamp to the 
hundredths of seconds, all delimited with a 
dash (-). For example, a sample CDR key 
would be sys1-PORT18-
mmddccyyHHMMSShh. 

N/A 

$CALLING_PARTY This is used as the ANI for any 

outbound calls made using the 
TEL_InitiateCall, TEL_BridgeCall, or 
TEL_TransferCall APIs. 

Character string of up 
to 512 characters. 

$CONF_CHANNEL This Global Variable is only available for 
VXML/VXI applications.  See the Aumtech 
VXML2 User’s Guide for details. 

N/A 

$CONF_DATA This Global Variable is only available for 
VXML/VXI applications.  See the Aumtech 
VXML2 User’s Guide for details. 

N/A 

$CONNECT_TIME 

(Read-Only) 

The time that the application issued a 
connect message to the switch for an 
incoming PSTN call, or an INVITE is 
acknowledge with an OK for SIP. Format is 
mmddyyyyhhmmss. It has value “-1” if not 
yet set. 

N/A 

$CUST_DATA1 Customer data that will be written into the 
End CDR Record. 

String of up to 8 
characters 

$CUST_DATA2 Customer data that will be written into the 
End CDR Record. 

String of up to 100 
characters 
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$DISCONNECT_TIME 
(Read-Only) 

The time that the application detected 
disconnect. Format is mmddyyyyhhmmss. It 
has value “-1” if not yet set. 

N/A 

$DNIS 

(Read-Only) 

Called phone number, IP address, or URI, 
depending on the platform. 

N/A 

$DTMF_BARGEIN_DIGITS The DTMF key sequence which when 
pressed while playing a phrase, causes the 
playing of the phrase, or phrases, to be 
stopped.. This is deprecated. Use standard 
VoiceXML grammars to achieve bargein. 

One or more 
characters from 
among *, #, 0-9. 
Default is 
NULL. 

$INBOUND_CALL_PARM 
(Read-Only) 

Retrieves the parameters set after an 
inbound call was received. See separate 
section on INBOUND_CALL_PARM for SIP 
below this table. 

N/A 

$ORIGINAL_ANI The complete remote SIP URL where the 
incoming call was made from. 
 

N/A 

$ORIGINAL_DNIS The complete local SIP URL where the 
incoming call was made to. 

N/A 

$OUTBOUND_CALL_PARM Returns the details of Outbound call 
parameters like audio and video codecs, 
audio rtp port etc. 

N/A 

$PAUSE_KEY The DTMF key sequence which when 
pressed while playing a phrase, causes the 
playing of the phrase to pause. 
NOTE: ONCE A PAUSE IS INITIATED, 

PRESSING ANY TOUCH-TONE KEY 

WILL RESUME PLAY. 

One or more 
characters from 
among *, #, 0-9. 
Default is 
NULL. 

$PLATFORM_TYPE 
(Read-Only) 

Retrieves the underlying platform type.  For 
Dialogic Telecom, the return value will 
either be "CARDED_SIP" or “TDM".  
 
For SIP Telecom, it will always be 
“CARDLESS SIP”. 
 

N/A 

$PLAYBACK_PAUSE_GREETING
_DIR 
 

The directory where greeting prompts are 
stored. These prompts are played while the 
prompt has been paused using playback 
control's pause key.  
 
Files stored in that directory must be of the 
format: 
PlaybackPauseGreeting_<counter>.<codec
_extension>.    
 
Valid extensions are g729, g729a, g729b, 
amr, gsm, wav.  
 
Value of counter must start with 0 and must 
be in sequence and must be less than or 
equal to 6. All files for the negotiated 
extension will be played one by one with 
the duration in seconds set using 

Valid directory path 
with maximum string 
length of 149 
characters. 
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SetGlobal($PLAY_BACK_BEEP_INTERVA
L). Default values is 5 seconds.    e.g. 
PlaybackPauseGreeting_0.wav, 
PlaybackPauseGreeting_1.wav, 
PlaybackPauseGreeting_2.wav 

$PORT_NAME 
(Read-Only) 

Aumtech Telecom port number on which 
the current application is running. 

Any valid port 
(channel) 
number. 

$PROTOCOL 

(Read-Only) 

This retrieves the current Telecom platform 
protocol.  For SIP, it will always be SIP.  For 
dialogic platforms, valid protocols include: 
t1.isdn, e1.isdn, analog, t1.robbit, t1.ss7, 
e1.ss7, and sip. 

N/A 

$PROTOCOL_VERSION This is deprecated. Value returned will 
always be zero (0). 

N/A 

$RECORD_TERMINATE_KEYS Set of DTMF keys. Any one of the keys can 
terminate the recording. 

One or more 
characters from 
among *, #, 0-9. 
Default is NULL. 

$RECORD_UTTERANCE Setting this will cause the caller’s 
utterances during speech recognition to be 
recorded in to the specified file. 

A valid pathname to a 
file which will contain 
the audio utterance of 
the caller.  Maximum 
size is 149 characters. 
Default is NULL. 

$RING_EVENT_TIME 

(Read-Only) 

The time that the dynamic manager first 
detected an incoming call from a switch on 
the current port. Format is 
mmddyyyyhhmmss. It has value “-1” if not 
yet set. 

N/A 

$SIP_AUTH_IDENTITY 
(Write-Only) 

 

This Global Variable is only available for 
VXML/VXI applications.  See the Aumtech 
VXML2 User’s Guide for details. 

N/A 

$SIP_AUTH_REALM This Global Variable is only available for 
VXML/VXI applications.  See the Aumtech 
VXML2 User’s Guide for details. 

N/A 

$SIP_AUTH_USER This Global Variable is only available for 
VXML/VXI applications.  See the Aumtech 
VXML2 User’s Guide for details. 

N/A 

$SIP_AUTH_PASS This Global Variable is only available for 
VXML/VXI applications.  See the Aumtech 
VXML2 User’s Guide for details. 

N/A 

$SIP_FROM From field to be used for outbound call. Any valid address or 
destination.  Maximum 
size is 149 characters. 
Default is NULL. 

$SIP_HEADER:USER-TO-USER This Global Variable sets the SIP header 
UUI (user-to-user-information) for outbound 
calls.   

Any valid text string.  
Maximum size is 256 
characters. Default is 
NULL. 

$SIP_MESSAGE An array of all the headers from the N/A 
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(Read-Only) incoming INVITE message.  

$SIP_OUTBOUND_GATEWAY When making an outbound call, this 
specifies the destination gateway, thus 
overriding the DefaultGateway parameter 
set in the $TELECOM/Tables/.TEL.cfg 
configuration file. 

Valid IP Address or 
hostname. 

$SIP_PREFERRED_CODEC This Global Variable is only available for 
VXML/VXI applications.  See the Aumtech 
VXML2 User’s Guide for details. 

N/A 

$SIP_REDIRECTED_CONTACTS 
(Read-Only) 

This retrieves a list of new contacts 
presented by remote side in SIP 300 
Multiple Choice message while making 
outbound call. 

N/A 

$SIP_URI_VOICEXML 
(Read-Only) 

This retrieves the dialog (VXML script) 
name available in the incoming SIP INVITE 
e.g. If incoming SIP URI is  
sip:1234@10.0.10.75:5060;voicexml=hello.
vxml,  SIP_URI_VOICEXML will return 
hello.vxml 

N/A 

$SKIP_BACKWARD_KEY Sets / returns the key set to skip backward 
the audio. 

One or more 
characters from 
among *, #, 0-9. There 
is no default. 

$SKIP_FORWARD_KEY Sets / returns the key set to skip forward 
the audio. 

One or more 
characters from 
among *, #, 0-9. There 
is no default. 

$TEL_TRANSFER_AAI 
(Read-Only) 

This Global Variable is only available for 
VXML/VXI applications.  See the Aumtech 
VXML2 User’s Guide for details. 

N/A 

$VIDEO_CODEC This Global Variable is only available for 
VXML/VXI applications.  See the Aumtech 
VXML2 User’s Guide for details. 

N/A 

$VOLUME_DOWN_KEY The DTMF key sequence that when 
pressed while playing a phrase with the 
TEL_Speak API using playback control, 
causes the phrase to be spoken more 
softly. 

One or more 
characters from 
among *, #, 0-9. 
Default is “1”. 

$VOLUME_UP_KEY The DTMF key sequence that when 
pressed while playing a phrase with the 
TEL_Speak API using playback control, 
causes the phrase to be spoken louder. 

One or more 
characters from 
among *, #, 0-9. 
Default is “0”. 

 

 
 

 

EXAMPLE:   Get the port number of the current call.  
        int rc;                        /* return code */  
        char port_number[100];          /* port number on which the app is running */  
 
        rc = TEL_GetGlobalString ("$PORT_NAME", port_number);  
        if (rc != TEL_SUCCESS)  
                {  
                handle_error("$PORT_NAME", rc);  
                }  
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RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE 
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.13. TEL_InitiateCall 

SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_InitiateCall (no_of_rings, informat, destination, retcode, channel)   
  

 #include "Telecom.h" 

  

 int no_of_rings /* Number of rings before the call is considered a failure. */

 int informat /* Format for phone number. */

 char *destination /* Destination address to be called. */

 int *retcode /* The result of the dial out. */

 int *channel /* The number of the channel used to dial out. */
 
DESCRIPTION: This API places an outbound call to the specified phone_no on the current port and 

writes a Start Call Detail Record (CDR) if the call succeeds. 
 
The no_of_rings parameter specifies the number of rings after which the dialout call 
is considered a failure. Valid values range from 1-100.  This API will try to connect for 
approximately three seconds times the value of the no_of_rings parameter.  
 

The informat parameter specifies how the value specified in the destination 
parameter is to be dialed. The valid values for the informat parameter are: 

NONE – the destination is dialed as passed.  

IP – a network IP address is passed as the destination.  This is useful when bridging 
to other SIP compliant interfaces.   

NAMERICAN - the destination is a valid North American PSTN phone number; it 
must be 4, 7, or 10 digits. 
 
The destination parameter specifies the outbound address to call.  
 
The retcode parameter returns a specific reason why the dial out on a failed call did 
not succeed. The possible values are: 
 

retcode reason 
0 ALL OK if call progress detection (CPD) is not used 
50 Ring no answer 
51  Busy 
52 No ring back 
21 General failure 

 
 
The channel parameter contains the number of the channel, or port, on which the 
outbound call was made.  
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EXAMPLE:           int ret;                       /* return code of the API */  
        int reason;                 /* reason why the call failed */  
        int channel;               /* channel on which the call was placed.  */  
        int num_rings;           /* number of rings */  
        char phone[30];         /* phone number to dial */.  
   
        num_rings = 4;          /* after this many rings, no answer is a failure */  
        sprintf (phone,  “%s”, "10.0.10.57");  
   
        ret = TEL_InitiateCall(num_rings, IP, phone, &reason, &channel);  
        if(ret != TEL_SUCCESS)   
                      handle_error(phone, num_rings, reason, ret); 

 
RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  

  

11.14. TEL_InitTelecom 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_InitTelecom (argc, argv)   
  

 #include "Telecom.h" 

  

 int argc /* Number of parameters passed to the application. */

 char *argv[ ] /* Parameters passed to the application. */
 
   

DESCRIPTION: This API performs all the initialization required by a Telecom Services application. It 
must be called before any other Telecom Services API is called.   
 
The parameters argc and argv are the parameter count and the parameter values 
that were passed to the application when it was fired by the Telecom Services 
Responsibility subsystem. They must not be modified by the application before they 
are passed to the TEL_InitTelecom API.    
 
The argv parameters include run time information collected when the application was 
fired, e.g. the port number where this executable is running; the ANI; the DNIS; 
diversion sequences, etc. Any argv parameter that is of use to the application is 
assigned to a Telecom Global variable and should only be modified with 
TEL_SetGlobal or TEL_SetGlobalString.  
 

NOTE: If the call to TEL_InitTelecom fails, the system is experiencing a serious problem that 
should be detected and corrected as soon as possible.  

  

EXAMPLE:           main (int argc,char * argv)  
        {  
               ret = TEL_InitTelecom(argc, argv);     /* initialize Telecom Services */ 
               if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS)  
                {  
                handle_error(ret);  
                sleep(5);    /* Sleep a bit to avoid respawning too fast */ 
                exit(-1);  
                }  

        /* Remainder of the program goes here */  

        TEL_ExitTelecom();  
        }  
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RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  

 
 

11.15. TEL_LoadTags 

SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_LoadTags (phrase_tag_files)   
  

 #include "Telecom.h" 

  

 char *phrase_tag_files /* Comma-delimited list of phrase tag files. */ 

      
 
DESCRIPTION: This API loads one or more tag files into memory for use by the 

TEL_PromptAndCollect API. There must be no duplicate tags within the file.    
The phrase_tag_files parameter specifies a comma-delimited list of phrase tag files 
to be loaded. 

  

EXAMPLE:   char phrase_tag_file[128];           /* Phrase tag file to load */ 

        int rc;                                /* return code */ 

 

        strcpy(phrase_tag_file,"funland.tag" ); 

        rc = TEL_LoadTags(phrase_tag_file); 

        if (rc != TEL_SUCCESS ) 

                { 

                handle_error(rc, phrase_tag_file); 

                } 

   

RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS 
        -1      TEL_FAILURE 
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11.16. TEL_OutputDTMF 

SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_OutputDTMF (dtmf_string)   
  

 #include "Telecom.h" 

  

 char *dtmf_string /* The DTMF tones to transmit. */ 
 
DESCRIPTION: This API transmits a sequence of DTMF tones to the telephone set.    

 
The dtmf_string parameter specifies which DTMF tones to transmit. Valid characters 
in this string are the DTMF characters corresponding to the values on the telephone 
pad (0-9, #, *), a comma, and A-D. A comma represents a one second pause. 

NOTE: This API should not be used for dialing an outbound call. Use the TEL_InitiateCall or 
TEL_DialExtension APIs for this purpose.  

    

EXAMPLE:         char dtmf_string[50];           /* string containing the DTMF tones to play */ 

        int ret;                                /* return code */ 

        strcpy(dtmf_string,"12*34" ); 

        ret = TEL_OutputDTMF(dtmf_string); 

        if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS ) 

                { 

                handle_error(ret, dtmf_string); 

                } 

  

RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS 
        -1      TEL_FAILURE 
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.18. TEL_PlayMedia 

 
SYNOPSIS: int TEL_PlayMedia (PlayMedia *zPlayMedia) 
 
Where struct PlayMedia 
{ 
    int party; 
    int interruptOption; 
    char audioFileName[256]; 
    char videoFileName[256]; 
    int sync; 
    int audioInformat; 
    int audioOutformat; 
    int videoInformat; 
    int videoOutformat; 
    int audioLooping; 
    int videoLooping; 
    int addOnCurrentPlay; 
    int syncAudioVideo; 
    int list; 
} PlayMedia; 
 
#include "Telecom.h" 
 
Param Description Valid Values 
Party The party or parties to whom 

the speech is directed 
FIRST_PARTY, 
SECOND_PARTY, 
BOTH_PARTIES 

interruptOption The option for interrupting the 
speech being spoken or 
controlling playback  

INTERRUPT, 
NONINTERRUPT, 
FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT, 
SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT 

audioFileName Audio file to be spoken Valid audio file name 
videoFileName Video file to be played Valid video file name 
Sync The method by which the 

speech is produced, either 
synchronously or 
asynchronously 

SYNC, ASYNC, 
ASYNC_QUEUE, 
PUT_QUEUE, 
PLAY_QUEUE_SYNC, 
PLAY_QUEUE_ASYNC 

audioInformat The input format of the data 
to be spoken, i.e., how the 
data 
looks "coming in 

PHRASE_FILE 

videoInformat The input format of the data 
to be played, i.e., how the 
data 
looks "coming in 

VIDEO_FILE 

audioOutformat How the audio data is to be 
played 

PHRASE 

videoOutformat How the video data is to be 
played 

VIDEO 

audioLooping Playback audio in a loop SPECIFIC, YES, NO 
videoLooping Playback video in a loop SPECIFIC, YES, NO 
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addOnCurrentPlay the audio / video to 
ArcSipMediaMgr’s currently 
playing list 

YES, NO 

syncAudioVideo Start playing audio and video 
in synchronous mode 

YES, NO, CLEAN_AUDIO, 
CLEAN_VIDEO 

list NOT USED - 
 
Example : 
  

PlayMedia yPlayMedia;  
int    ret; 
 
memset(&yPlayMedia, 0, sizeof(PlayMedia)); 
 
yPlayMedia.party              = FIRST_PARTY; 
yPlayMedia.interruptOption    = FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT; 
yPlayMedia.sync               = SYNC; 
sprintf(yPlayMedia.videoFileName, "%s", "/tmp/videorecordfile.h263"); 
sprintf(yPlayMedia.audioFileName, "/tmp/audiorecordfile.wav"); 
yPlayMedia.audioInformat  = PHRASE_FILE; 
yPlayMedia.videoInformat  = VIDEO_FILE; 
yPlayMedia.audioOutformat = PHRASE; 
yPlayMedia.videoOutformat = VIDEO; 
yPlayMedia.audioLooping   = NO; 
yPlayMedia.videoLooping   = NO; 
yPlayMedia.addOnCurrentPlay = YES; 
yPlayMedia.synAudioVideo    = YES; 
 
ret = TEL_PlayMedia(&yPlayMedia); 
if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS ) handle_error(); 
 

 
RETURN VALUES 

 0  TEL_SUCCESS 
-1  TEL_FAILURE 
-3  TEL_DISCONNECTED 
-7  TEL_SOURCE_NONEXISTENT 
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11.19. TEL_PortOperaion 

SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_PortOperation (op_code, port_no, status)   
  

 #include "Telecom.h" 

  

 int op_code /* The operation to be performed on the port. */ 

 int port_no /*The specific port to be accessed */ 

 int *status /*The status of the port. */ 
 
   

DESCRIPTION: This API performs various functions on a specific port. The operation performed will 
depend upon the value of the op_code parameter. The port number specified need 
not be the port on which the application is running. Each of the operations that can 
be performed is explained below.  
 
The op_code parameter specifies the function to be performed on the port. The 
following table describes the function performed by each value of the op_code 
parameter. 
   

Value of op_code Description of functionality 

GET_CONNECTION_STATUS Get the connection status of the port. The 
status parameter will have a value of 1 if the 
caller is connected and 0 otherwise 

CLEAR_DTMF Clear DTMF digits. A call with this value of 
op_code will clear all the pending DTMF digits 
from the buffer. The value of the status 
parameter is not relevant for this op code 

GET_FUNCTIONAL_STATUS Get the functional status of the port. The value 
that is returned in the status parameter 
indicates the function currently being 
performed on the port. The possible return 
values for the status parameter are listed 
below. 

STOP_ACTIVITY Stop the current activity on the port. All activity 
taking place on the specified port, such as 
speaking a phrase, getting DTMF input, etc. 
will be terminated. 

WAIT_FOR_PLAY_END When speaking asynchronously, this API will 
return control to the calling application after all 
queued and non-queued phrases have been 
spoken.  See the ASYNC option for the 
TEL_Speak API for further details of speaking 
asynchronously. 

GET_QUEUE_STATUS Returns the status of the phrase queue.  A 
value of one (1) indicates there are still 
phrases in the queue, while a value of zero (0) 
means no phrases are in the queue.  

 
The port_no specifies the port the operation is to access. 
 
The status parameter is returned, and following table shows the possible values 
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returned when the op_code parameter is GET_FUNCTIONAL_STATUS. 
Value of status Meaning 
1 Channel is idle 
2 Channel is playing 
3 Channel is recording 
4 Channel is performing speech recognition 
5 Neither record, speak, or speech recognition is being 

performed, but the channel is not idle. 
 

 
The port_no parameter specifies the actual port to be operated on. 
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EXAMPLE:                   #define GET_CONNECT_STATUS 0  
                #define CLEAR_DTMF  1  
                #define GET_STATUS  2  
                #define STOP_ACTIVITY 3  

                int ret;  /* return code */  
                char port_name[128]; /* The current port name */  

                ret = TEL_GetGlobalString("$PORT_NAME", port_name);  
                ret = TEL_PortOperation(GET_CONNECT_STATUS, atoi(port_name), &status);  
                if ( ret != TEL_SUCCESS)  
                {  
                         handle_error(ret);  
                }  
                switch(status)  
                {  
                case 0:  
                        printf("I am not connected.\n");  
                        break;  
                case 1:  
                        printf("I am still connected.\n");  
                         break;  
                default:  
                         printf("Unexpected status %d.\n", status);  
                         break;  
                }  

 

 

RETURN 
VALUES:  

                    0        TEL_SUCCESS  
                   -1        TEL FAILURE  
                   -3        TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.20. TEL_PromptAndCollect 

SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_PromptAndCollect (section_name, overrides, response)   
  

 #include "Telecom.h" 

  

 char *section_name /* Name of the parameter section within a loaded tag file */ 

 char *overrides /* Section parameter and/or data tag overrides */ 

 char *response /* The DTMF input string from the caller or agent */ 
 
  

DESCRIPTION: This API uses section parameters within the tag file(s) previously loaded by a call to 
TEL_LoadTags to prompt a user for DTMF input and return the result. It handles 
timeout processing and re-prompting, performs some validation, and reports the 
striking of hot key sequences. 
 
The section_name parameter specifies the name of the parameter section within the 
loaded tag file, that defines the prompts, validation, and input characteristics. See the 
description of the tag file in the Prompting for and Collecting Input section of this 
document.  
 
The overrides parameter is deprecated and ignored. 
 
The response parameter holds the name of the variable into which the user's 
response is returned. Please insure that the variable specified is large enough to hold 
the data collected. 

  
 
   

EXAMPLE:   Request and get DTMF input. 

 int   rc;                                       /* Return code */  
 char        phrase_tag_file[128]="funland.tag";                  
 char        overrides[64];                 /* Section parameter overrides. */  
 char        response[64];                 /* Variable where caller's response is stored. */  
   

 TEL_LoadTags (phrase_tag_file);  
 if (rc != TEL_SUCCESS ) handle_error(rc, phrase_tag_file);  

 /* Override timeout parameter values */  
 strcpy(overrides,"firstDigitTimeout=6|interDigitTimeout=6");         
 
 rc = TEL_PromptAndCollect ("mainMenu", overrides, response);  
 if (rc > 0 TEL_SUCCESS) handle_hotkey(rc,response);  
 
 if (rc != TEL_SUCCESS) handle_error(); 

   
 
 

RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -2      TEL_TIMEOUT  
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED   
      -10      TEL_LOST_AGENT  
      -12      TEL_INVALID_INPUT 
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11.21.  TEL_Record 

 

SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_Record (party, filename, record_time, compression, overwrite, lead_silence, 
trail_silence, beep, interruptOption, terminateKey, syncOption)   

  

 #include "Telecom.h" 

  

 int party /* The party who will perform the recording. */ 

 char *filename /* The file in which the recorded phrase will be stored. */ 

 int record_time /* Number of seconds to record. */ 

 int compression /* The compression at which the recorded phrase is stored. */ 

 int overwrite /* Whether or not an existing file can be overwritten. */ 

 int lead_silence /* Number of seconds of silence at the beginning of the 
recording which will cause the recording to terminate. */ 

 int trail_silence /* Number of seconds of silence after the party has begun 
speaking after which the recording will terminate. */ 

 int beep /* Whether or not the party hears the beep tone before 
recording starts. */ 

 int interruptOption /* Whether or not recording the phrase can be interrupted by 
pressing a DTMF tone and by whom. */ 

 char terminateKey /* The termination character that when pressed by the 
recording party terminates the recording. */ 

 int syncOption /* Whether the phrase is recorded synchronously or 
asynchronously. */ 

 
   

DESCRIPTION: This API records speech and stores it into a file at the compression rate specified. 
The file into which the speech will be stored can be either explicitly named or "auto-
created".  That is, the API will determine the name of an unused file in the current 
directory and store the speech into it.  
 
The party parameter specifies who will perform the recording of the phrase. Valid 
values are FIRST_PARTY and SECOND_PARTY 
The filename parameter specifies the file into which the recorded speech will be 
stored. This parameter can be either (1) the name of a file (with no path specified), 
(2) a complete pathname of a file, or (3) a null string.  
 
If filename specifies only the name of the file, the speech will be stored in that file in 
the current directory. If filename specifies a full pathname, the speech will be stored 
in that file. If filename is a null string, the API will determine the name of an unused 
file in the current directory and record the speech into that file. This is known as 
"auto-creating" the phrase file. Note: a phrase file can only be auto-created in the  
the current directory. When phrase files are auto-created, the name of the phrase 
file that is created is returned in the filename parameter. Be sure that this parameter 
is long enough to store it.  
 
The record_time parameter specifies the number of seconds to record. It must be set 
to a value between 1 and 1000 or -1. If record_time seconds elapses, the recording 
will automatically terminate. Other ways that recording will terminate are:  
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(1) the number of seconds of silence specified by the lead_silence variable elapses,  
(2) after speech has been detected, the number of seconds of silence specified by 
the trail_silence variable elapses, or  
(3) the caller presses a DTMF key unless global variable $INPHR_DTMF is set to 1.  
Also, if the record_time parameter is set to -1, recording will continue until a 
disconnect is encountered.  
 
The compression parameter specifies the compression rate at which the recorded 
speech is stored.  Phrases are recorded in G711 Mulaw Wave format, so the only 
valid value is COMP_WAV.  If compression is set to COMP_24ADPCM, 
COMP_32ADPCM, COMP_48PCM, or COMP_64PCM, then a warning message will 
be written to the system log, and the compression will be defaulted to COMP_WAV. 
 The overwrite parameter specifies whether or not an existing file can be overwritten. 
Valid values are YES and NO. If the filename parameter specifies the name of an 
existing file, the API will return an error return code unless overwrite is set to YES. If 
filename is null, the value of this parameter is ignored.  
 
The lead_silence parameter specifies the number of seconds after which the 
recording will be terminated before the party begins speaking. This value must be 
greater than 0. If not, a warning message is written in the system log and it defaults 
to 3.  
 
The trail_silence parameter specifies the number of seconds of silence that will be 
recorded before the recording is terminate after the party has been speaking. This 
value must be greater than 0. If not, a warning message is written in the system log 
and it defaults to 3.  
 
The beep parameter specifies whether the beep tone will be audible before the 
recording of the phrase starts. Valid values are: YES, NO.  
 
The interruptOption parameter specifies whether the recording of the phrase can be 
interrupted and by whom. Valid values are: NONINTERRUPT, 
FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT, SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT.  
The following table illustrates the allowable combinations of the interruptOption and 
party parameter values.  

Value of party Value of interruptOption Who may interrupt 
FIRST_PARTY FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT First party 
SECOND_PARTY FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT Invalid 

combination;interruptO
ption defaults to 
NONINTERRUPT 

FIRST_PARTY SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT Invalid 
combination;interruptO
ption defaults to 
NONINTERRUPT 

SECOND_PARTY SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT Second party 
any value NONINTERRUPT Neither Party 
   

 
The terminateKey specifies how to end the recording. Valid values are: 0-9, *, #, and 
NULL. If terminateKey is NULL, recording will terminate upon depression of any key. 
The syncOption parameter determines whether the file is recorded synchronously or 
asynchronously. The only valid value is SYNC, since all recording is performed 
synchronously. If ASYNC is used, a warning message will be printed in the system 
log stating Warning: Invalid synchronous option ASYNC. Using SYNC. 
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EXAMPLE:   1: Regular Mode - Record a phrase, overwriting the existing phrase (if it exists)  

 int ret;                                          /* Return code */  
 char        response[64];                 /* File where caller's response is stored. */  
 int           overwrite = YES;            /* overwrite file, if it already exists */  
 int           lead_silence = 5;           /* allow 5 sec of silence before recording */  
 int           trail_silence = 5;            /* allow 5 sec of silence after recording */  
 int           beep = YES;                /* sound BEEP at start of recording */  
   

 TEL_Speak (FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE, "question.wav", SYNC);  

 strcpy(response,"response.wav");        /* Specify the response phrase file */  
 ret = TEL_Record (FIRST_PARTY, response, 60, COMP_WAV, overwrite, lead_silence,  
                trail_silence, beep, NONINTERRUPT, '#', SYNC);  
 if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS ) handle_error();  

  2: Whisper Mode - Record from a caller who is on hold, before connecting to agent; auto-create the new phrase file.  

Int            ret;                               /* Return code */  
Char         response[64];                /* File where caller's response is stored. */   
Int            ret_code;                      /* return code */  
Int            channel2;  

  /* Dialout, enter whisper mode, get info the caller who is on hold, before connecting to agent */  

strcpy(response,"response.wav");        /* Specify the response phrase file */ 

        ret = TEL_BridgeCall (DIAL_OUT, 4, IP, "10.0.10.57", OUTBOUND",  
          &ret_code, &channel2);  
        if (ret == TEL_SUCCESS)  
                {  
                        /* Speak prompt phrase to the caller on hold. */  
                       ret = TEL_Speak (FIRST_PARTY, FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE,  
                           PHRASE,  "say_acctnumber.wav ", SYNC); /* prompt for account # */  
                                    strcpy(response,"");                    /* Auto-create the response phrase file */  

                       ret = TEL_Record (FIRST_PARTY, response, 60, COMP_WAV, overwrite,  
                               lead_silence, trail_silence, beep, FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT, '1', SYNC);  

                       if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS ) handle_error();    

                        if (ret = TEL_DISCONNECTED)  
                                handle_disconnect(); /* Handle the disconnect of first party. */  
 
                        ret = TEL_BridgeCall(CONNECT,4,IP,"10.0.10.57","OUTBOUND",  
                                        ret_code,&channel2);  
                }  

  3:  Connected Mode - Record info from caller (first party) while connected with the agent  

#include <stdio.h>  
#include "Telecom.h"  

int main(int argc, char *argv[])  
{  
            int rc;  
            int retcode, channel;  

            if ((rc = TEL_InitTelecom (argc, argv)) != TEL_SUCCESS)  
            {  
                      /* Do error processing here */  
            }  

             if((rc = TEL_AnswerCall(1)) != TEL_SUCCESS)  
            {  
                      /* Do error processing here */  
            }  

            if((rc = TEL_BridgeCall(ALL, 2, NONE, "4106", "", &retcode, &channel)) != TEL_SUCCESS)  
            {  
                      /* Do error processing here */  
            }  
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            return(0);  
}  

int NotifyCaller(int connected)  
{  
            int rc;  
            int party;  
            char record_file[25];  
            int record_time;  
            int compression;  
            int overwrite;  
            int lead_silence;  
            int trail_silence;  
            int beep;  
            int interruptOption;  
            int sync;  

            if(connected != 1)  
                        return(-1);  

            party = FIRST_PARTY;  
            sprintf(record_file, "%s", "recording.wav");  
            record_time = 60;  
            compression = COMP_WAV;  
            overwrite = YES;  
            lead_silence = 5;  
            trail_silence = 5;  
            beep = YES;  
            interruptOption = FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT;  
            sync = SYNC;  
            rc = TEL_Record(party, record_file, record_time, compression,  
                                   overwrite, lead_silence, trail_silence, beep,  
                                   interruptOption, '#', sync);  
            if(rc != TEL_SUCCESS)  
            {  
                      /* Do error processing here */  
            }  

            return(0);  
}  

 

RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED  
        -5      TEL_AUTO_CREATE_PHRASE_FAIL  
        -8      TEL_DESTINATION_EXISTS  
      -10      TEL_LOST_AGENT  
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11.22. TEL_RecordMedia 

 
SYNOPSIS: int TEL_RecordMedia (RecordMedia *zRecordMedia) 
 
Where struct RecordMedia 
{ 
    int party; 
    int interruptOption; 
    char audioFileName[256]; 
    char videoFileName[256]; 
    int sync; 
    int recordTime; 
    int audioCompression; 
    int videoCompression; 
    int audioOverwrite; 
    int videoOverwrite; 
    int lead_silence; 
    int trail_silence; 
    int beep; 
    char terminateChar; 
} PlayMedia; 
 
#include "Telecom.h" 
 
 
Param Description Valid Values 
Party The party or parties to whom 

the speech is directed 
FIRST_PARTY, 
SECOND_PARTY, 
BOTH_PARTIES 

interruptOption The option for interrupting the 
speech being spoken or 
controlling playback  

INTERRUPT, 
NONINTERRUPT, 
FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT, 
SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT 

audioFileName Audio file to be spoken Valid audio file name 
videoFileName Video file to be played Valid video file name 
Param Description Valid Values 
Sync The method by which the 

speech is produced, either 
synchronously or 
asynchronously 

SYNC, ASYNC, 
ASYNC_QUEUE, 
PUT_QUEUE, 
PLAY_QUEUE_SYNC, 
PLAY_QUEUE_ASYNC 

recordTime Number of seconds to record. 1-1000 seconds 
audioCompression The compression at which the 

recorded audio is stored 
COMP_64PCM, 
COMP_WAV,COMP_MVP, 
COMP_711,COMP_711R, 
COMP_729,COMP_729R, 
COMP_729A,COMP_729AR, 
COMP_729BR, COMP_729B 

videoCompression The compression at which the 
recorded video is stored 

COMP_H263, 
COMP_H263R_QCIF, 
COMP_H263R_CIF 

audioOverwrite Whether or not an existing file 
can be overwritten 

YES, APPEND, NO 
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videoOverwrite Whether or not an existing file 
can be overwritten 

YES, NO 

lead_silence Number of seconds of silence 
at the beginning of the 
recording which will cause the 
recording to terminate 

Digit in seconds 

trail_silence Number of seconds of silence 
after the party has begun 
speaking after which the 
recording will terminate. 

Digit in seconds 

Beep Whether or not the party 
hears the beep tone before 
recording starts 

YES, NO 

terminateChar The termination character 
that when pressed by the 
recording party terminates the 
recording 

Char 0, 1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,#,* 
and space 

 
Example : 
  

RecordMedia yRecordMedia;  
int     ret; 
 
memset(&yRecordMedia, 0, sizeof(RecordMedia)); 
 
yRecordMedia.party              = FIRST_PARTY; 
yRecordMedia.interruptOption    = FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT; 
yRecordMedia.sync               = SYNC; 
yRecordMedia.audioOverwrite     = YES; 
yRecordMedia.recordTime         = maxtime; 
yRecordMedia.audioCompression   = COMP_WAV; 
yRecordMedia.lead_silence       = yLeadSilence; 
yRecordMedia.trail_silence      = finalSilence; 
yRecordMedia.beep               = YES; 
sprintf(yRecordMedia.videoFileName, "%s", "\0"); 
sprintf(yRecordMedia.audioFileName, "/tmp/audiorecordfile.wav"); 
 
ret = TEL_RecordMedia(&yRecordMedia); 
if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS ) handle_error(); 
 

 
RETURN VALUES 

 0  TEL_SUCCESS 
-1  TEL_FAILURE 
-3  TEL_DISCONNECTED 
-7  TEL_SOURCE_NONEXISTENT 
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11.23. TEL_RecvFax 

(in next software release) 
 
SYNOPSIS: int TEL_RecvFax (fax_file, num_pages, prompt_phrase) 

 
#include “Telecom.h” 
#include “arcFAX.h” 

 
 

int fax_file // The name of the received TIFF file. 
int num_pages // The number of fax pages received. 
char * prompt_phrase // The phrase to speak to caller/called party. 

 
DESCRIPTION: TEL_RecvFax receives a fax over an existing call and stores it in a TIFF file.  

 
Although this API is typically used when a caller calls from a fax machine, it 
can be used by an application which initiates a call to a fax machine that is 
waiting to send a fax. 
 
The fax_file parameter is a full, partial, or relative pathname of the tiff file that 
will contain the actual fax file received. If fax_file is just a file name and not a 
path, the received tiff file is assumed to be in the current directory.  
 
The number of fax pages received is returned in the num_pages parameter. 
 
The prompt_phrase parameter is the name of the phrase file to be spoken 
before the fax isreceived. This can be used to instruct the caller to perform 
some action (e.g. "please press the start button on your fax machine"). If this 
parameter is NULL, then no phrase is played. 
 
The phrase file can be a full, partial, or relative pathname of the phrase to be 
spoken. If it is just a file name and not a path, the received tiff file is assumed 
to be in the current directory. 
 
Notes: 
If the received file already exists before the API call, it will be overwritten. It is 
the programmer's responsibility to copy or otherwise protect the TIFF files 
before issuing this API call. 

 
 
EXAMPLE: This code fragment would receive a tiff file name "fax.tiff" in the current directory 

after speaking the phrase stored in the file "pressStartButton.wav", which is also 
in the current directory. 
 
//TEL_RecvFax.c:7:20: error: arcFAX.h: No such file or 

directory 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <sys/types.h> 

#include <sys/stat.h> 

 

#include "Telecom.h" 

#include "arcFAX.h" 
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int main(int argc, char *argv[]) 

{ 

        int        ret;                              

/* Return code from API */ 

        char     filename[128];            /* Fax file 

to receive */ 

        int        num_pages;               /* Number 

of pages in the fax */ 

        char    *prompt_phrase[256]; /* Phrase that 

says "press start button" */ 

 

        strcpy(filename, "/data/directions.tif");      

/* Specify filename */ 

 

        strcpy(prompt_phrase, "pressStartButton.32a"); 

 

        ret = TEL_RecvFax(filename, &num_pages, 

prompt_phrase); 

 

        if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS) 

        { 

                /* handleError(rc); - This will 

reference a fuction located 

                  elsewhere in the program */ 

 

        printf("Encountered error"); 

 

        } 

} 

 

 
  
 
RETURN VALUES 

 0  TEL_SUCCESS 
-1  TEL_FAILURE 
-3  TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.24. TEL_ScheduleFax 

SYNOPSIS: int TEL_ScheduleFax (file_type, fax_file, phone_format, fax_phone_no, 
delivery_time, try_count, delete_flag, fail_on_busy, retry_seconds, log_data) 
 
#include “Telecom.h” 
#include “arcFAX.h” 

 
int file_type // Type of the fax-file to schedule.  Currently, must be TIF 
char * fax_file // The name of the file to be scheduled to be faxed out. 
int dest_format // Destination address format: IP, NAMERICAN or NONE. 
char * dest_no // Phone number, URL, or IP of the receiving fax machine. 
char * delivery_time // Fax delivery time. Format can be: YYMMDDHHMMSS, 

HHMMSS, 
HHMM, or HH. 

int try_count // Number of times to attempt to send the fax. 
int delete_flag // Whether to delete (1) or not delete (2) the copy of the fax 

list or text file 
after a successful fax attempt. Default = 2 

int fail_on_busy // Whether to treat busy as a failed call. 1=yes, 2=no, default 
= 0 

int retry_seconds // Number of seconds to wait before retry. default = 0, >0 
number of 
seconds. 

char * log_data // Data to be logged into call event records for successful or 
unsuccessful 
fax attempts. Maximum length is 150 characters. 

 
DESCRIPTION: TEL_ScheduleFax schedules a fax to be sent to a specific destination at a 

specific time. It does so by creating a header file in the work/header directory 
and a copy of a tiff file into the work/faxfile directory of the fax spool area. The 
copy of the TIFF file is known as a fax content file. The base directory of the 
fax spool area is specified in the $TELECOM/Tables/FaxServer.cfg file. 
 
The file_type parameter indicates the type of file. Valid values are currently 
TIF. 
 
The fax_file parameter is the full, partial, or relative pathname of the file to be 
processed. If fax_file is just a file name and not a path, it is assumed to be in 
the current directory. fax_file can either be a list file or a fax content file (TIFF 
file). 
 
dest_format is the format of the destination number. It can be either IP, 
NAMERICAN or NONE. 
 
dest_no is the number of the fax machine to which the fax will be sent. 
 
The delivery_time specifies when the fax is to be transmitted. The valid format 
for providing delivery_time is [YYMMDD]HH[MM[SS]]. For example, "17" or 
"1730" or "173045" or "960901173045". If delivery_time is set to "0", the fax 
will be scheduled to be sent immediately. 
 
The try_count parameter specifies the maximum number of fax attempts. If 0 is 
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specified, the default number of tries in the FaxServer.cfg configuration file will 
be used.  This must a non-negative number, and there is no maximum number 
of attempts implemented. 
 
The delete_flag parameter specifies what to do with the fax content file if it 
has been successfully sent. Valid value are 1 (delete) and 2. (don't delete). If 
the delete_flag set to 0, then a successfully transmitted fax content file is 
moved to the sent/faxfile directory in the fax spool area; if the delete_flag is set 
to 1 it is deleted. Regardless of the value of the delete_flag, the fax content file 
is moved to the errors/faxfile directory if the fax has not been successfully sent 
after try_count attempts. 
 
The fail_on_busy parameter specifies whether or not to treat a busy as a failed 
call. A value of 1 indicates that a busy call will be treated as a failure, while a 
value of 2 indicates it will not be treated as a failure. If the value is 0, then the 
default is taken from the fax configuration file 
($TELECOM/Tables/FaxServer.cfg). 
 
The retry_seconds parameter specifies the number of seconds to wait before 
retrying to send the fax. A value of zero indicates that the fax will be retried 
immediately. If the value is 0, then the default is taken from the fax 
configuration file ($TELECOM/Tables/FaxServer.cfg). 
 
The string specified in the log_data parameter is included in the CEV output 
message written to the log file after each successful or unsuccessful fax 
attempt. Any data that is longer than 150 bytes will be truncated. 

 
 
EXAMPLE 
1: 

Scheduling a fax for immediate delivery with default values specified for fail_on_busy and 
retry_seconds. 
#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <sys/types.h> 

#include <sys/stat.h> 

 

#include "Telecom.h" 

 

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) 

{ 

 int rc; 

 char cdf [256]; /* name of call definition file created 

*/ 

 rc = TEL_ScheduleCall( 

 6, /* no_of_rings */ 

 3, /* tries */ 

 IP, /* informat */ 

 "10.0.10.57", /* phone number */ 

 "0", /* call time: immediately */ 

 "AnotherApp", /* calling app */ 

 "Hello World!", /* app_to_app_info */ 

 cdf /* Call definition file */ 

 ); 

 

 if (rc != TEL_SUCCESS) 
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 { 

  fprintf(stderr, "Failed to schedule call, 

rc=%d\n", rc); 

  return(-1); 

 } 

} 

 
ret=TEL_ScheduleFax(TIF, "myFax.tiff", NONE, "5551212", "0", 3, 1, 0, 0, "log 
message" ); 
 
In the above call, fail_on_busy is 0 (default) so the value is taken from the Fax config file. 
Here it is assumed to be "yes" in the config file ($TELECOM/Tables/FaxServer.cfg). Also, 
retry_seconds is 0 (default) so the value is taken from the Fax config file. Here it is assumed 
to be 600 seconds. 
 
The following entry is written in the header file: 
# Send LIST my.list to 5551212. 1st try: immediately. Tries: 3. 
# Delete copy on success. Fail on busy. Retry seconds: 630. 
TIF myFax.tiff 5551212 0 3 1 1 0 0 
log message 
 

EXAMPLE 
2: 

A text file sent out at 12:30 p.m. with non-default values taken for fail_on_busy and 
retry_seconds 
#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <sys/types.h> 

#include <sys/stat.h> 

 

#include "Telecom.h" 

 

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) 

{ 

 int rc; 

 char cdf [256]; /* name of call definition file created 

*/ 

 rc = TEL_ScheduleCall( 

 6, /* no_of_rings */ 

 3, /* tries */ 

 IP, /* informat */ 

 "10.0.10.57", /* phone number */ 

 "1230", /* call time: immediately */ 

 "AnotherApp", /* calling app */ 

 "Hello World!", /* app_to_app_info */ 

 cdf /* Call definition file */ 

 ); 

 

 if (rc != TEL_SUCCESS) 

 { 

  fprintf(stderr, "Failed to schedule call, 

rc=%d\n", rc); 

  return(-1); 

 } 

} 
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. 
TEL_ScheduleFax(TIF, "myFax.tif", NAMERICAN, "5551212", "1230", 6, 2, 1, 300, "log 
message" ); 
 
In the above call, fail_on_busy is 1 (yes) so the value is taken from this API parameter. 
Also, 
retry_seconds is 300 so the value is taken from this API parameter. 
 
The following entry is written in the header file: 
# Send LIST my.list to 9085551212. 1st try: 1230. Tries: 6. 
# Don't delete copy on success. Fail on busy. Retry seconds: 300. 
TIF myFax.tif 5551212 1230 6 2 1 0 0 
 

 
 
 
RETURN VALUES 

 0  TEL_SUCCESS 
-1  TEL_FAILURE 
-7  TEL_SOURCE-NONEXISTENT 

 
 

11.25.  TEL_SendFax 

(In next software release) 
 
SYNOPSIS: int TEL_SendFax (file_type, fax_data, prompt_phrase) 

 
#include “Telecom.h” 
#include “arcFAX.h” 

 
int file_type // Type of the fax-file to send.  TEXT, TIF, or LIST 
char * fax_data // The name fax-file file to be faxed out. 
char * prompt_phrase // The phrase to speak to caller/called party. 

 
DESCRIPTION: TEL_SendFax faxes a fax object (text, TIF, or list file) out over an existing call.  

 
Valid values for file_type is either TEXT, TIF, LIST.  The supported TIF formats 
include T.4 1D, T.4 2D, and T.6 image compression.  A value of TEXT 
indicates that fax_data will be a text file.  A value of TIF indicates fax_data is a 
valid TIF file.  A value of LIST indicates that fax_data is a generated fax LIST 
file, which was created by the BuildFaxList API. 
 
The fax_data parameter specifies the full or relative pathname of the file, or fax 
list, to be faxed.  If only a filename is given (i.e., no path is specified) the file is 
assumed to be in the current directory. 
 
The prompt_phrase parameter is the name of the phrase file to be spoken 
before the fax is sent. This can be used to instruct the caller to perform some 
action (e.g. "please press the start button on your fax machine"). If this 
parameter is NULL, then no phrase is played. The phrase file can be a full, 
partial, or relative pathname of the phrase to be spoken. If it is just a file name 
and not a path, the file is assumed to be in the current directory. 
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EXAMPLE 1: Faxing a TIF file over an existing voice call.   

 
#include <stdio.h> 

#include "Telecom.h" 

 

 

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) 

{ 

 int        ret;  /* Return code from API */ 

 char     filename[128];    

          /* Phrase which says "press start button" */ 

 char    prompt_phrase[256];  

 

 strcpy(filename, "/data/directions.tif");       

 strcpy(prompt_phrase, "pressStartButton.32a"); 

 

 ret = TEL_SendFax(TIF, filename, prompt_phrase); 

 

 if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS) 

 { 

        handleError(rc);  

        printf("Encountered error"); 

 } 

} 

 
 
RETURN VALUES 

 0  TEL_SUCCESS 
-1  TEL_FAILURE 
-3  TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.26. TEL_ScheduleCall 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_ScheduleCall (nrings, tries, informat, phone_number, call_time, calling_app, 

app_to_app_info, call_def_file)    
  

 #include "Telecom.h" 

  

 int no_of_rings /* # of rings */ 

 int tries /* Number of attempts to make the call */ 

 int informat /* Format of the phone number */ 

 char *destination /* Destination address to call */ 

 char *call_time /* Time when the call is to be placed */ 

 char *calling_app /* The application that places the call */ 

 char *app_to_app_info /* Information to pass to the calling app */ 

 char *call_def_file /* Returned name of the call definition file */ 
 
DESCRIPTION: TEL_ScheduleCall schedules an application to be run at a specific time. It 

does so by creating a header and cdf file in the $TELECOM/OCS/work directory.   
The cdf file contains all of the call detail information required by the scheduled 
application.  This includes the destination address of the call, delivery time, etc.  
It also includes any custom information requirements. 
 
The responsibility process will then read and move it to the 
$TELECOM/OCS/inprogress directory, where it will then be processed by the 
OCS call manager and calling_app. 
 
Note: If using Aumtech’s VXML/VXI product, this API has is slightly modified; 
see Aumtech’s VXML Guide for specifics. 
 
The no_of_rings parameter specifies the number of rings before the outbound call 
of the scheduled application is considered a failure. 

The tries parameter specifies the number of attempts to be made to complete 
the call.    

The informat parameter specifies the format of the phone number to be called. 
Valid values are IP, NAMERICAN, NONE.    

The destination parameter specifies the address, or phone number,to be 
called.   

The call_time parameter specifies the time at which the calling application 
should attempt the call. The following call_time formats are valid: 
YYMMDDHHMMSS, HHMMSS, HHMM, HH, and 0. A value of 0 indicates the 
current time.  
 
The calling_app is the compiled/linked Telecom app to be run at the call_time.  
Typically, this will initiate and outbound call, and deliver or query information.   
 
The app_to_app_info parameter is used to pass custom data from the scheduling 
application to the scheduled app.  This can be of any format chosen, as long as the 
scheduled application know what to do with it.   
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Upon success, the  call_def_file will be populated the by API and will contain the 
name of the created call definition file, which controls what and when is run. 
 
 

  

EXAMPLE:          int     rc; 

        char    cdf [256];      /* name of call definition file created */ 

        rc = TEL_ScheduleCall( 

                        6,                      /* no_of_rings                 */ 

                        3,                      /* tries                   */ 

                        IP,    /* informat                 */     

                        "10.0.10.57",   /* phone number         */ 

                        "0",                  /* call time: immediately   */ 

                        "AnotherApp",   /* calling app          */ 

                        "Hello World!",  /* app_to_app_info       */ 

                        cdf                   /* Call definition file      */ 

                        ); 

        if (rc != TEL_SUCCESS) 

                { 

                fprintf(stderr, "Failed to schedule call, rc=%d\n", rc); 

                return(-1); 

                } 

   

 
RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS 
        -1      TEL_FAILURE 
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.27. TEL_SetGlobal 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_SetGlobal (global_variable, value)    
  

 #include "Telecom.h" 

  

 char *global_variable /* Name of the global integer variable whose value is to be 
changed. */ 

 int value /* New value of the global integer variable. */ 
 
  

DESCRIPTION: This API sets the value of the Telecom Services global integer variable 
global_variable to value for the duration of the application (or until it is changed by 
another call to this API). To set the value of Telecom Services global string 
variables, use the TEL_SetGlobalString API.    
 
The global_variable parameter specifies the name of the global integer variable 
whose value is to be set.  
 
The value parameter specifies the value the global integer variable is to be set to. 
 
A complete explanation of the Telecom Services global integer variables is given in 
Table_8 with the description of the TEL_GetGlobal  API.  
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11.28. TEL_SetGlobalString 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_SetGlobalString (global_variable, value)    
  

 #include "Telecom.h" 

  

 char *global_variable /* Name of the global string variable whose value is to be 
changed. */ 

 char *value /* New value of the global string variable. */ 
 
   

DESCRIPTION: This API sets the value of the Telecom Services global string variable global_variable 
to value for the duration of the application (or until it is changed by another call to this 
API). To set the value of Telecom Services global integer variables, use the 
TEL_SetGlobal API.    
 
The global_variable parameter specifies the name of the global string variable whose 
value is to be set.  
 
The value parameter specifies the value the global string variable is to be set to.    
A complete explanation of the Telecom Services global string variables is given in 
Table_9 with the description of the TEL_GetGlobalString API.  

 
   

EXAMPLE:  Setting the default directory for application phrases.  

 
        int rc;                  /* return code */  
 
        rc = TEL_SetGlobalString("$APP_PHRASE_DIR", "/home/arc/phrases"); 

 

 

 

RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE 
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.29. TEL_Speak 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_Speak (party, interruptOption, informat, outformat, data, syncOption)   
  

 #include "Telecom.h" 

  

 int party /* The party or parties to whom the speech is directed.  */ 

 int interruptOption  /* The option for interrupting the speech being spoken or 
controlling playback (speed, volume, skip or step back).  */ 

 int input_format /* The input format of the data to be spoken, i.e., how the data 
looks "coming in".  */ 

 int output_format /* How the data is to be spoken.  */ 

 void data /* The data to be spoken.  */ 

 int syncOption /* The method by which the speech is produced, either 
synchronously or asynchronously.  */ 

 
   

DESCRIPTION: This API speaks the data passed to it by interpreting it as input_format and 
combining the appropriate voice phrases to speak the data as output_format. The 
speech can be directed to the first party (the original caller to the application), to the 
second party (the party dialed out to using the TEL_BridgeCall or TEL_TransferCall 
APIs), or in some cases both parties. 
 
The party parameter specifies the party to whom the speech is directed. Valid values 
are: FIRST_PARTY, SECOND_PARTY, or BOTH_PARTIES. FIRST_PARTY may 
be specified under any conditions. SECOND_PARTY and BOTH_PARTIES may 
only be specified when a second party is present, i.e. either after a TEL_BridgeCall 
or a TEL_TransferCall with the DIAL_OUT option, or after either of these APIs has 
been called with the ALL or CONNECT option.   
 
The interruptOption parameter specifies how the speech may be interrupted and 
whether or not the listening party may control its speed and volume and skip forward 
or backward as the phrase is playing. Valid values are: NONINTERRUPT, 
FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT, or SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT. 
 
To make a spoken phrase non-interruptible by a DTMF key, set interruptOption to 
NONINTERRUPT. If  the speech to be interruptible, then set the interruptOption 
appropriately given the value of the party parameter.  
 
The input_format parameter specifies the type of variable to be interpreted and 
spoken. Valid values are MILITARY, STANDARD, STRING, TICS, MM-DD-YY, DD-
MM-YY, YY-MM-DD, DOUBLE, INTEGER, PHONE, and PHRASE_FILE. The 
underlying Linux variable type for TICS and INTEGER is integer, for DOUBLE it is a 
double precision float, and for all other Telecom Services variable types it is string. 
Spaces, tabs, and any separator characters used with any of the date input_formats 
are ignored.  
 
The output_format parameter specifies how the data is to be spoken (see Table 15). 
The same data may be spoken differently depending upon the ouput_format. For 
example, the string "123" would be spoken as "one hundred twenty-three" if the 
output_format were NUMBER and as "one-two-three" if the output_format were 
DIGIT.  
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The data parameter holds the information to be spoken. It is either a string of 
characters, a pointer to an integer, or a pointer to a double variable, depending upon 
the value of input_format. The data is spoken according to the value of the 
output_format parameter. For example, if input_format is STRING and output_format 
is NUMBER, the data parameter must be either a string constant or the name of a 
string variable that contains only numbers, e.g. "123".  
 
The last spoken phrase is remembered for reuse in retries of TEL_GetDTMF.  
The syncOption parameter determines whether the output is spoken synchronously 
or asynchronously. Valid values are: SYNC, ASYNC, or ASYNC_QUEUE. If the 
value of syncOption is SYNC, no other functions may be executed until the speech 
has completed.  If the value is ASYNC, this API returns as soon as it has passed the 
data to the voice processing board, and other non-telephony functions may be 
performed, such as fetching data from a database.  If the value is ASYNC_QUEUE, 
then the speech is placed in a queue to be spoken.  This should be used when 
performing more than one speak operation asyncronously.   

 

  Table 14: Valid combinations of input_format and output_format for TEL_Speak 

Input Format Output Format 

STRING, MILITARY, STANDARD, TICS  TIME_STD, TIME_STD_MN, TIME_MIL  

MM_DD_YY, DD_MM_YY, YY_MM_DD, 
STRING, TICS  

DAY, DATE_YTT, DATE_MMDD, DATE_MMDDYY, 
DATE_MMDDYYYY, DATE_DDMM, DATE_DDMMYY 
DATE_DDMMYYYY  

STRING, DOUBLE  DOLLAR  

INTEGER, STRING NUMBER 

STRING, PHONE, INTEGER DIGIT 

STRING ALPHANUM 

PHRASE_FILE PHRASE 
 

11.29.1.1.1 Table 15: Descriptions of Output formats for TEL_Speak 

Output Format Output Description Example(s)  Notes / Limitations 

DAY Day of the week (Sunday through 
Saturday)  

Thursday  

DATE_YTT  Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow or 
DATE_MMDD  

Today July 14th  

DATE_MMDD  Month + Day  July 14th  

DATE_MMDDYY  Month + Day + Year  July 14th 01  

DATE_MMDDYYY
Y  

Month + Day + 4-digit Year  July 14th 2009  

DATE_MMDD  Day + Month  14th July  

DATE_DDMMYY  Day + Month + Year 14th July 01  

DATE_DDMMYYY
Y  

Day + Month + 4-digit Year  14th July 2009  

TIME_STD  Hour + Minute  Nine forty P. M.   

TIME_MIL  24-Hour + Minute  twelve hundred (12 
noon); eleven oh seven 
(11:07); twenty three 
twenty (23:20)  
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DOLLAR Dollar+"dollars"+ "and"+Cent+"cents"  one dollar; one cent; 
four hundred and 10 
dollars; three dollars 
and ten cents 

Speaks up to 
$19,000,000.00 

NUMBER Numbers  zero; seventy two; 
fifteen million 

Speaks up to 
999,999,999 

DIGIT Numbers spoken as a string of 
individual digits.  

zero; one two three; 
nine one one  

Speaks up to 18 
digits 

ALPHANUM Individual letters and/or numbers; The 
first item is spoken with rising 
inflection; the last with falling 
inflection  

A B C  
A B C 1 2 3 

Speaks up to 255 
alpha-numeric 
characters 

PHRASE The message previously recorded 
into a file. 

  

 The type of the data variable must be compatible with the informat. The allowable 
informat and outformat combinations are given in Table 14. 

 

EXAMPLE:    NUMBER, DIGIT, DOLLAR, & ALPHANUM output formats 

Input Format Output Description Data What will be heard 

STRING NUMBER "1,234" "One thousand, two hundred and 
thirty-four" 

INTEGER NUMBER 123 "One hundred and twenty three" 

PHONE DIGIT "1234" "One, two, three, four" 

STRING DIGIT "123" "One, two, three" 

INTEGER DIGIT 56 "Fifty-six" 

STRING DOLLAR "123.45" "One hundred, twenty-three dollars 
and forty five cents" 

DOUBLE DOLLAR &double_float_num "Thirty-four dollars and twenty cents" 

STRING ALPHANUM "A1B97z2" "A, one, B, nine, seven, Z, two" 

 

  Time output formats 

Input Format Output Description Data What will be heard 

MILITARY TIME_MIL "900" "Nine hundred" 

STANDARD TIME_STD "9:00" "Nine hundred" 

STRING TIME_MIL "9:00 AM" "Nine hundred" 

MILITARY TIME_STD "2145" "Nine forty-five, P. M." 

STRING TIME_MIL  "Nine forty-five, P. M." 

STANDARD TIME_STD "21:45" "Nine forty-five, P. M." 

STRING TIME_STD "9:45 pm" " Nine forty-five, P. M." 

STRING TIME_MIL "12:00 AM" " Zero hundred" 

STRING TIME_MIL "0:00 am" " Zero hundred" 

STRING TIME_STD "12:00 AM" " Twelve, A. M." 

STRING TIME_STD "12:00 pm" " Twelve, P. M."  

STRING TIME_MIL "12:00 pm" " Twelve hundred"  
 

   Date output formats 
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Input Format Output Description Data What will be heard 

STRING DATE_MMDDYYYY "10 13 2000" "October thirteenth, two thousand." 

MM_DD_YY DATE_MMDD "10-13-2000" "October thirteenth." 

DD_MM_YY DATE_MMDD "24/04/2000" "April twenty-fourth." 

YY_MM_DD DAY "20000531" "Wednesday" 
 
 

EXAMPLE:  DATE formats:  
Any of the following would produce the phrase "OCTOBER THIRTEENTH NINETEEN NINETY SIX":  

TEL_Speak (FIRST_PARTY, FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT, MM_DD_YY, DATE_MMDDYYYY,  
        "10/13/2009", SYNC);  

Any of the following would produce the phrase "OCTOBER THIRTEENTH OH ONE":  

TEL_Speak (FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, DD_MM_YY, DATE_MMDDYY, "13 10 01",  
        SYNC);  

TEL_Speak (FIRST_PARTY, FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT, YY_MM_DD, DATE_MMDDYY,  
        "011013", SYNC);  

  Any of the following would produce the phrase "THIRTEENTH OCTOBER NINETEEN OH ONE":  

TEL_Speak (BOTH_PARTIES, FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT,DD_MM_YY, DATE_DDMMYYYY,  
        "13-10-2009", SYNC);  

TEL_Speak (FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT,YY_MM_DD, DATE_DDMMYYYY,  
       "01/10/13", SYNC);  

Any of the following would produce the phrase "THIRTEENTH OCTOBER":  

TEL_Speak (FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, STRING,DATE_DDMM,"10132009",  
        ASYNC);  

TEL_Speak (FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, MM_DD_YY, DATE_DDMM, "10/13/01",  
        ASYNC);  
   

   
For 00:38(12:38 a.m.)  

TEL_Speak (SECOND_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, STRING, TIME_MIL, "12:38 am",SYNC);  
        /* "zero thirty-eight" */  

TEL_Speak (SECOND_PARTY, SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT, STRING, TIME_STD,  
"12:38 am", SYNC);         /* "twelve thirty-eight a.m." */  

For 06:15 (6:15 a.m.)  

TEL_Speak (FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, STRING, TIME_MIL, "6:15 am",SYNC);  
         /* "six fifteen" */  

TEL_Speak (SECOND_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, STRING, TIME_STD, "6:15 am", SYNC);  
        /* "six fifteen a.m." */  

For 20:30 (8:30 p.m.)  

TEL_Speak (BOTH_PARTIES, NONINTERRUPT, STRING, TIME_MIL, "8:30 pm", SYNC);  
        /* "twenty thirty" */  

TEL_Speak (BOTH_PARTIES, SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT, STRING, TIME_STD,  
"8:30 pm", SYNC);         /* "eight thirty p.m." */   

 1: Normal mode: Speak to the caller when only the caller is present.  
   
char todays_date[10];      /* String holding current date in yymmdd format */  

/* Speak to the caller: "Today is <day of the week>."  */  

rc = TEL_Speak(FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE,  "today_is.wav", SYNC);  

if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS) handle_error(ret);  

rc = TEL_Speak(FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, YYMMDD, DAY,  todays_date, SYNC);  
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if (rc != TEL_SUCCESS) handle_error(ret);   

  Whisper mode: Speak to a caller (playing music) while she is on hold; Prompt the agent for a keystroke before 
connecting the parties.  

int        ret;                                       /* Return code */  
char     response[10];                        /* Agent's response. */  
Int        ret_code;                              /* return code */  
int        channel2;                             /* Channel used to dial out on */  
int        firstDigitTimeout = 5;                     
int        interDigitTimeout = 5;  
char     terminateKey = '#';  
int        future_use1;  
char     future_use2[10];  

/* Dial out to an agent. We may be "answered" by an ACD & wait in a queue for an agent. */  

ret= TEL_BridgeCall(DIAL_OUT,4,NAMERICAN,"9085551212", "", &ret_code, &channel2);  
if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS)  
{  
                handle_error();  
}  

/* We have a successful dial out to an agent; but we have not connected the parties */  

 /* Speak a phrase of recorded music. */  
 ret = TEL_Speak (FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE,  
                                  "hold_music.wav ", ASYNC);  

/* Wait for the agent to take the call from the ACD queue */  
while(1)  
{  
                  ret = TEL_Speak (SECOND_PARTY, SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT,  
                    PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE,  "press_any_key.wav ", ASYNC);  

               /* If caller hung up, terminate the application */  
                  if (ret != TEL_DISCONNECTED ) exit_program();  

                  ret = TEL_GetDTMF (SECOND_PARTY, firstDigitTimeout, interDigitTimeout, 2, YES,  
                                  terminateKey, 1, AUTOSKIP, NUMSTAR, response, future_use);  
               /* If caller hung up, terminate the application */  
                  if (ret != TEL_DISCONNECTED ) exit_program();  

               /* If agent responded, break out of while loop */  
                  if (ret == TEL_SUCCESS) break;  
}  

/* Connect the two parties together so they can speak to each other. */  
ret = TEL_BridgeCall(CONNECT,4,IP,"10.0.10.57", "", ret_code, &channel2) ;  

 

  Whisper mode. Speak to SECOND party before FIRST party gets connected.  

        int ret, ret2;        /* return code */  
        char phone[20]; /* phone number to bridge with */  
        int ret_code;   /* status of outbound call made for bridge */  
        int channel;    /* channel on which outbound call was made (useful for ISDN) */  
        int     beep = YES;            /* notify agent when recording starts */  
        int     record_time = 60;     /* number of seconds before the TEL_Record API terminates */  

        strcpy(phone, "19085551212");  
        ret = TEL_BridgeCall(DIAL_OUT, 4, IP,"10.0.10.57", "", &ret_code, &channel);  
        if (ret == TEL_SUCCESS)  
                {  
                if (ret_code == 152) /* A safety check if we are using CPD */  
                        {  
                        /* Whisper mode, only the second party can hear */  

                        ret = TEL_Speak (SECOND_PARTY, SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT,  
                                   PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE, "prompt_badge_number.wav ", SYNC);  
                        if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS ) handle_error();  

                        ret2 = TEL_Record (SECOND_PARTY, response, record_time,  
                                   COMP_WAV, overwrite, lead_silence, trail_silence, beep,  
                                   SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT, '#', SYNC);  
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                         if (ret2 != TEL_SUCCESS ) handle_error();  

               }  

   Two parties are in bridge mode. Get input from caller and agent.  

int NotifyCaller(int connected)  
{  
        int rc;  
        char response[64];  
        char terminateKey = '#';  
        int  firstDigitTimeout = interDigitTimeout = 10;  
        char future_use[10];    /* Dummy variable. */  

      /* ask the caller for the catalog number */  

        rc = TEL_Speak(FIRST_PARTY, NONINTERRUPT,PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE,  
           "enter_catalog_number.wav", SYNC);  
        rc =  TEL_GetDTMF (FIRST_PARTY, firstDigitTimeout, interDigitTimeout, 2, YES,  
                   terminateKey, 10, MANDATORY, NUMSTAR, response, future_use);  

     /* ask the agent if the item being ordered is on sale */  

        rc = TEL_Speak (SECOND_PARTY, SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE,  
            PHRASE, "is_this_on_sale.wav", SYNC);  
       rc =  TEL_GetDTMF (SECOND_PARTY, firstDigitTimeout, interDigitTimeout, 2, YES,  
                  terminateKey, 1, AUTOSKIP, NUMERIC, response, future_use);  

        if (strcmp(response,"0") == 0)  
        {  
                 /* perform special routines for on sale orders */  
                 /* place both parties on hold and play music on hold  with SECOND PARTY interrupt */  
                 rc = TEL_Speak (BOTH_PARTIES, SECOND_PARTY_INTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE,  
                    PHRASE, "play_music.wav", SYNC);  
        }  
        else  
        {  
        /* Take appropriate action */  
        }  
}  

 Connected Mode - Speak to caller (first party) while connected with the agent  

#include <stdio.h>  
#include "Telecom.h"  

int main(int argc, char *argv[])  
{  
            int rc;  
            int retcode, channel;  

            if ((rc = TEL_InitTelecom (argc, argv)) != TEL_SUCCESS)  
            {  
                       /* Do error processing here */  
            }  

            if((rc = TEL_AnswerCall(1)) != TEL_SUCCESS)  
            {  
                       /* Do error processing here */  
            }  

            if((rc = TEL_BridgeCall(ALL, 2, NONE, "4106", "", &retcode, &channel)) != TEL_SUCCESS)  
            {  
                       /* Do error processing here */  
            }  
            return(0);  
}  

int NotifyCaller(int connected)  
{  
            int rc;  

            if(connected != 1)  
                        return(-1);  
            }  
            rc = TEL_Speak(FIRST_PARTY, FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE,  
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                 PHRASE, "todays_special.wav", SYNC)  
            if(rc != TEL_SUCCESS)  
            {  
                      /* Do error processing here */  
            }  
            return(0);  
}   

 
  

RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED  
        -7      TEL_SOURCE_NONEXISTENT  
       -10     TEL_LOST_AGENT  

 
  
  
 
 

11.30. TEL_SpeakTTS 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_SpeakTTS (interruptOption, file_option, syncOption, timeout, raw_filename, 

text_string)   
  

 #include "Telecom.h" 

  

 int interruptOption  /* Is spoken text interruptable? */ 

 int file_option  /* How to handle the file of speech  */ 

 int syncOption  /* Speak synchronously or asynchronously  */ 

 int timeout /* Timeout in seconds  */ 

 char *raw_filename /* Name of file to contain raw speech  */ 
 char *text_string /* String to speak  */ 

 
   

DESCRIPTION: This API enables speech to be synthesized from text, store it in a file, then either 
speak it immediately, or save it for speaking later.    
 
The interruptOption parameter specifies whether or not the text being spoken can be 
interrupted with a DTMF tone. Valid values are INTERRUPT and NONINTERRUPT.   
The file_option parameter specifies how to handle the file that is created when text is 
converted to speech. Valid values are DONT_SPEAK_AND_KEEP, 
SPEAK_AND_KEEP, and SPEAK_AND_DELETE.    
 
If file_option is DONT_SPEAK_AND_KEEP, the file of converted speech is created 
but not spoken. This option is handy for preparing text to be spoken at a later time.    
If file_option is SPEAK_AND_KEEP, the file of converted speech is spoken and then 
kept for later use. If this option is used, the application should delete (unlink) the file 
before exiting.    
 
If file_option is SPEAK_AND_DELETE, the file of converted speech is deleted 
immediately after it is spoken.    
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The syncOption parameter specifies whether or not the converted speech should be 
spoken synchronously or asynchronously. Valid values are SYNC and ASYNC.    
The timeout parameter specifies (in seconds) how long to wait for the text to be 
converted to speech. It refers only to the time it takes to convert the text and not the 
time to actually speak the converted text. Valid values are 0 or greater. If 0 is 
specified, then this API will not time out.    
 
The raw_filename parameter specifies the name of the file into which the synthesized 
speech is stored. If the name of a file is specified, (either a file name or full 
pathname), the speech will be stored in that file. If the name of a string variable 
containing a null string is given, the full pathname of the file will be generated and 
returned in that variable.  
 

 The raw_filename generated by this API can be spoken via the TEL_Speak API. 
The text_string parameter specifies the text to be spoken. Either the name of a string 
variable containing the text or a string constant can be specified. The maximum 
length of the text to be converted is 240 characters. If an attempt to pass a string 
longer than this, the API will return TEL_FAILURE.  

 
 

EXAMPLE:          int     rc;  
        int     interrupt = INTERRUPT;  
        int     file_option = DONT_SPEAK_AND_KEEP;  
        int     syncOption = SYNC;  
        int     timeout = 5;  
        char    text_to_speak[] = "Can you hear this clearly, or not?"  
        char    filename[256];  

        sprintf(filename, “%s”, “/tmp/speakClearly.wav”  

        /* Since file_option is set to DONT_SPEAK_AND_KEEP, the text will be converted to speech  

        but not spoken. Also, since variable raw_filename contains a null string, the name of the raw  

        speech file will be generated by the API.  */  

        rc = TEL_SpeakTTS(interrupt, file_option, syncOption, timeout, filename, text_to_speak);  
        if(rc != TEL_SUCCESS)  
        {  
                handle_error();  
                return(-1);  
        }  
        /* Now speak the file of converted text. */  

        rc = TEL_Speak(FIRST_PARTY, FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT, PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE, filename, 
syncOption);  

        if(rc != TEL_SUCCESS)  
        {  
                handle_error();  
                return(-1);  
        }  

                /* Cleanup the speech file once we are done with it.  */  

        unlink(filename);  

 
 
   

RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -2      TEL_TIMEOUT   
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.31. TEL_SRExit 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_SRExit (void)   
  

 #include "arcSR.h" 
 
   

DESCRIPTION: This API destroys the speech recognition communication infrastructure and internal 
resources.  This API should be called at the end of the application or at a point where 
no subsequent speech recognition is required. 

  

EXAMPLE:   
ret = TEL_SRExit(); 

 
RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -2      TEL_TIMEOUT 
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.32. TEL_SRGetResult 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_SRGetResult (alternativeNumber, tokenType, delimiter, result, 

*overallConfidence) 
  

 #include "arcSR.h" 

  

 int numResult /* Specifies the result number to be retrieved. */

 int tokenType /* Specifies the format of the returned result. */

 char *delimiter /* Deprecated. */

 char *results /* The actual returned result. */

 int *overallConfidence /* The confidence of the returned result. */
 
   

DESCRIPTION: This API is to be called after a successfully TEL_SRRecognizeV2 API.  It retrieves 
the results from the TEL_SRRecognizeV2 API and returns it as a string.  The string 
comes back in XML format.  This is a convenience routine to parse the XML string 
and return the specific values. 
 
Also, a recognition may return more than one result.  If there are is more than one 
result, each result will have a confidence value associated with it.  The numResult 
parameter specifies the result number to be returned. 
 
The tokenType specifies what and how the result is to be returned.  Valid values 
include SR_TAG, SR_INPUT_MODE, SR_SPOKEN_WORD, 
SR_CONCEPT_AND_ATTRIBUTE_PAIR, and SR_CONCEPT_AND_WORD.   
 
A value of SR_TAG will return the recognized results from within the <instance> tags.  
 
A value of SR_INPUT_MODE will returns results to indicate the type of speech 
detected, which will either be ‘dtmf’ or ‘speech’.   
 
A value of SR_SPOKEN_WORD will return the recognized result from within the 
<input> tags. 
 
A value of SR_CONCEPT_AND_WORD will return a pipe-delimited string comprised 
of <grammarName>|<recognized word from within the <input> tags.  So if the loaded 
grammar name was “grammarDigit” and the remote party speaks  “2”, the result 
would then be “grammarDigit|2”. 
 
The results parameter will be populated with the resulting string, as specified by the 
tokenType parameter.   
 
The overallConfidence parameter will be populated with the recognizer’s confidence 
of the results.  The highest confidence value is 1000.  Careful testing and 
consideration should be programmed in to the application to determine what value 
can be considered a good recognition. ( i.e. anything over 900 is good, between 700 
and 899 deserves a reprompting and another attempt, and anything below 699 can 
be considered a failure.) 
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EXAMPLE:  The following code fragment performs a recognition and calls the TEL_SRGetResult 
for SR_INPUT_MODE, SR_SPOKEN_WORD, and SR_CONCEPT_AND_WORD.  
The output is shown below code fragment. 
 
    int                                  rc; 
    SRRecognizeParams   yRecogParams; 
    char                              yResultBuf[1000]; 
    int                                 yOverallConfidence=0; 
 
    memset((SRRecognizeParams *) &yRecogParams, '\0', sizeof(yRecogParams)); 
    yRecogParams.party              = FIRST_PARTY; 
    yRecogParams.bargein            = YES; 
    yRecogParams.interruptOption    = NO; 
    yRecogParams.beep               = YES; 
    yRecogParams.leadSilence        = 10000; 
    yRecogParams.trailSilence       = 2000; 
    yRecogParams.totalTime          = 60000; 
     
    if ( (rc = TEL_SRRecognizeV2(&yRecogParams)) != TEL_SUCCESS ) 
        handleError(); 
     
    memset((char *)yResultBuf, '\0', sizeof(yResultBuf)); 
    rc = TEL_SRGetResult(1, SR_TAG, "", yResultBuf, &yOverallConfidence); 
    printf( "%d = TEL_SRGetResult(SR_TAG result=(%s)  conf=%d\n", 
                rc, yResultBuf, yOverallConfidence); 
 
    memset((char *)yResultBuf, '\0', sizeof(yResultBuf)); 
    rc = TEL_SRGetResult(1, SR_SPOKEN_WORD, "", yResultBuf, &yOverallConfidence); 
    printf( "%d = TEL_SRGetResult(SR_SPOKEN_WORD result=(%s)  conf=%d\n", 
                rc, yResultBuf, yOverallConfidence); 
     
    memset((char *)yResultBuf, '\0', sizeof(yResultBuf)); 
    rc = TEL_SRGetResult(1, SR_INPUT_MODE, "", yResultBuf, &yOverallConfidence); 
    printf( "%d = TEL_SRGetResult(SR_INPUT_MODE result=(%s)  conf=%d\n", 
            rc, yResultBuf, yOverallConfidence); 
     
    memset((char *)yResultBuf, '\0', sizeof(yResultBuf)); 
    rc = TEL_SRGetResult(1, SR_CONCEPT_AND_WORD, "", yResultBuf, &yOverallConfidence); 
    printf( "%d = TEL_SRGetResult(SR_CONCEPT_AND_WORD result=(%s)  conf=%d\n", 
            rc, yResultBuf, yOverallConfidence); 
 
    memset((char *)yResultBuf, '\0', sizeof(yResultBuf)); 
    rc = TEL_SRGetResult(1, SR_CONCEPT_AND_WORD, "", yResultBuf, &yOverallConfidence); 
    printf( "%d = TEL_SRGetResult(SR_CONCEPT_AND_WORD result=(%s)  conf=%d\n", 
            rc, yResultBuf, yOverallConfidence); 
 

The output to nohup.out would be: 
    0 = TEL_SRRecognize(); numResults= 1  
    0 = TEL_SRGetResult(SR_TAG result=(12345)  conf=920 
    0 = TEL_SRGetResult(SR_SPOKEN_WORD result=(1 2 3 4 5)  conf=920 
    0 = TEL_SRGetResult(SR_INPUT_MODE result=(speech)  conf=0 
    0 = TEL_SRGetResult(SR_CONCEPT_AND_ATTRIBUTE_PAIR result= 
           (myDigits1|MEANING|12345)   conf=920 
    0 = TEL_SRGetResult(0, SR_CONCEPT_AND_WORD result=(myDigits1|1 2 3 4 5)  conf=920 

 
RETURN 
VALUES:  

         
         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -2      TEL_TIMEOUT 
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.33. TEL_SRGetXMLResult 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_SRGetXMLResult (xmlResultFile) 
  

 #include "arcSR.h" 

  

 char *xmlResultFile /* The name of the result file containing the XML result.  */ 
 
   

DESCRIPTION: This API is to be called after a successfully TEL_SRRecognizeV2 API.  It retrieves 
the results from the TEL_SRRecognizeV2 API and write the result as an XML string 
in the xmlResultFile.   
 
The xmlResultFile parameter must either be a pathname to a valid file, or an empty 
string.  If an empty string is received, a default name of 
“xml_<appPort>_<appPID>_<appReference>.xml” will be given to create the file in 
the current directory. 
 
If xmlResultFile exists prior to making this call, all contents will be deleted since it will 
be opened to write the XML result. 

   
 

EXAMPLE:  The following code fragment performs a recognition and calls the 
TEL_SRGetXMLResult with a valid file and a empty string. 
The output is shown below code fragment. 
 
    int                                  rc; 
    SRRecognizeParams   yRecogParams; 
    char                              resultFile[256]; 
 
    memset((SRRecognizeParams *) &yRecogParams, '\0', sizeof(yRecogParams)); 
    yRecogParams.party              = FIRST_PARTY; 
    yRecogParams.bargein            = YES; 
    yRecogParams.interruptOption    = NO; 
    yRecogParams.beep               = YES; 
    yRecogParams.leadSilence        = 10000; 
    yRecogParams.trailSilence       = 2000; 
    yRecogParams.totalTime          = 60000; 
     
    if ( (rc = TEL_SRRecognizeV2(&yRecogParams)) != TEL_SUCCESS ) 
        handleError(); 
     
       sprintf(resultFile, "%s", "mySRResult.xml"); 
        rc = TEL_SRGetXMLResult(resultFile); 
        printf( "  %d = TEL_SRGetXMLResult(%s)\n", rc, resultFile); 
 
        sprintf(resultFile, "%s", ""); 
        rc = TEL_SRGetXMLResult(resultFile); 
        printf( "  %d = TEL_SRGetXMLResult(%s)\n", rc, resultFile); 
    

The output to nohup.out would be: 
   0 = TEL_SRGetXMLResult(mySRResult.xml) 
   0 = TEL_SRGetXMLResult(xml_0_27797_21.xml) 
 
A directory listing for the result files would be: 
   [arc@skywalker] ls -tlr *xml 
   -rwxrwxrwx 1 arc ispgrp 209 Nov 20 12:59 xml_0_27797_21.xml 
   -rwxrwxrwx 1 arc ispgrp 209 Nov 20 12:59 mySRResult.xml 

 
An the contents of both the xml_0_27797_21.xml and mySRResult.xml would be as 
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follows (without the newlines and other formatting). 
<?xml version="1.0" ?> 
<result  grammar="session:myDigits1" > 
<interpretation  grammar="session:myDigits1"  confidence="0.9237642"> 
 <input mode="speech" >1 2 3 4 5</input> 
 <instance>12345</instance> 
</interpretation> 
</result> 

RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -2      TEL_TIMEOUT 
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 

 

11.34. TEL_SRInit 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_SRInit (resourceNames, vendorErrorCode)   
  

 #include "arcSR.h" 

  

 const char *resourceNames /* Deprecated. */

 int *vendorErrorCode /* Deprecated. */
 
   

DESCRIPTION: This API performs the initialization requirements for speech recognition, which 
includes opening communication to the MRCPV2 client process and setting up 
internal variables and structrures.  This API must be called prior before any other 
speech recognition APIs are called.  If this API fails, no speech recognition can be 
performed. 
 
The resourceNames is deprecated and may be set to an empty string. 
 
The vendorErrorCode is deprecated and should be ignored.   
 
 

  

EXAMPLE:  char   resourceNames[128]; 
int  vendorCode; 
 
ret = TEL_SRInit(“”, &vendorCode); 
if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS)  
{  
    handle_error(ret);  
    return(-1); 
} 
 
// Continue with speech recognition 
 

RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -2      TEL_TIMEOUT 
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.35. TEL_SRLoadGrammar 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_SRLoadGrammar (grammarType, grammarData, parameters) 
  

 #include "arcSR.h" 

  

 int grammarType /* Specifies the type of grammar (SR_FILE, SR_URI, 
SR_GRAM_ID, or SR_STRING)  */ 

 char  * grammarData /* Contains the grammar content.  

 char * parameters /* For future use. */ 

 int *vendorErrorCode /* This parameter is deprecated.  */ 
 
   

DESCRIPTION: This API is used to load and activate grammars so that the recognizer has a 
vocabulary to recognize against.   See Grammar Loading and Activation section 
under Key Concepts for details of what it means to load and activate a grammar. 
 
Note: this API does not specify the name or ID of the grammar being loaded.  Prior to 
making this call, TEL_SRSetParameter MUST be called to set the 
$SR_GRAMMAR_NAME of the grammar.  This will allow the grammar to be 
unloaded and reloaded throughout the duration of the call. 
 
 The grammarType variable specifies what the grammar is and how it’s to be used.  
Valid values are SR_FILE, SR_URI, SR_STRING, and SR_GRAM_ID.  SR_FILE, 
SR_URI, and SR_STRING will load a grammar, while SR_GRAM_ID will activate a 
grammar. 
 
SR_FILE indicates grammarData contains the name of a file containing the grammar 
to be loaded.  The file is passed to the mrcpClient2 process, where it’s readed and 
loaded on the backend speech recognizer. 
 
SR_URI means grammarData is any valid URI, which points to a valid grammar.  As 
long as the speech backend can access the URI, be it resident on the system itself or 
on a separate network, it will be loaded. 
 
When SR_GRAM_ID is given, it activates a grammar name specified with the 
grammarData parameter.  See the Grammar Activation for details. 
 
The grammarData variable contains the grammar contents.  This must be a non-
empty string. 
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EXAMPLE:  The following code fragment loads and activates a builtin digits grammar 
 
    int     rc; 
    int     yVendorCode; 
    char    grammarName[64]; 
     
    // Set the grammar id/name 
    sprintf(grammarName, "%s", "digitsVoice"); 
    if ((rc = TEL_SRSetParameter("$SR_GRAMMAR_NAME", grammarName)) != TEL_SUCCESS) 
        handle_error(rc); 
     
    // Load it on the backend  
    if ((rc = TEL_SRLoadGrammar(SR_URI, "builtin:grammar/digits", "", &yVendorCode)) 
                                                                != TEL_SUCCESS) 
        handle_error(rc); 
 
    // Activate it 
    if ((rc = TEL_SRLoadGrammar(SR_GRAM_ID, grammarName, "", &yVendorCode)) 
                                                                != TEL_SUCCESS) 
        handle_error(rc); 

 
RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -2      TEL_TIMEOUT 
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.36. TEL_SRRecognizeV2 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_SRRecognizeV2 (xmlResultFile) 
  

 #include "arcSR.h" 

  

 SRRecognizeParams *zParams 
 

/* Pointer to the pre-defined structure 
containing the required parameters. */ 

 
DESCRIPTION: This API performs speech recognition, and stores the speech results internally in the 

application’s memory.  Speech results can be retrieved at the appropriate time and in 
the format desired, by either the TEL_SRGetResult or TEL_SRGetXMLResult API.  
 
The SRRecognizeParams structure is defined in the 
$TELECOM/Applications/include/arcSR.h file.  Prior to calling this API, a variable 
declaration of this type is to be made, the fields are to be populated for the desired 
behavior, and the address of the variable passed to this API.  The list of the field of 
this structure are: 

 
int party Specifies the party monitored for speech recognition.  Currently, 

the only valid value is FIRST_PARTY. 
int bargeIn Specifies barge-in capability.  bargeIn allows the caller to interrupt 

the prompt with speech input to be recognized by the recognizer.   
Valid values are: YES, NO.  

int interruptOption Specifies whether or not touch-tone input should be recognized as 
speech. Valid values are YES and NO.  When set to YES, the first 
touch-tone received stops recognition.  All entered touch-tones may 
be retrieved by a call to TEL_GetDTMF.  When TouchToneOption 
is set to NO, touch-tones are ignored.  

int leadSilence Specifies the number of milli-seconds of silence that are allowed to 
elapse before speech is detected.  If the leadSilence time expires, 
the API will return with a timeout return code.  If an invalid value 
is specified, a leadSilence is defaulted to 3000 (3 seconds), and a 
warning message is logged to the ARC system log.  Valid values 
are 0-60000. 

int trailSilence Specifies the number of milli-seconds of silence that are allowed to 
elapse after the first word is detected.  If the trailSilence expires, 
the API will return the results of the recognition to that point.  Most 
completions of this API will be caused by the expiration of this 
time.  If an invalid value is specified, a trailSilence is defaulted to 
3000 (3 seconds), and a warning message is logged to the Aumtech 
system log.  Valid values are 250-60000. 

int totalTime Specifies the total number of time, in milli-seconds, allowed for 
analyzing speech.  If voice input is still being collected when 
totalTime expires, the analysis is based on the input collected up to 
that point.  Valid values are 0-60000. 

int beep Specifies whether or not to sound the beep tone that alerts the party 
to start speaking.  Valid values are: YES, NO.  

 
NOTE: If a prompt phrase is played ASYNC and beep is set to 

YES, the prompt phrase will not be heard because the beep 

playing interrupts the prompt phrase playing in the background. 

ASYNC is only useful when using barge-in. If bargeIn is on, the 

beep will not be heard.  In addition, proper wording of prompt 
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phrases combined with bargeIn, thus eliminating the need for 

beeps, makes for a more natural dialog between the user and IVR. 

char *resourceName This field is deprecated. 
int numResults This is an output field. It’s populated by the API with the total 

number of possible recognition results.  The application can 
examine the return code and this field to determine the success and 
all the possible results.  

  
EXAMPLE:  The following code fragment performs a recognition and calls the TEL_SRGetResult 

to retrieve the results. 
 
The output is shown below code fragment. 
 
    int                                  rc; 
    SRRecognizeParams   yRecogParams; 
    char                              yResultBuf[1000]; 
    int                                 yOverallConfidence=0; 
 
    memset((SRRecognizeParams *) &yRecogParams, '\0', sizeof(yRecogParams)); 
    yRecogParams.party              = FIRST_PARTY; 
    yRecogParams.bargein            = YES; 
    yRecogParams.interruptOption    = NO; 
    yRecogParams.beep               = YES; 
    yRecogParams.leadSilence        = 10000; 
    yRecogParams.trailSilence       = 2000; 
    yRecogParams.totalTime          = 60000; 
     
    if ( (rc = TEL_SRRecognizeV2(&yRecogParams)) != TEL_SUCCESS ) 
        handleError(); 
    printf(“%d = TEL_SRRecognizeV2(); numResults = %d\n”, rc, yRecogParams.numResults); 
    for (i=0; i<yRecogParams.numResults; i++ 
    { 
       memset((char *)yResultBuf, '\0', sizeof(yResultBuf)); 
       rc = TEL_SRGetResult(i+1, SR_SPOKEN_WORD, "", yResultBuf, &yOverallConfidence); 
       printf( "Result %d: %d = TEL_SRGetResult(SR_SPOKEN_WORD result=(%s)  conf=%d\n", 
                i+1, rc, yResultBuf, yOverallConfidence); 
    } 
     

The output to nohup.out would be: 
    0 = TEL_SRRecognize(); numResults= 1  
   Result 1: 0 = TEL_SRGetResult(SR_SPOKEN_WORD result=(6)  conf=950 

 
RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -2      TEL_TIMEOUT 
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 
        -17    TEL_SR_RECEIVED_DTMF 
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11.37. TEL_SRReleaseResource 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_SRReleaseResource(vendorErrorCode) 
  

 #include "arcSR.h" 

  

 int *vendorErrorCode /* This parameter is deprecated.  */ 
 
   

DESCRIPTION: This API is the counterpart to TEL_SRReserveResource; it releases the already-reserved 
speech recognition resource, and should only be called if there has been a previous call to 
TEL_SRReserveResource().   
 

   
 

EXAMPLE:  The following code fragment performs a reserves and releases a speech recognition 
resource. 
 
    int               rc; 
    int               venderCode; 
 
    ret = TEL_SRInit(“”, &vendorCode); 
    if (ret != TEL_SUCCESS)  
       handle_error(ret);  
 
    if ( (rc = TEL_SRReserverResource(&vendorCode)) != TEL_SUCCESS ) 
        handleError(); 
 
    //  Continue with Speech Recognition calls. 
 
    if ( (rc = TEL_SRReleaseResource(&vendorCode)) != TEL_SUCCESS ) 
        handleError(); 

 
RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -2      TEL_TIMEOUT 
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.38. TEL_SRReserveResource 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_SRReserveResource(vendorErrorCode) 
  

 #include "arcSR.h" 

  

 int *vendorErrorCode /* This parameter is deprecated.  */ 
 
   

DESCRIPTION: This API explicitly creates a speech recognition resource.  However, if 
TEL_SRReserveResource() is not called, TEL_SRRecognizeV2 automatically handles this 
functionality, thus reserving and releasing a recognition resource each time 
TEL_SRRecognizeV2 is called. 

 
To guarantee resource availability throughout the application execution, this API may be 
called to check out a resource.  Subsequent calls to TEL_SRRecognizeV2 will not release this 
resource, thus eliminating the chance of a resource not being available later. 
 
TEL_SRReleaseResource may be called at any time to release the resource.   
 

   
 

EXAMPLE:  The following code fragment performs a reserves and releases a speech recognition 
resource. 
 
    int               rc; 
    int               venderCode; 
 
    if ( (rc = TEL_SRReserverResource(&vendorCode)) != TEL_SUCCESS ) 
        handleError(); 
 
    //  Continue with Speech Recognition calls. 
 
    if ( (rc = TEL_SRReleaseResource(&vendorCode)) != TEL_SUCCESS ) 
        handleError(); 

 
RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -2      TEL_TIMEOUT 
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.39. TEL_SRSetParameter 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_SRSetParameter (parameterName, parameterValue)    
  
 #include "arcSR.h" 

  
 char *parameterName /* Name of the parameter whose value is to be changed. */ 

 char *parameterValue /* New value of the parameter. */ 
 
   

DESCRIPTION: Aumtech’s Speech Recognition Services includes internal parameters which effect 
behaviors of the recognition.  This API sets those, as well as setting specific recognition 
header fields which are sent to the recognizer as part of the RECOGNIZE method.  
These settings follow the IETF MRCPv2 draft dated August 28, 2012.  For further 
explanations of the headers, refer to the IETF MRCPv2 draft ( 
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-ietf-speechsc-mrcpv2/ ). 
 
Also, “MRCP:” global variable will perform a SET-PARAMS method to immediate set the 
header on the recognizer. 
 
Many of these setting have no default value because it is implementation specific to the 
recognizer.  It is expected that any recognition resource is to be tuned to achieved the 
desired results. 
 
The ParameterName specifies the internal parameter to be changed.  The 
ParameterValue specifies the value ParameterName is to be set to. 
 
A complete list and explanation of internal parameters is given in the following table.  The 
TEL_SRSetParameter API can be used to set, or change, the value of the parameters. 

 

11.39.1 MRCPv2 Recognition Parameter Table 

 

Global Variable Definition Valid Values 

$CONFIDENCE_LEVEL When a  recognition is performed, a 
confidence level is associated with it.  This 
sets the Confidence-Threshold header field 
for the RECOGNIZE method, telling the 
recognizer what to consider a successful 
match.   
 
There is no default as it is implementation 
specific. 

Floating point value 
between 0.0 and 1.0. 

$INCOMPLETE_TIMEOUT 
 

This sets the speech-incomplete-timeout 
header field for the RECOGNIZE method.  
Is specifies the length of silence following 
user speech which will trigger a finalized 
recognition.  It applies when the speech 
prior to the silence is an incomplete match, 
or when it’s possible to speak further and 
still match the grammar. 
 

Any value >= 0 and 
less than the 
implementation specific 
maximum value. 
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This value is in milliseconds, and there is no 
default as it is implementation specific. 

$INTERDIGIT_TIMEOUT 
 

This sets the inter-digit-timeout header field 
for the RECOGNIZE method, which 
specifies the timeout value, in milliseconds, 
for DTMF recognitions.   
 
The default is 5000 (5 seconds). 

Any value >= 0 and 
less than the 
implementation specific 
maximum value. 

$MAX_N_BEST This sets the n-best-list-length header field 
for the RECOGNIZE method, which 
specifies maximum number of recognition 
results, or alternatives.  The default is to 
return only one result.  This allows one or 
more alternative results, with each result 
being a valid recognition above the 
confidence threshold. 
 
The default is 1. 

Any value >= 2. 

MRCP:<SET-PARAMS parm> Most MRCPv2 RECOGNIZE headers can 
also be set with the SET-PARAMS method.  
This variable allows the application to set 
any recognition header on the recognizer 
backend.  It can be used to set a desired 
header which is not defined in the API 
variable list.   
 
The variable name consists of the string 
“MRCP:” followed by the parameter name 
(i.e. Confidence-Threshold, etc). 
 
The value to pass in would be the value of 
the parameter to be set.   
 
For example, to set the Failed-URI-Cause 
recognition header to true, the variable 
name would be “MRCP: Failed-URI-Cause “ 
and the value would be “true”. 

A valid value string 
which works with the 
specified parameter 
name. 

$RECOGNITION_MODE 
 

Set the Recognition-Mode header field for 
the recognition, which specifies the mode 
the recognizer will use.  The choices are 
either “normal” or “hotword”.  For “normal”, 
the recognizer matches the speech to the 
loaded grammars, and will return a ‘no-
match’ if any portion of the speech doesn’t 
match the grammar.  For “hotword”, the 
recognizer only searches for keywords of 
the grammar. 

Must  be either “normal” 
or “hotword”. 

$SENSITIVITY_LEVEL This sets the Sensitivity-Level header field 
for the recognition.  It filters out the 
background noise so the recognizer won’t 
mistake it for speech. 
 
There is no default as it is implementation 
specific. 

Floating point value 
between 0.0 and 1.0. 

$SPEED_ACCURACY This sets the Speed-Vs-Accuracy 
recognition header field for the recognition.  

Floating point value 
between 0.0 and 1.0. 
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This value is for tuning the recognizer.   A 
higher accuracy means more processing 
and CPU resources.  Valid values are 0.0 to 
1.0.  A 0.0 means fastest recognition; a 1.0 
means best accuracy. 
 
There is no default as it is implementation 
specific. 

$SR_GRAMMAR_NAME This sets the grammar name, or ID, for the 
subsequent call to TEL_SRLoadGrammar.  
Internally, the grammar ID is set and used 
later to unload, deactivate and/or re-activate 
the grammar. 
 
 Note: this MUST be called prior to calling 
the TEL_SRLoadGrammar API. 
 
See the Grammar Loading and Activation 
section for details of loading and activating 
grammars. 
 

Any valid non-empty 
string with a maximum 
length of 100 
characters. 

$SR_LANGUAGE This sets the Speech-Language recognition 
header field for the recognition. 
This specifies the languages of the loaded 
grammars for the recognition. 
 
The default is en-US   

A non-empty string 
which MUST follow 
RFC 5646 
specifications. 

$TERMDIGIT_TIMEOUT This sets the DTMF-Term-Timeout  
recognition header field for the recognition. 
This specifies the termination timeout, in 
milliseconds, for DTMF recognitions. 
 
The default is the trailSilence value 
specified in the TEL_SRRecognizeV2 API. 

Any value >= 0 and 
less than the 
implementation specific 
maximum value. 

 
   

EXAMPLE:  The following code fragment sets the sensitivity level and the dtmf termination 
character to ‘*’. 

 
        int rc;                  /* return code */  
 
        if ((rc = TEL_SRSetParameter("$SENSITIVITY_LEVEL ", "0.5")) != TEL_SUCCESS) 
             handleError(); 
 
        if ((rc = TEL_SRSetParameter("MRCP:", "dtmf-term-char:*")) != TEL_SUCCESS) 
             handleError(); 
 

RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE 
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.40. TEL_SRUnloadGrammar 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_SRUnloadGrammar 
  

 #include "arcSR.h" 

  

 char grammarName /* Specifies the grammar name, or ID, to be 
deactivated.  */ 

 
   

DESCRIPTION: This API deactivates a currently loaded and activated grammar.  See the Grammar Loading 
and Activation section for details of loading and activating grammars. 
 

   
 

EXAMPLE:  The following code fragment loads and deactivates a digits grammar. 
 
    int               rc; 
    int               venderCode; 
 
    // Set the grammar id/name 
    sprintf(grammarName, "%s", "digits"); 
    if ((rc = TEL_SRSetParameter("$SR_GRAMMAR_NAME", grammarName)) != TEL_SUCCESS) 
        handle_error(rc); 
     
    // Load it on the backend  
    if ((rc = TEL_SRLoadGrammar(SR_URI, "builtin:grammar/digits", "", &yVendorCode)) 
                                                                != TEL_SUCCESS) 
        handle_error(rc); 
 
    // Activate it 
    if ((rc = TEL_SRLoadGrammar(SR_GRAM_ID, grammarName, "", &yVendorCode)) 
                                                                != TEL_SUCCESS) 
        handle_error(rc); 
 
    // Perform the speech recognition 
    //… 
 
    // Deactivate it 
    if ((rc = TEL_SRUnLoadGrammar(grammarName)) != TEL_SUCCESS) 
        handle_error(rc); 
 

RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -2      TEL_TIMEOUT 
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.41. TEL_SRUnloadGrammars 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_SRUnloadGrammars(vendorErrorCode) 
  

 #include "arcSR.h" 

  

 int *vendorErrorCode /* This parameter is deprecated.  */ 
 
   

DESCRIPTION: This API deactivates all  currently loaded and activated grammars.  See the Grammar Loading 
and Activation section for details of loading and activating grammars. 

   
 

EXAMPLE:  The following code fragment loads two grammars and deactivates them both. 
grammar. 
 
    int               rc; 
    int               venderCode; 
 
    // Set the grammar id/name 
    sprintf(grammarName, "%s", "digits"); 
    if ((rc = TEL_SRSetParameter("$SR_GRAMMAR_NAME", grammarName)) != TEL_SUCCESS) 
        handle_error(rc); 
     
    // Load it on the backend  
    if ((rc = TEL_SRLoadGrammar(SR_URI, "builtin:grammar/digits", "", &yVendorCode)) 
                                                                != TEL_SUCCESS) 
        handle_error(rc); 
 
    // Activate it 
    if ((rc = TEL_SRLoadGrammar(SR_GRAM_ID, grammarName, "", &yVendorCode)) 
                                                                != TEL_SUCCESS) 
        handle_error(rc); 
 
  // Set the grammar id/name 
    sprintf(grammarName, "%s", "digitsDTMF"); 
    if ((rc = TEL_SRSetParameter("$SR_GRAMMAR_NAME", grammarName)) != TEL_SUCCESS) 
        handle_error(rc); 
     
    // Load it on the backend  
    if ((rc = TEL_SRLoadGrammar(SR_URI, "builtin:dtmf/digits", "", &yVendorCode)) 
                                                                != TEL_SUCCESS) 
        handle_error(rc); 
 
    // Activate it 
    if ((rc = TEL_SRLoadGrammar(SR_GRAM_ID, grammarName, "", &yVendorCode)) 
                                                                != TEL_SUCCESS) 
        handle_error(rc); 
 
 
 
    // Perform the speech recognition 
    //… 
 
    // Deactivate them all 
    if ((rc = TEL_SRUnLoadGrammars(&vendorCode)) != TEL_SUCCESS) 
        handle_error(rc); 

 
RETURN 
VALUES:  

         0      TEL_SUCCESS  
        -1      TEL_FAILURE  
        -2      TEL_TIMEOUT 
        -3      TEL_DISCONNECTED 
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11.42. TEL_TransferCall 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_TransferCall (option, no_of_rings, informat, phone_no, resource_type,   

retcode, channel)   
  

 #include "Telecom.h" 

  

 int option  /* Options by which the original caller is connected to the 
second party.  */ 

 int no_of_rings   /* Number of rings before the call is considered a failure. */ 
 int destination   /* Destination address for the outbound call.  / 
 char *phone_no  /* Telephone number for the outbound call, to which the 

original caller will be transferred  */ 
 char *resource_type  /* Unused. */ 
 int *retcode  /* The result of the dial out. */ 
 int *channel  /* The number of the channel used for the outbound call. */ 

   
    

DESCRIPTION: This API is part of SIP Telecom so that existing applications can remain compatible to 
Aumtech’s Dialogic Telecom product.  This API identical to TEL_BridgeCall; however, 
TEL_BridgeCall should be used. 
 
See the TEL_BridgeCall API for complete details. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

11.43. TEL_UnscheduleCall 

 
SYNOPSIS:  int TEL_UnscheduleCall (call_def_file)   
  

 #include "Telecom.h" 

  

 char *call_def_file /* Name of the call definition file  */ 
 
DESCRIPTION: This API is used to unschedule a call previously scheduled by the TEL_ScheduleCall 

API.    
 
The call_def_file parameter specifies the name of the file containing the calling 
information that was written by the TEL_ScheduleCall API. The TEL_ScheduleCall 
API returns the name of this file upon successful completion.    
 
This API searches for the call definition file in several OCS subdirectories: the work 
directory, the called directory, and the errors directory.    
 
If call_def_file is found in the work directory, the API attempts to remove the file. If the 
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removal is successful, the API returns TEL_SUCCESS; if the removal is 
unsuccessful, the API returns TEL_FAILURE.    
 
If call_def_file is found in the called directory, this means that it has either already 
been processed or is being processed and that it is too late to unschedule the call; 
the API returns TEL_PLACED_CALL.   
  
If call_def_file is found in the errors directory, this means that an application already 
processed the call and somehow failed. In this case, it is also too late to unschedule 
the call (since it was already made); the API returns TEL_OCS_ERROR.    
Finally, if the API cannot find the call_def_file, it returns TEL_CDF_NOT_FOUND. 

 
EXAMPLE:           int     rc;  

        char    call_def_file[256];  

        /* The call_def_file variable must contain the file name returned  
        by a previous call to TEL_ScheduleCall. */  

        rc = TEL_UnscheduleCall(call_def_file);  
        if (rc != TEL_SUCCESS)  
        {  
                fprintf(stderr, "Failed to unschedule call, rc=%d, cdf=%s\n", rc, call_def_file);  
                return(-1);  
                }  

 

RETURN 
VALUES:  

 0 TEL_SUCCESS  
 - 1 TEL_FAILURE  
 -14 TEL_PLACED_CALL The application responsible for making this call 

was already started.  Hence, the call could not 
be unscheduled. 

 -15 TEL_OCS_ERROR   An error occurred while making the outbound 
call.  Since the call  was never successfully 
completed, it cannot be unscheduled. 

 -16 TEL_CDF_NOT_FOUND The file specified in the call_def_file parameter 
was not found. 

 
 

11.44. The NotifyCaller Routine  

The NotifyCaller routine is a function that is automatically called from the TEL_BridgeCall API. If 
the application calls TEL_BridgeCall, NotifyCaller() must be a function linked in for  the 
application to link. The developer controls the functionality of NotifyCaller(), and can be coded to 
meet most any programmable requirement. NotifyCaller() gives the ability to speak to either or 
both parties and to get input from either party. If no functionality is desired through the use of 
NotifyCaller(), then it should include only a return statement.  

11.44.1.1 NotifyCaller() Function Prototype 

The function prototype for NotifyCaller() is 

11.44.1.1.1 int NotifyCaller(int connected);  
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where connected has a value of 1 if the two parties on the bridge have actually been connected 
and 0 if they have not.  

11.44.1.2 How Often NotifyCaller() is Called 

The TEL_BridgeCall API determines how frequently NotifyCaller() is called, but the frequency can 
be modified using the TEL_SetGlobal API. By default TEL_BridgeCall() calls NotifyCaller() every 
400 milliseconds.  This can be changed with a call to 
TEL_SetGlobal("$NOTIFY_CALLER_INTERVAL", milli), where milli is a number of milliseconds.  

11.44.1.3 The NotifyCaller() Parameter 

NotifyCaller() takes a single parameter. This parameter conveys information from 
TEL_BridgeCall() to NotifyCaller(). While TEL_BridgeCall is contacting the second party, it will 
pass a 0 to NotifyCaller(), indicating that the second party has not yet been connected. Once 
TEL_BridgeCall() completes the outbound call to the second party and connects her voice path 
with that of the original caller, it passes a 1. The code inserted into NotifyCaller() should take 
account of this parameter's value. For example, it does not make sense to speak to the second 
party until sure that the second party is available, i.e. party is connected, and therefore the value 
of this parameter should be checked before attempting to speak to the second party. If an attempt 
to use any API that references the second party before the party is connected, the API will give 
an error return code.  

11.44.1.4 Code within the NotifyCaller Routine 

NotifyCaller() is not a general routine; it is application specific. That is, in most cases a different 
NotifyCaller() routine for each application is required. Of course, if all the applications are very 
similar, the same version of NotifyCaller() may be linked in. 
  

11.44.1.5 Dropping the Second Party 

Based on the criteria the application, the second party on the call may be dropped by issuing the 
following call: TEL_SetGlobal("$AGENT_DISCONNECT", YES). As always, with 
TEL_BridgeCall(), if either party disconnects, the bridge will be immediately torn down and 
execution of the application will proceed with the line of code following the call to 
TEL_BridgeCall(). 

 

11.45. The Prompt and Collect System  

The TEL_PromptAndCollect and TEL_LoadTags APIs were developed to provide a high level 
application mechanism to prompt for and collect data from either party interacting with a Telecom 
Services application.  
 
All of the functions performed in an application by TEL_PromptAndCollect can be performed by a 
combination of the TEL_Speak and TEL_GetDTMF APIs along with some application level 
validation logic. However, most or all of this functionality can be replaced by a single call to 
TEL_PromptAndCollect, which offers the following functionality:  
 

• Formulation of a cohesive prompt phrase that can consist of any mixture of recorded 
speech and static or variable data 
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• Reprompting with situation specific prompts after timeouts, invalid entries, and/or short 
entries.  

• Character set validation of input that provides all the validation necessary for handling 
single digit input.  

• Identifying and reporting when hot keys are pressed.  
• Control over all the characteristics of the DTMF input, such as first- and interdigit-timeout 

values, minimum and maximum length of input, number of input tries, type of acceptable 
input, and so on.  

 
Using TEL_PromptAndCollect in applications instead of relying on TEL_Speak and 
TEL_GetDTMF plus application level validation logic will greatly simplify coding and debugging. 
  
The exact functionality provided by the TEL_PromptAndCollect API depends upon the data it 
references in a tag file that is loaded with the TEL_LoadTags API. Before getting into the 
specifics of tag files and how they are used by TEL_PromptAndCollect, relevant terminology 
should be understood. 
  
 
Key Terminology  
When TEL_PromptAndCollect is called, information is passed which references data stored in 
one or more tag files loaded using the TEL_LoadTags API. The following table lists the key terms 
used to describe the tag file and the elements of which it is comprised.  

11.45.1.1.1 Table 18: Terms used with the Prompt and Collect System 

Term Definition 
tag file A file containing phrase tags, data tags, and list tags as well as 

parameter sections. The parameter sections define a set of parameter 
values to be used by the TEL_PromptAndCollect API to speak a 
prompt and collect DTMF input. The various tags (phrase, data, and 
list) are referenced in the parameter sections to enable 
TEL_PromptAndCollect to construct prompts that may consist of any 
mixture of recorded phrases (referenced by phrase tags) and static or 
dynamic data (referenced by data tags). The TEL_Speak API may 
also reference the tags within this file. 

parameter section A logical group of entries in a tag file that begins with a header, 
enclosed by square brackets, and is followed by a set of name-value 
pairs that define the characteristics of the prompt to be spoken by 
TEL_PromptAndCollect and the DTMF data to be collected by it. 

parameter section 
header 

The label that defines the start of a parameter section within a tag file. 
Parameter section headers must be surrounded by square brackets, 
e.g."[ mainMenu]". 

section header 
 

See parameter section header. 

tag 
 

A label that appears within a tag file. There are three types of tags: 
phrase tags, data tags, and list tags. 

phrase tag 
 

A label within a tag file that is associated with a specific file containing 
recorded speech. Phrase tags should begin with "phrase_" or "p_". 

data tag 
 

A label within a tag file that is associated with variable or constant 
data. A data tag includes input format and output format 
specifications as well as optional string data. Data tags must begin 
with "data_" or "d_".  

list tag 
 

A label within a tag file that defines the concatenation of and number 
of phrase tags and data tags. List tags are typically used to build 
menus. List tags must begin with a "^" 
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phrase file 
 

A file that contains recorded speech, i.e. a recorded phrase.  
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11.45.1.2 Using TEL_PromptAndCollect  

To use the TEL_PromptAndCollect, the following must be done: 
  

• According to the application specifications, determine what recorded phrases to be 
spoken as well as the data.  

• Determine what DTMF input is needed to collect and what phrases and data will be 
necessary to prompt for that data.  

• Construct a tag file that reflects the requirements from the previous two steps. (The tag 
file format is described in the next section.) 

• Load the constructed tag file from the previous step, using the TEL_LoadTags API. 
• Call TEL_PromptAndCollect referencing the parameter section's within the loaded tag file 

to prompt for, collect, and perform validation on the caller's input. 

  

11.45.1.3 Tag Files  

A tag file contains all the information necessary for the TEL_PromptAndCollect API to prompt 
callers for input and collect it via DTMF keystrokes. A phrase file consists of tags (phrase tags, 
data tags, and data tags) and parameter sections.  
 
Tags are labels that refer to recorded phrases (known as phrase files), static data, variable data, 
or combinations of these that are to be spoken in the application as prompts. There are three 
types of tags: phrase tags, data tags, and list tags, each of which is explained below. 
 
Parameter Sections define the various options that are used by the TEL_PromptAndCollect API, 
including what tags to use when prompting the caller and what parameters are associated with 
the collection of DTMF input. Parameter sections consist of a section header name enclosed in 
square brackets followed by a set of name-value pairs that define the parameters used by 
TEL_PromptAndCollect.  
 
Any line beginning with a "#" is treated as a comment and ignored when the tag file is loaded by 
calling TEL_LoadTags.  
 
Phrase Tags  
A phrase tag is a label that references a single phrase file, that is a file that contains prerecorded 
speech.  
 
Phrase tags appear in the tag file on lines of the following format: 
phrase_tag|phrase_file|comment 
 
where 
phrase_tag is the actual tag name or label. 
phrase file is the name of the file containing recorded speech. It may be a full or relative 
pathname or just the name of the file. In practice, it is often useful to simply specify the file name 
and let the directory location be specified in the application according to the value of the 
$APP_PHRASE_DIR global string variable which can be set using the TEL_SetGlobalString API.  
 
comment is an optional description of the content of the file. It is often helpful to include the full 
text of the phrase file here.  
The following are valid phrase tag lines: 
 
p_welcome |welcome.wav |Welcome to Acme Automated Support. 

p_thankYou |thankYou.wav |Thank you for calling Acme Automated Support. 
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11.45.1.3.1 Data Tags  

A data tag is a label that references a string of specific data to be spoken. That data may be a 
static string or a string whose value is not known at the time the data tag is put into the tag file. 
Data tags appear in the tag file on lines of the following format:  
 
data_tag|input_format:output_format:data|comment 
 
where data_tag is the actual tag name or label. 
 
input_format is one of the supported string-based input formats for the TEL_Speak API.  
output_format is one of the supported output formats for the TEL_Speak API that is compatible 
with the input_format.  
 
data is the actual data to be spoken. This element may have a specific value such as "123" or a 
null value (i.e., no characters or only blanks), in which case the application will need to supply a 
value for this field using the overrides parameter of TEL_PromptAndCollect. The use of the 
overrides parameter to supply a value is described in the manual page for 
TEL_PromptAndCollect. 
 
comment is an optional description of the data.  
 
The following are examples of valid data tag lines: 
 
d_flight_number |STRING:NUMBER:432 |Example of  static data. 

d_ssn_input |STRING:DIGIT: |Variable data; value supplied when TEL_PromptAndCollect called. 

 

11.45.1.3.1.1 List Tags  
 
A list_tag is a label that references one or more phrase tags and/or data tags whose associated 
phrase files and/or data variables are to be spoken as one prompt. List tags are typically used to 
construct menu prompts or other prompts such as "You entered variable dollars. Press 1 if this is 
correct or 2 if it is incorrect." 
 
List tags appear in the tag file on lines of the following format:  
 
list_tag = phrase_or_data_tag1, phrase_or_data_tag2, … 
 
where list_tag is the actual tag name or label. A list tag must begin with a "^". 
 
phrase_or_data_tag1, phrase_or_data_tag2, … are one or more phrase or data tags defined 
elsewhere within the tag file. A list tag line may include a backslash (\) at the end to indicate that it 
is continued on the next line.  
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In the following sample tag file, ^mainMenu is a list tag that concatenates several phrase tags. 
When used in a parameter section that contains promptTag=^mainMenu, it would cause the 
following to be spoken: "For the credit department, press 1. For account information, press 2. To 
exit, press 3".  
 
p_forCredit  |forCredit.wav |For the credit department 

p_forAccount |forAccount.wav |For account information 

p_toExit      |toExit.wav  |To exit 

p_press1     |toPress1.wav  |Press 1 

p_press2     |toPress2.wav  |Press 2 

p_press3     |toPress3.wav  |Press 3 

 
 

^mainMenu = p_forCredit, p_press1, \ 

  p_forAccount, p_press2, \ 

  p_toExit, p_press3 

 
In the following sample tag file, ^confirmation is a list tag that mixes a phrase tag and a static data 
tag. When used in a parameter section that contains promptTag=^confirmation, it would cause 
the following to be spoken: "You have been rebooked on flight number 432. If this is acceptable, 
press 1". 
 
p_rebooked |rebooked.wav |You have been rebooked on flight number 

p_ifAcceptable |ifAcceptable.wav |If this is acceptable 

p_press1 |toPress1.wav |Press 1 

d_flight432 |STRING:NUMBER |432 |Static flight number ^confirmation =  p_rebooked, d_flight432, p_ifAcceptable, p_press1 

11.45.1.3.2 Parameter Sections  

A parameter section is a data block within a tag file that fully defines the prompting and DTMF 
input characteristics for a single call to TEL_PromptAndCollect.  
 
A parameter section consists of a section name enclosed in square brackets known as a section 
header, followed by a series of name=value pairs that specify the parameter values to be used by 
the TEL_PromptAndCollect API.  
 
A parameter section in the tag file will look similar to the following:  
 
[mainMenu]  
promptTag=p_mainMenu  
repromptTag=p_mainMenuRedo  
invalidTag=p_invalidInput  
timeoutTag=p_timeout  
shortInputTag=p_shortInput  
validKeys=123  
hotkeyList=*3,*4  
party=FIRST_PARTY  
firstDigitTimeout=3  
interDigitTimeout=3  
nTries=3  
beep=YES  
terminateKey=#  
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minLen=1  
maxLen=1  
terminateOption=MANDATORY  
inputOption=NUMERIC  
interruptOption=FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT  
 
The parameter names that appear on the left side of the name-value pairs of a parameter section 
may be overridden when the TEL_PromptAndCollect API is called by specifying one or more 
alternate name=value pairs in the API's overrides parameter. 
 
Not all of the name=value pairs shown above must be specifically set in a parameter section. 
Many of the parameters are optional and will take their default values if they do not appear in the 
parameter section. The following is the complete list of all parameters that may appear in a 
parameter section. 
 
The sectionName defines the name of the parameter list. This is what is passed to 
TEL_PromptAndCollect. The sectionName in the example is p_mainMenu. The section name for 
the parameter list is required. 
 
The promptTag specifies the initial prompt to the user. The value portion cannot be an empty 
string and must be a valid phrase tag. This parameter is required. 
 
The repromptTag specifies the phrase tag to be played to the user upon on a reprompt (i.e. the 
user failed to respond to the initial prompt, and is prompted again). Both an empty string and valid 
phrase tag are allowed. In the case of an empty string the promptTag is simply re-played to the 
user.  
 
The invalidTag specifies the phrase tag to be played to the user when the user inputs invalid 
DTMF keys. Both an empty string and valid phrase tag are allowed. In the case of an empty 
string, the user is simply re-prompted for input with either promptTag or repromptTag. In keeping 
with the above example, with validKeys=123 and if the user enters a 5 on the first attempt, 
p_invalidInput will be played, followed by p_mainMenuRedo. 
 
The timeoutTag specifies the phrase tag to be played to the user when a timeout condition occurs 
upon input. Both an empty string and valid phrase tag are allowed. In the case of an empty string, 
the user is simply re-prompted for input with either promptTag or repromptTag. In keeping with 
the above example example, with validKeys=123 and the user does not enter a digit, t_timeout 
will be played, followed by p_mainMenuRedo. 
 
The shortInputTag specifies the phrase tag to be played to the user when the user does not enter 
the correct number of DTMF keys. This can only occur when terminateOption is set to 
MANDATORY. Both an empty string and valid phrase tag are allowed. In the case of an empty 
string, the user is simply re-prompted for input with either promptTag or repromptTag.  
The validKeys name=value pair specifies all allowed input keys. The value portion is a contiguous 
string of characters. An empty value string is not allowed. The above example allows only the 1,2, 
and 3 keys to be successful input from the user.  
 
The hotkeyList is a comma-delimited list of allowed hotkeys. An empty value string is allowed. In 
keeping with the example, in addition to the validKeys being entered, the user may also enter 
either a 3 or 4. If a hotkey is entered, all previous data entered by the user is discarded, the 
hotkey will be returned in the data parameter of TEL_PromptAndCollect, and the return code 
returned will reflect the sequential number of the hotkey pressed in the list. For example, if the   
user enters the digits "1*4", TEL_PromptAndCollect will return a value of '2' (hotkey 4 is the 
second in the list) and the data parameter will be populated with *4 (the 1 is discarded since a 
hotkey was pressed). 
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The party name=value pair specifies both where the speech is to be directed to and who is 
providing the input. Valid values are FIRST_PARTY and SECOND_PARTY. This parameter is 
required. 
 
The firstDigitTimeout and interDigitTimeout name=value pairs indicate the number of seconds, as 
specified by the TEL_GetDTMF API. Valid values are 1 to 60. 
 
The nTries name=value pair is the number of attempts to successfully get input from the user, as 
specified by the TEL_GetDTMF API. Valid values are 0 to 15. 
 
The beep name=value pair specifies whether or not to sound a beep tone to the user. Valid 
values are YES and NO. 
 
The terminateKey name=value pair indicates the termination key to signal the end of input, as 
specified by the TEL_GetDTMF API. 
 
The minLen and maxLen name=value pairs indicate the minimum and maximum allowed length 
of input to receive. These parameters are required. 
 
The terminateOption name=value pair dictates how the end of input is determined, as specified 
by the TEL_GetDTMF API. Valid values are MANDATORY, AUTOSKIP, and AUTO. This 
parameter is required. 
 
The inputOption indicates the format in which the data is to be received, as specified by 
TEL_GetDTMF. Valid values are NUMERIC, NUMSTAR, DOLLAR, ALPHA, and ALPHANUM. 
This parameter is required. 
 
The interruptOption dictates the option for interrupting the speech being spoken or controlling 
playback, as specified by the TEL_Speak API. This parameter is required. 
A Sample Tag File  
 
The following is a sample tag file. This file is referred to in the examples shown on the manual 
pages for the TEL_LoadTags and TEL_PromptAndCollect API examples.  
 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

# File:     funland.tag 

# Purpose:  This is a tag file used by an application called "funland".. 

#               It is referenced in the manual pages for TEL_LoadTags,  

#               TEL_PromptAndCollect, and TEL_SaveTags. 

# Author:       Aumtech, Inc. 

# Date: 02/02/2009 

#------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

p_welcome               |welcome.wav            |Welcome to Funland's automated … 

p_forReservations       |forReservations.wav    |To set up a reservation 

p_forEvents             |forEvents.wav          |For a list of upcoming events 

p_forPaymentInfo        |forPaymentInfo.wav     |For a status of a payment 

p_forOperator   |forOperator.wav                |To speak to a live operator 

p_press1                |toPress1.wav           |Press 1 

p_press2                |toPress2.wav           |Press 2 

p_press3                |toPress3.wav           |Press 3  
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p_press9                |toPress9.wav           |Press 9 

p_invalidInput  |invalidInput.wav               |Your input is invalid 

p_pleaseTryAgain        |pleaseTryAgain.wav     |Please try again 

## List tags 

#^mainMenu =    p_forReservations,      p_press1,       \        

                        p_forEvents,            p_press2,       \ 

                        p_forPaymentInfo,               p_press3,       \ 

                        p_forOperator,          p_press9 

 

^mainMenuRetry =        p_pleaseTryAgain,                       \ 

p_forReservations,      p_press1,       \ 

p_forEvents,            p_press2,       \ 

                        p_forPaymentInfo,               p_press3,       \ 

                        p_forOperator,          p_press9 

 

[mainMenu]promptTag=mainMenu 

repromptTag=mainMenuRetry 

invalidTag=p_invalidInput 

timeoutTag= 

shortInputTag=p_invalidInput 

validOpts=1239 

hotkeyList=*3 

party=FIRST_PARTY 

firstDigitTimeout=3 

interDigitTimeout=3 

nTries=3 

beep=YES 

terminateKey=# 

minLen=1 

maxLen=10 

terminateOption=AUTOSKIP 

inputOption=NUMERIC 

interruptOption=FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT 

 

11.46. Telecom System Phrase Management 
11.46.1 Using Proper Syntax for System Phrases in Multiple Languages 

Because languages use different syntax's for speaking numbers, dates, etc., a literal translation 
of each system phrase may not produce the proper output when the system phrases are 
combined together to speak a number, time, date, etc.  
For example, in English the number "100" is spoken by combining system phrases for "one" and 
"hundred", thereby speaking "one hundred", while in French, the number "100" is spoken simply 
as "cent", not by combining phrase "un" with "cent" to say "un cent".  
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To speak a foreign language number properly, coding can be performed that adjusts for syntactic 
differences. If a number is spoken the same as it would be in English, it can be spoken directly 
with TEL_Speak using the STRING and NUMBER formats. If however, the number is a special 
case, the TEL_Speak API can be called with the exact system phrase(s) to be spoken.  The 
example below demonstrates how this might be done.  
 
   
        int SpeakForeignNumber(int language, int option, int number)  
        {  
        int data;                       /* number to speak */  
        char language_dir[128];        /* Directory were special language phrases are stored */  
        int ret;                        /* Return code */  

        switch (language)  
        {  
                case LITHUANIAN:  
                {  
                        strcpy(language_dir, "/Lithuanian");  
                        switch (number)  
                        {  
                                case 100:  
                                        /* Speak specially recorded LITHUANIAN phrase file */  
                                        sprintf(phr,"%s/%s", language_dir, "100.wav");  
                                        ret= TEL_Speak (FIRST_PARTY, FIRST_PARTY_INTERRUPT,  
                                        PHRASE_FILE, PHRASE, option,phr,SYNC);  
                                        return (ret);  
                                        break;  
                                /* handle other Lithuanian special cases here */  
                                default:  
                                        /* Speak all non-special cases normally */  
                                        sprintf (data, "%d", number);  
                                        ret = TEL_Speak ( FIRST_PARTY, option, STRING, NUMBER, &data, SYNC);  
                                        return (ret);  
                                        break;  
                        }  
                }  
                case CANTONESE:  
                        /* handle Cantonese numbers here */  
                        break;  

        }  
        /* etc */  

It is important to remember that syntactical differences between different languages will arise. 
They must be addressed and they should not be put off until the last minute (since they may 
require completely new phrase recordings).  

 

11.46.2 System Phrase Files 

Table 19 lists the systems phrase files stored in the system speech directory. These phrases are for 
the exclusive use of the Telecom Services APIs. Each of the phrases listed in the table must be 
present or one or more of the Telecom Services APIs will fail. No other phrase files, e.g. those 
used by applications, should be kept in this directory.  
 
The system phrase files beginning with 0700.wav allow the speaking of alphanumeric strings in a 
natural voice. They are only used by the TEL_Speak API with the ALPHANUM output option. For 
each of the numbers and each of the letters of the alphabet ther 
e are three phrase files; one with a rising inflection, one with a medial inflection, one with a falling 
inflection. If a letter or number begins a string to be spoken, its rising inflection system file is 
spoken; if it appears in the middle of a string, its medial inflection system file is spoken; if it 
appears at the end of a string, its falling inflection system file is spoken.  
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Table 19: English System Phrases 

Phrase  Phrase Contents 
0090.wav  oh  
0091.wav  oh one (as in 9:01 am)  
0092.wav  oh two  
0093.wav oh three  
0094.wav  oh four 
0095.wav  oh five  
0096.wav oh six  
0097.wav  oh seven  
0098.wav oh eight  
0099.wav oh nine  
0100.wav - 0199.wav  zero through ninety nine (0-99)  
0201.wav Hundred 
0202.wav thousand  
0203.wav  Million 
0250.wav - 0261.wav  January, February, March, ..., December  
0270.wav - 0300.wav  First through Thirty-first (dates)  
0310.wav - 0316.wav Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, ..., Saturday 
0320.wav One dollar 
0321.wav Dollars 
0322.wav  Dollar and . . .  
0323.wav Dollars and . . .  
0324.wav One Cent 
0325.wav  Cents  
0326.wav  Minus  
0327.wav  . . . negative . . .  
0328.wav  . . . and . . .  
0330.wav  ...AM  
0331.wav  ...PM  
0332.wav  Yesterday  
0333.wav Today  
0334.wav  Tomorrow  
0335.wav  . . . o'clock  
0340.wav  Good morning.  
0341.wav  Good afternoon.  
0342.wav  Good evening.  
0343.wav  (1/2 second of silence)  
0344.wav Midnight 
0345.wav  Noon  
0346.wav  . . . morning . . .  
0347.wav  . . . afternoon . . .  
0348.wav  . . . evening . . .  
0349.wav  . . . night . . .  
0350.wav  . . . digits  
0351.wav  . . . hour . . .  
0352.wav  . . . hours . . .  
0353.wav  . . . minute . . .  
0354.wav  . . . minutes . . .   
0355.wav  . . . second . . .  
0356.wav  . . . seconds . . .  
0400.wav - 0411.wav  (DTMF tones for 0 through 9 , *, #)  
Phrase  Phrase Contents 
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0420.wav  (Beep)  
0425.wav  (Central office ring back)  
0700.wav - 735.wav A-Z, 0-9 with medial (flat) inflection 
0736.wav - 0771.wav A-Z, 0-9 rising inflections  
0772.wav - 0807.wav A-Z, 0-9 falling inflections  
busy.wav  (Busy) 
 


